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Easy to build projects for everyone
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LOOK! Here's how you

master
electronics.
....the practical way.

This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You learn the practical way in easy steps
mastering all the'essentials of your hobby or to
further your career in electronics or as a selfemployed electronics engineer.
All the training can be carried out in the
comfort of your own home and at your own
pace. A tutor is available to whom you can
write, at any time, for advice or help during
your work. A Certificate is given at the end of
every course.
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2 Read, draw and

1 Build an
oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training, you
actually build your own Cathode ray
oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test
instrument that you will need not only
for the course's practical experiments, but
also later if you decide to develop your
knowledge and enter the profession. It
remains your property and represents a
very large saving over buying a similar
piece of essential equipment.

understand
circuit diagrams.

In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams, understand the very fundamentals of television,
radio, co mputors and countless other
electronic devices and their servicing
procedures.
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3 Carry out over

40 experiments
on basic circuits.

We show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of different
circuits and turn the information gained
into a working knowledge of testing,
servicing and maintaining all types of
electronic equipment, radio, t.v etc.

All students enrolling in our courses receive
a free circuit board originating from a
computer and containing many different
components that can be used in experiments
and provide an excellent example of current
electronic practice.
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To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new, exciting and absorbing way, just clip the
coupon for a free colour brochure and full details of enrolment.

British
National Radio & Electronic School
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME
ADDRESS
EEBI
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BATTERY

MULLARD UNILEX.A mains operated 4 .4- 4
stereo system. Rated one
of the finest performers

in the stereo

MOTORS'

Air ,,_
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field this

would make a wonderful gift

-a,

For models, Meccano's, drills, remote
control planes, boats, etc.. etc. 42.00.

-

for almost any one in easy -to-

a
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WINDSCREEN
WIPER
CONTROL

/VP 1%. 46

4111Wilkl
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conditions. All parts and instruc-
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tions to make. £3.75 post and 'VW
VAT paid.
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ROOM THERMOSTAT
Famous Satchwell, elegant design, intended for

wall mounting. Will switch up to 20 amps at

4

mainsains voltage, covers the range 0.30°C. Special

---_ ,

Easiest way to fault find, traces,

tube

mounted
t1-11, oanppirnosxulatiLlybporairced.3?plososryinkr strh size
2

relayd
12v
d with
two sets of change over contacts. The unique
-

complete

with

DRILL CONTROLLER
from approximately 10 revs to
maximum.
speeds by finger-tip control.
Kit includes all parts, case,
everything and full instructions.
£3.45 including post & VAT.
Made up model £1 00 extra.

MULLARD AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

All in module form, each ready built complete with heat

sinks and connection tags, data supplied. Model 1153
500mW power output £1.50 including Post & VAT.

Model 1172 1W, power output

,.....v.i.
'

21.85 including Post & VAT.

Model EP9000 4 watt power outPu t £2-90 including Post & VAT.
EP 9001 twin channel or stereo preamp. £2.90 including Post & VAT.

TANGENTIAL HEATER UNIT

A most efficient and quiet run-

ping blower -heater by Solatron-same type as is fitted to
many famous name heaters-

..'.

-...,,,

Comprises mains induction
motor -long turbo fan -split

2 kw heating element and
thermostatic

SWITCH TRIGGER
MATS

3KW MODEL
£5 95

---

Wiring dig supplied for complete house
protection -'Keep Those Robbers
Away'.
13" x 10" -,-- £2.10
24" x 18" ---- £2.60

Six speeds are available 500. 850 and 1,100

r.p.m. and 7.000, 9,000 and 11.000 r.P.m.
Shaft is 1" diameter and approximately 1"

approx. 2" dia. x 5" long. Price £2.00

safety

trip-

simply connect to the mains
for immediate heat -mount
in a simple wooden or metal

blow or off available 60D extra

-"-)-.1.'......-

FLUORESCENT TUBE
INVERTOR

_

eamsilll

MAINS RELAY

With triple 10 amp changeover con-

tacts-operating coil wound for 230
volts AC, chassis mounting, one screw
fixing, ex unused equipment 60p each,
10 for £5 post and VAT paid.

.

For camping -car repairing -emergency lighting from
a 12v battery you can't beat fluorescent lighting, it will
offer plenty of well distributed light and is economical.
We offer invertor for 9" 6 watt miniature tube for only
£3.25 with tube and tube holders as well.
Ditto but 21" 3w £3.75.

SPIT MOTOR WITH CARTER
GEAR BOX

Probably one of the best spit motors

- n made. Originally intended to be used

front panel and all the parts £1 - 90

in very high priced cookers however
this can be put to plenty of other uses,
for instance your garden barbeque or to
drive a tumbler for stone polishing; in fact there are no
ends to its uses. Normal mains operation. £4.32 including POST & VAT.

VAT and postage.

TERMS:

gives really amazing results. You
will receive an amazing assortment
of stations over the 19, 25, 29, 31

>

.

metre bands. Kit contains chassis

-crystal earphone 55p including

HUMIDITY SWITCH

American made by Rano°, their type

No. iii. The action of this device

Cash with order -prices includes VAT and carriage

*

depends upon the dampness causing
a mcmbrain to stretch and trigger a
sensitive microswitch adjustable by
a screw, quite sensitive -breathing on it
for instance will switch it on. Micro 3 amp
at 250v. AC. Overall size of the device

approx. 31" long I" wide and 11" deep. 750.

unless stated but orders under £6 must add 50p to offset
packing etc.
BULK ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. Phone 01-6881833

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD
(Dept. EE), 103 TAMWORTH RD.
CROYDON CR9 1SG
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l2Volt Pump. Designed we believe as a bilge pump. this

is 12 volt AC/DC motor coupled by a long enclosed
shaft to a submersible pump. Suitable for water or most
any fluids. Price £11.750. Post 80p.

Just Arrited. Fruit Machines -working order -very

impressive. choice of several but very heavy so YOU must
collect. £50.
High Load 24 Hour Clock Switch. Made by the famous

AEG Company for normal mains but with clockwork
reserve has load capacity of 80 amps at 240v 50hz.
Therefore suitable for dealing with large loads of say
shop lighting, water heating. storage heaters etc. etc.
Has triggers for on and off once per 24 hours but extra
triggers will be available, Price £1.50p per pair. Size
of clock approximately 8" x 5" x 5", totally encased
but has lift up flap for ease of altering switching times.
Price, new and unused £10.650 or used but guaranteed
0.k. £6 .50p.
Enclosed 24 Hour Clock. With contacts for breaking
10-12 amps at 240 volts. This one has two sets of on/off
per 24 hours, price £7.60.
Smiths 24 hr. Timers -Heart only with over -ride similar

to those used in the auto set etc. £4-75p ± 38p.
Ditto but in grey plastic wall mounting case, with leads
ready for attaching to plug and socket, Place £6'98.

Light Dimmer. Our timer module with small mods

makes an excellent light dimmer. Contains a 4 amp 400v
SCR so it should be suitable for loads approaching 1kw
Price of module with variable resistor and instructions
22.250.
Push Pull Solenoids. For mains operated solenoid which
will push as well as or instead of pulL Very heavy duty,

we estimate this at 201bs push or pull. 11" x 3*" X 4"

some professional belt drive type at £25. Call or ring
us for more information.
Reed Switches, standard 60 watt glass type. Normal
open contacts glass lengths 2" diameter 3116". 10 for £1
+ 8p, 100 for £8 ± 64p. 1000 for £65 , £5.20p.
Flat Reed Switches for stacking, greater quantity in
confined space. Price 50p each ± 4P.

Tuner and Decoder -two very well made
(Japan) units -nice reproduction -19.95 the pair.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET
Although this uses no battery it

4 Changeover Mains Relay. Upright mounting with
Perspex type dust cover, the really interesting feature
is 4 sets of 10 amp changeover contacts. Price £1.62p

F.

-=

including Post & VAT.

c_:vie2rp..price £1 ± 8p. Suitable 11 pin base 27p -I- 2p.

by Magnetic Devices Co. £7.50.
case or mount direct onto made
in Stock. Turntables with pick up lift, ideal for
base of say kitchen unit - Always
disco's
at £11.95, post £2.25. We are also expecting
price £4-95 post £1.50 control
switch to give 2kw, lkw, cold

±,
long. 230/240v. Its speed may be further mil
controlled with the use of our Thyristor controller. Very powerful and useful motor size

£1 -50 P. & P.

-----

MULTISPEED MOTORS

'

t
so
you
Protruding
throughsideif

fixing bolt

& Postage.

,

gone

wish you can fix the relay and use its very strong
lead outs to secure circuit components -an expensive relay: but we are offering it for only 870 each.
Don't miss this exceptional bargain!

Add colour or white light to YOU!'
amplifier. Will operate 1, 2 or 3 lamps
(maximum 450W). Unit in box all
ready to work. £7.95 plus 95p VAT

'-

',I..

feature of this relayis its heavylead out wires.
these provide adequate support and therefore the

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

-

sealed

MICRO AMPLIFIER
Ex behind the ear deaf

12 Volt Heavy Duty Relay. Plug in type has three pairs

of 10 amp change over contacts. Transpararent dust

-

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

is a miniatu

DRILLElectronically changes speed

..- 4 .

-.,...--

previous lines.

twin

volume control £2.16,

7r...,
:A...

Our monthly Advance Advertising Bargains
List gives details of bargains arriving or just
arrived -often bargains which sell out before
our advertisement can appear -it's an interest log list and it's free -just send S.A.E. Below
are a few of the Bargains still available from

relay needs no fixing; on the other hand there is a

aids,

SPEEDS

--

and instructions.

IT'S FREE

VAT and

fstetho-set
e postage incl.

CONTROL

-::

leads, battery. circuit diagram

mini tester and would like one send £1 -50p.

6 photo sockets and d.p. changeover slide switch all

signal from aerial to speaker. when
signal stops you've found the fault.
Use it on Radio, TV, amplifier, anything.special
Complete
kit comprises
two
transistors
and all parts

.'.:,

mat

n

RADIO STETHOSCOPE

probe
£3.00

-

use these for radio control and similar
equipment. Carton of 25 batteries
£1 60.
...-----.

Paid.

including

.

tube it is very easy to break up
the battery into separate cells and

.

a switch panel for a calculator and for
dozens of other applications.
Parcel of 10 for £1.00. VAT and post

150K ohms.
Complete with insulated probes,

Amps ranges kit enable you to read DC current
from 0-10 amps. directly on the 0-10 scale. It's free
if you purchase quickly but if you already own a

tn-

s..

plastic tube giving a total of
10 -7 volts. Being in a plastic

Rated at 5 amps 250 volts. Ideal to make

Continuity and resistance 0-

FREE

.-1,
44.,

AMPLIFIER PANEL

MICRO SWITCH BARGAINS

11 Instant ranges measure: DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000
AC volts 10. 50, 150, 1000
DC amps 0-1 mA and 0-100 mA

insurance.

MERCURY BATTERIES

Bank of 7 Mercury cells
type 625 which are aPprox.
1" diameter by i".thick in

Amazing, deluxe pocket size
Precision moving coil instrument-jewcIled bearings -1000
opv-mirrored crate.

Unbelievable value only £5.50p + 50p post and

.

snip this month 13.00 post and VAT paid.

!

electric motor, pumps up to 200
gallons per hour depending upon
revs. Virtually uncorrodable. use
to suck water, oil, petrol, fertiliser,
chemicals, anything liquid. Hose
connectors each end. £2 -00 Post

or,'

Paid.

Vary sPecd of your wiper to suit

#

Self Priming, Portable, fits drill or

Ilite...

including VAT and postage.

-

ROTARY PUMP

.0 ;AT. -11

assemble modular form and
complete with a pair of Plessey
speakers this should sell at about £30 -but due to a
special bulk buy and as an incentive for you to buy this
month we offer the system complete at only £14.00

MINI -MULTI TESTER

.

Single Ended Types for Jobs where it is not easy to bring

a lead to each end. 75p each.

All these switches are normally open but can be

biased to a normally closed position by fitting a magnet

adjacent. The reed switch would then be opened by a
magnet of opposite polarity being bought up to it
Ceramic Magnets suitable for operating reed switches,
central fixing hole. 10 for £1 620.
Music Centre Transformer 12-0-12 at 1 amp and 9 volt
at .i. amp. Normal primary, upright mounting, impreg-

P.

pnaotestri54anpd varnished for quiet operation. Price £2..95p.

Shaped Fluorescent Tubes for porch light, box signs

or where you want light evenly spaced over a confined
area of approx. 10" x 10", 30 watts, made by Phillips
price £1.62p. Post 54p.

Plinth for BSR Record Player still available at the record

price of 95p + 12p. This is excellent value but unforbeing a bulky and delicate item the postage
has to be £1.50p ± 12p so this is obviously only a
bargain for callers.
(2) A similar model also available at the same price,
this is somewhat larger and has a cut out for an ampllfier.
Our Smoker Cover can be used with the above plinths,
four small locating pins are fitted to the motor board.
Size approx. 12f" x 14-1", price £2 -50p -4--32D- Post
£2.00 -r- 16D.
Extension Speakers 8 ohm 4-5 watts handling power.

We have 5 or 6 different models in stock, cheapest being
the Partytime at £3.95p each. again only really a bargain
for callers as postage is £1.50p per speaker.
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NEW BOOK

7ffasterin Car Entertainment
Author: Vivian Cape!

Whether you are stuck in the frustrating immobility of a traffic jam, or suffering

the boredom of a long car journey, you are sure to find facilities for in -car

CONTENTS:

or Cartridge? Car
Radios. Car Antennas. Inter-

entertainment a great boon. Published information on the choice and installation
of mobile audio equipment has not kept pace with the rapidly growing interest
in the subject. This- book fills the gap in a highly informative easy -to -read manner.
Written by an expert, and illustrated with many attractive two-colour diagrams,
it sets out the relative merits of mono, stereo and quad in the car, and describes
cartridge and cassette players as well as giving helpful advice on choosing between

ference Suppression. Installing
the System. Trouble Shooting.

the systems.
1977

The

Car Equipment scene

mono, Stereo or Quad? Mobile
Tape Players. The Cartridge
Player. The Cassette Player.
Cassette

£2.50

128 pages

LOOK More books for the enthusiast:
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics - 9th Edition - M.G. Scroggie
1975

£3.75

552 pages

Newnes Tape Recorder Servicing Manual - 2nd Edition -- John Gardner
Volume 2
Volume 1
1977
224 pages
£7 80
1977
224 pages
Radio, TV and Audio Technical Reference Book - S.W. Amos
1977

£7.80
£24.00

1272 pages

Questions and Answers On Integrated Circuits - R.G. Hibberd
1974

0o0

£1.00

96 pages

Questions and Answers On Transistors - 3rd Edition - C. Brown
1972

£1.00

96 pages

Questions and Answers On Colour Television - 2nd Edition - J.A. Reddihough and D. Knight
1975
108 pages
£1.15
Questions and Answers On Electronics - C. Brown
112 pages
£1.15
1967

Be an
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER

NEW!
The latest catalogue from S.S.T.
includes even more Philips electronic

home assembly kits- mixers, amplifiers.
speakers, etc, etc Plus P.B. Electronics
Dec and Blob Boards for circuit
proving and construction. Send
today to: S.SI Distributors
(Electronic Components) l td.,
West Road, Tottenham, London,
N17 CAN.

Newn-effeclinTailloo- ks
BOROUGH GREEN SEVENOAKS, KENT TN15 8PH

Do something PRACTICAL about your future.
Firms all over Britain are crying out for qualified people. With
the right training, you could take your pick of these jobs.

Now, the British Institute of
Engineering Technology will train

you in your spare time to be an
Electrical Engineer.

You risk nothing I We prom-

ise to get you through your
chosen course-or, refund your
fee!
So, join the thousands who
have built a new future through

Courses in

C & G Elect. Technicians
C & G Elect. Installations
Telecomms. Technicians Exams
Television Servicing
Radio Maint. & Repairs (BIET)

()rut. Radio & Electronics
Plus over 60 other
home study courses.

home study Engineering courses.
Please send me, quickly,
new S.ST. Catalogue.

thel

POST COUPON FOR FREE 44 PAGE GUIDE

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

SS I Distributors is a member of

SEND TODAY! the Philips Group of Companies

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Aldermaston Court, Dept. TEE 29

Reading RG7 4PF.

NAME (Block capitals please)

I
I

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

Other Subjects

AGE

Member of ABCC ..1

L Accredited by CACC
NM OE
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Half Price rigstio

Christmas Offer
Decnology
Build all the projects on the

T-Decnology
Build projects using ICs on your
T DeC

S

S-DeC

BLOB BOARD
CHRISTMAS PACK
Includes

perfect kit for beginners,
students, professionals and all users
of discrete components. This S -De K -IT contains
S-DeC + control
panel, 9 Blob -Boards, 20 double
ended Leads + Instruction book
S -De -K -IT complete in ABS box,
The

This De -K -It contains

control panel +

1

T-DeC +

16 Dil Carrier
+ 4 Blob -Boards + components +
Circuit Diagrams and step by step
instructions to build Burglar Alarm

1

1

Sound Fuzz Circuit, SR Latch, and
Two Tone Siren Complete Kit with

with component tray.

Components

8 I C for doing Digital Electronics
by Experiment
5D for doing S DeCnology
8D for doing Blob -a -Job

Normally £3.00
HALF PRICE OFFER £1.50 +
40p post and VAT

Normally £6.38
HALF PRICE OFFER £3.19 +
£1.00 post and VAT

Normally £13.00 HALF
PRICE OFFER £6.50 + £1.20
post & VAT

BRED -CIRCUIT BOARD
Combines versatility of Breadboard with usefulness of Blob-

SOCKETS

I.C. BREADBOARD

16 DI L IC Sockets with stepped

Board

legs

U DeC B Breadboard + 21 2 IC
Blob Boards

BCB2 board size 6" x 2" with

Normally 20p each
Pack of 20 for only £2.00 +
35p Post and VAT

Normally £14.00
HALF PRICE OFFER £7.00 +
£1.30 post & VAT

5 16 DI L Sockets
Pack of 3 boards with 15
sockets

normally £3.84
ONLY £1.92 + 50p post & VAT

P.B. Electronics (Scotland) Ltd, 9 Radwinter Road, Saffron Walden, Essex, CB11 3H17

TO MR. BLOB

Electronics (Scotland) Ltd, 9 Radwinter Road, Saffron Walden, Essex, CB11 3HU

Please rush me:

S-De-K-ITs at £3.19 each

+ £1.00 post & VAT
T-De-K-ITs at £6.50 each
+ £1.20 post & VAT
Blob Board packs at £1.50
each + 40p post & VAT

Bred Circuit Board +
Socket Packs at £1.92 each + 50p post &

VAT

Pack of 20 sockets at £2.00
+ 35p post & VAT
U DeC B + 21 off 2 IC Blob
Boards at £7.00 each + £1.20 post & VAT
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B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS

Dept. P.W.5 STATION ROAD. LITTLEPORT, CAMBS.. CB6 1QE
Telephone: ELY (0353) 860185 (2 lines) Tuesday to Saturday

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

A MERRY XMAS &
A HAPPY' NEW YEAR

MAGNETIC DEVICES PROGRAMMERS. Contain 9 fully adjustable cams and 9 change over
micro -switches (rated approx. 1A at 240VAC)

TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

ing. etc. ex equipment 21.50 each.

Needs slow-motion motor to drive (not supplied). Ideal for disco lights, sequence switch-

PLUS A PRESENT FROM US OF A

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
PLASTIC PROJECT BOXES with screw on lids
(in black ABS) with brass inserts.
Type NB1 approx Sin. x
x 1iin. 40p each_
Type NB2 approx. 3}in. x 2}in. x 1iin. 50p each.
Type NB3 approx. 4f in. x 3}in. x
60p each.

VIDICON SCAN COILS (Transistor type, but no

(Brand New) 70p each or 2 for £120.

Brand New.

T03 transistor insulator sets, 10 for 50p

FULL
RANGE
OF
BERNARDS/BABANI
ELECTRONICS BOOKS IN STOCK. S.A.E. FOR.

PERSPEX TUNER PANELS (for FM Band 2

data) compete with vidicon base 8650 each.

ON ALL ORDERS RECEIVED
FROM 1st to 31st DECEMBER

LIST.

For items in our current ads and lists only

2 for

size approx. 84.in

EXPERT SOLDER GUN EllOOD £9.90.

A LARGE RANGE OF CAPACITORS AVAILABLE
AT BARGAIN PRICES, S.A.E. FOR UST.

tuners) marked 88-108MHz and Channels 0-70,
clear numbers. rest blacked out, smart modern
appearance,

Pistol grip with fingertip trigger. High efficiency
copper soldering tip.
EXPERT SOLDER GUN KIT (spare bits, case,
etc.) 21290.
Spare bits 35p pair.

MULLARD 15A2 65V STABILISER VALVES

10% DISCOUNT

WELLER SOLDERING IRONS
EXPERT. Built -in -spotlight illuminates work.

MIXED

resistors,

COMPONENT

capacitors,

PACKS, containing
pots, etc. All new.

Hundreds of dews. £2 per pack, white stocks
last.

THIS OFFER IS FOR I MONTH ONLY

NEW FOR THE VHF CONSTRUCTOR. lr range of
tuned circuits on formers with slugs and screening

Slider Switches. 2 pole make and break (or can
be used as 1 pole change -over by linking the two
centre pins). 4 for 50p.

cans. FrequencieS quoted are approximate, and range
can be greatly extended by using varying capacitors in
parallel.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS
N -Type Plugs 50 ohm, SOp each. 3 for £1.50.

Multicore). Solders aluminium to itself or
copper. brass. steel. nickel or tinplate. 16 s.w.g.

Type S (fin square, dumpy type).

reducers. 65p each
S0239 Sockets (PTFE), brand new (4 -hole fixing
type). 50p each

metre coil 40p pack_ Large reel £2.75.

SOLDER SUCKERS (Plunger type). Standard
Model, 2.5. Skirted Model £5.50. Spare Nozzles

BARGAIN
PACK
OF
LOW
VOLTAGE
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Up to 50V

A NEW RANGE OF OUALITY BOXES 8
INSTRUMENT CASES.

Aluminium Boxes with Uds.
4010

AB13
AB14
AB15
AB16
AB17
AB25

51 x 4 x

6 x4 x2
7 x5 x
8 x6 x3

10 x7 x3
10
6

x

x<

x3
x3

Sap

80p
£1.00
£1 .30

El 50
81.39
E1 -00

Vinyl Coated Instrument Cases
Light Blue tops and White lower sections. Very
smart fiinIsh.
WBt
5x
x 2:
80p
WB2

WB3
WEN

WB5
W86
Vi/B7

WB853

6x4}01}

8 x 5 x2
9 x 55 x
11 06}x3
11 x71 x

1208.1.05i
8x

Type SA 20 to 30MHz (when 33p1 fitted in parapet).
Type SB 35 to 50MHz (with link winding).
Type SC 70 to 100MHz (with link winding).
Type SD 135 to 175MHz (with link winding)
Type M (Min. }in. square types).
Type MA 19 to 28MHz (when 33pF fitted in parallel).
Type MI 22 to 32Milz (when 33pF fitted In parallel).
Type MC 25 to 3.5MHz (when 33pF fined in parallel).
Type MD 38 to 50MHz (when 33pF fitted in parallel).
Type ME <5 to 60MHz (when 33pF fitted in parallel).
Type MF 160 to 200MHz (without slug) when 0 to 30pF
variable fitted in parallel.
All the above coils available .n packs of five only (same
type) at 50p per pack of 5.

SEMICONDUCTORS

0180
£200

BSX20 (VHF OsciMult). 3 for 50p.
BC108 (metal can), 4 for 50p.
PBC108 (plastic BC108), 5 for 50p.
BF3,51 Transistors. 4 for 50p.
BCY72 Transistors, 4 for 50p
PNP audio type 105 Transistors, 12 for 25p.
BF152 (UHF erne:mixer), 3 for 50p.
2N3819 Fet.. 3 for 80p,
BC148 NPN SILICON, 4 for 50p.
130158 PNP SILICON, 4 for 50p.
BAY31 Signal Diodes. 10 for 35p.
BA121 Varicap Diodes, 4 for 50p.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Type 632. Mains
input 200-210-220-230-240-250V a.c.. output 0-20-

40-60V at 2A, in Metal and Plastic case, approx.
x 4+ x 4. fully fused (ideal for PSU) E300
each.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Type 15,300 240V
input. 15V at 300mA output, 8150 each.

ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER
PL259 Plugs (PTFE). brand new, packed with

00p each.
IRONS.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Type 451100. 240, 220,
each.

RED LEDs (Min. type) 5 for 70p.

110. 20, OV Input, 45V at 100mA output, 61.50

Brand

ep.vlTiI4NIRS .thiliu4a,ricI ATtyoe ELC104.3f05.

ALL PRICES - a% VAT.
TCP2 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED IRON.
Temperature controlled iron and PSU.
VAT
(£240).
SPARE TIPS

Type CC single flat, Type K double flat fine tip.
Type P. very fine tip. El each T VAT (8p).
MOST SPARES AVAILABLE.
MULTICORE SOLDER
18 s.w.g.

in

alloy dispenser.

Size C1SAV18 Savbit 18 s.w.g.. 56p

£150 per pack 4 121% VAT.

100.

50p.

Spare bits MT9 (for 15W) 50p, MT5 (for 25W) 45p,
MT10 (for 40W) 50p.

Size 5 Saybit
32p 1. VAT (3p).

by

OSMOR REED RELAY COILS (for reed relays up
to
chg., not supplied) 12V, 500 ohm coil, 2 for

51250 25W 240V £3.80.
St40D 40W 240V E423.
S125DK 25W 240V
bits etc.. KIT £4-90.

Marksman irons f:236.

741CG op amps by RCA, 4 for El -

(made

with multicore flux. with instructions. Approx. 1

working. Seatronic Manufacture. Approx

NEW MARKSMAN RANGE OF SOLDERING

BENCH STAND with spring and sponge for

£1.10
E1.60

£2.25
£2.60
F2.00

35p.

VAT (4p).

Kg. (1-1Ib) 60 x 40, 20 s.w.g. on plastic reel
VAT (24p).

We now stock Spiralux Tools for the electronic
enthusiast. Screwdrivers, Nut spanners, BA and
Metric sizes, pop rivet guns. etc. S.A.E. for list.
Dubilier Electrolytics, 50µF. 450V. 2 for 50p.
Dubilier Electrolytics, 100uF, 275V. 2 for 50p.
Plessey Electrolytics, 470uF, 63V, 3 for 50p.
TCC Electrolytica. 1000µF, 30V, 3 for 609.
Dubilier Electrolytics, 5000uF, 35V, 50p each.
Dubilier Electrolytics. 5000uF, 50V. 609 each.
ITT Electrolytes. 6800uF, 25V. high grade. screw
terminals, with mounting clips. 50p each.
PLEASE
ADD
124%
VAT
TO
ALL
CAPACITORS.
TV PLUGS AND SOCKETS
TV Plugs (metal type). 4 for 50p.
TV Sockets (metal type). 4 for 50p.
TV Lme Connectors (back-to-back sockets). 4 for
50p.

Please add 120% VAT.

Terms of Business' CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER £2. ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING )UK ONLY) SAE With ALL ENQUIRIES
Please PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN. ALL GOODS IN STOCK DESPATCHED BY RETURN CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY.

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 1 St Michaels Terrace, Wood Green
London N22 4SJ
MAINS INTERFERENCE
SUPPRESSOR

Designed to reduce unwanted mains

interference caused by fridges, boilers,
etc. The unit is fitted with a 3 -pin 13A
mains socket and I. 5m of 3 core cable
and comes housed in a black plastic box
with silver front panel.
Approx size: 116 x 77 x 54mm.
Max. current loading 3A.
OUR PRICE £9-35
8% V.A.T.

Phone 888-4474
_ABS PLASTIC BOXES

Ideal for the constructor. Fitted with
Inim front panels.
1005=105 x 73 x 45mm=90p.
1006=-150 x 74 x 47r1m= 11. 10
1007=185 x 124 x 60mm= £2 65
1022=107 x 85 x 45mm=82P.
(sloping front)

MAINS 'KEYNECTOR'

This
connecting
block connects any
electrical
equip-

SEC. Approx. size: 60 x 40 x

ment to the mains
supply' in seconds.

Ideal for bench,
garage, demonstrations, etc. Max.
load 13A fused.
A bargain at £5 85

plus 8% V.A.T.

BARGAIN TRANSFORMERS
240v PRIMARY -12-0-12v 500M/A

50num Fixing centres: 75mm.
8% V.A.T.
PRICE: £1.80

Also available MAINS TRANS-

, 8% VAT.

TI MULTI -METER

Price and size same as above.
BARGAIN PROJECT BOX
moulded
extrusion rails for PC or
Chassis panels, with metal
front plate fitted with four

Ideal tester for everybody interested in electronics. Weighing less than 100gm. and only

A plastic box with

OUR PRICE: £6.30 + 8% V.A.T.
FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous ferric chloride in double sealed lib
Poly. packs at £1 25 - 8% V.A.T. per lb.

screws (all supplied). Internal
size; 81 x 51 x 28mm.
OUR PRICE: 709-8% V.A.T.

24 x 9Ordm.
RANGES: A.C. volts: 0-10v, 50v, 250v, 1,000v.
D.C. volts: 0-10v, 50v, 250v, 1,000v. D.C. current: 0-1mA, 0-100mA. Resistance: 0-1 50KOnm.
60 x

LOW NOISE LOW PRICE CASSETTES
4- 8% V.A.T.
Good quality tape in well made screw type cassettes.
Presented in single plastic cases.
C60 = 45p., C90 -55p., C120 = 65P.
10% DISCOUNT on ten or more cassettes of one
type.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT
TYPE `PPI'.
Switched 3, 4+, 6, 7+, 9

and 12 volts at 500mA.

With on/off switch and
pilot light.

Size: 130mm x 55mm x

75mm approx.
OUR PRICE:
Only £6.00 --- 8% V.A.T.

ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED - PHONE ORDERS WELCOMED.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE -PLEASE ADD V.A.T. AS SHOWN-

S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE.
Personal Callers Welcome at: 164-166 HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON
N22. Phone: 888-3206 and 13 SOUTH MALL. EDMONTON, N9. Phone: 803-1685.
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SUNINFilig
Capacitive discharge

1\1111\IIATU RE

electronic ignition kit

SOLDERING IRON
for H 0 BBYorTRADE
MAIL ORDER PRICES:
( including VAT and P and P)

Irons C370
Bits 41p

:c`

Stands

each

f3-90 each
each

(Bit type 20 fitted
as standard).

Smoother running
Instant all-weather starting
* Continual peak performance
Longer coil/battery/plug life
Improved acceleration/top speeds

Solder 280356
18 watts of power
at 240 v. straight to the bit

BIT SIZES:

20 i3.0 mm)
21 (4-5 mmi 22 (6.0 mm)
19 ti1.5mml

Optimum fuel consumption
Sparkrite Mk. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge,
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable
and complete. It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in
15/30 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely
eliminates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to
contact breakr bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the

rrale ..zrziries7,0elconte
From your Local Dealer or Direct from the Manufacturers:

S.& R. BREWSTER Ltd.

86-88 UNION ST - PLYMOUTH Tel 0752 65011

current to about 1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well with
new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system. Spark rite
incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of
blowing the transistors or the SCR. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions
are not completely foolproof in this respect). All kits fit vehicles with

TECILNICAL TRAINING

coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED

IN ELECTRONICS AND

Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, ready
drilled base and heat sink, top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer
and components, cables, coil connectors, printed circuit board, nuts.
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or
positive earth, and 10 page installation instructions.

TELECONLMUNICATIONS
ICS can provide the technical knowledge that is so essential to your success:
knowledge that will enab); you to take advantage of the many opportunities

open to you. Study in your own home. in your own time and at your own
pace and if you arc studying for an examination ICS guarantee coaching
until you are successful.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Electronic/conventional ignition switch.
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite" ignition to conventional
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc., and will
also switch the ignition off completely as a security device, includes:
switch connectors, mounting bracket and instructions. Cables excluded.
Also available RPM limiting control for dashboard mounting
(fitted in case on ready built unit).

City and Guilds Certificates:
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV, Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
MPT Radio Communications Certificate

CALLERS WELCOME. For Crypton tuning and fitting service
'phone (0922) 33008.

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE & ECONOMY NOW
Note-Vehicles with current impulse tachometers (Smiths code on dial
RV1) will require a tachometer pulse slave unit. £3.35 inc. V.A.T. pop.

E.D.A. 82 BATH STREET, .WALSALL, WSJ 3DE.

Diploma Courses:
Colour TV Servicing
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installation
and Contracting

iII

II

Notopkeloodifkatiois
required
Electronics Design Associates, Dept., EE 12
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (0922) 33652
Name

il
la
5

'Cie
International Correspondence
'Cie To:
Schools

0
1

IDept 268R Intertest House. London

iName

SW8 413J or telephone 622 9911
Subject of Interest

II

Address

lii

ratite' kinsteatiois

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

Tel'

-

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST AND PACKING.

A.ge

I

Address
Mk. 2 DIY Ass. Ka @ £11.30
Mk. 2 Ready Built Negative Earth P E14.97
Mk. 2 Ready Built Positive Earth @ £14.97

enclose cheque/PO's

fore

Cheque No.

ignition Changeover switches P £4.30
R.P.M. Limit systems in above units rts £2.42

Send SAE if brochure
only,requjJ33d.

PAIIIMINIIIIIIMUMICKEINE1111111111111111111111r1111111111111111111111111101
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Part of the fun of our hobby is building

It is never too late (not too soon - for

test instruments that will play their
part in future experimental and

that matter) to start in electronics.

electronics hobbyist has a deeper

Square One feature. This month

constructional activities. Thus the

personal involvement in his subject
than is generally the case with many
other hobbies. Not only does he save
money by building test instruments
but he enjoys the additional pleasure

and satisfaction that comes from

constantly putting his own handiwork
to practical use.

In a remarkably short time the
constructor can acquire a good
selection of inexpensive test gear
entirely through his own efforts. Take
the Diode Checker described this

month: this small handy instrument
will be a boon when checking these
tiny components, and especially for
determining the anode and cathode

Newcomers will always find something

easy to bite onto every month in our

Square One looks at the actual

construction business - mounting
components on circuit boards. The

method illustrated is widely adopted

in today's project building, and is

simple and straight forward once one
gets the hang of it. As with all things,
practice makes perfect.

We are greatly delighted at the

tremendous popular response to the

new Teach -In Series. Our October and
November issues were completely sold

out. This unfortunately meant that a
large number of would-be starters in
electronics were disappointed. To help
them, we are reprinting Parts 1 and 2
of Teach -In '78. For details see page

MAKE-UP AND COPY
DEPARTMENT
Phone: 01-261 6035

leads - a matter that can be quite
perplexing to the inexperienced.
Continuing on this theme, next
month we will give details of a

This experience brings additional
emphasis on the need for our readers

ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES
Kings Reach Tower,
Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LS

substitution box, a useful item for the
experimenter and designer.

after we will present a C/R

own collection of EE's in the future.

converter unit designed to enable an
a.c. millivoltmeter to be used for low
level audio measurements, The month

These are but a sample of

forthcoming projects intended to

215.

to place

a

firm order with their

newsagent. So if you were one of the
unfortunates, do please take this step
and so avoid any discontinuity in your
Cordial greetings to all our readers

from all

of us on EE this

Christmastide.

equip the hobbyist, whatever his
degree of involvement or experience,
so that he can extract the maximum
out of this hobby.

Ou February Issue will be published on Friday, January 20. See page 225 for details.

Readers' Enquiries
We cannot undertake to answer readers' letters requesting modifications,
designs or information on commercial equipment or subjects not published

by us. All letters requiring a personal reply should be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope.

Telephone enquiries should be limited to those requiring only a brief
reply. We cannot undertake to engage in discussions on the telephone,
technical or otherwise.
Component Supplies
Readers should note that we do not supply electronic components for
building the projects featured in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, but these
requirements can be met by our advertisers.
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Back Number Service and Binders
Back issues of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS (June 1977 onwards) are

available worldwide at a cost of 60p per copy inclusive of postage and

packing. Orders and remittance should be sent to: Post Sales Department,

IPC Magazines Ltd., Lavington House, 25 Lavington Street, London

SE1 OPF.

TEACH -IN

78

Binders for Volumes 1 to 6 (state which) are available from the above

REPRINTS

IPC Magazines Limited 1977. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published

SEE
PAGE 215.

address for £2.85 inclusive of postage and packing.

in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully protected, and reproductions or imitations in whole
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All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure that the advice and data given to readers
are reliable. We cannot however guarantee it, and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it.
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By M. E. Theaker

as to the speed of the music.

Table. 1 gives an approximate
relationship between these various
markings and the number of beats
per minute.
Table 1. Tempo related to beats per
minute.

Terminology

Beats per minute

Largo:

«0 to 70
70 to 100
100 to 125
125 to 150
150 to 180

Lara'neltr_
Adagir_l

Andante:

Aiiegro
Presto

180 td 210:

The idea of an electronic

metronome is not new, but the vast
majority of designs provide only an
audible "tick" as indication of the
beat. This is fine as long as the instrument is a relatively quiet one,
such as a piano or guitar, but if the
instrument is particularly loud,

such as many brass wind in-

struments, then the audible tick

will be drowned by the playing of
the instrument.
The Audible Visual Metronome
described here provides a visual in-

dication by means of a flashing

emitting diode as well as an
audible "tick". The audible output
may be muted when only a visual
indication is required, for example

during a recording session. The
repetition rate of the metronome
can be varied over the range 40 to

210 beats per minute by a single
rotary control.

START

HERE FOR
CONSTR
INTRODUCTION
TWO pre -requisites for playing

music well, in addition to a
musical instrument and sheet

music, are the ability to play in
tune and at the correct tempo. In
order to achieve the first, tuning
forks are necessary and to achieve
the latter a metronome.

The most common form of

mechanical metronome is the type

devised by Maelzel nearly 200
years ago, which consists of a

pendulum maintained by a
200

clockwork mechanism. By adjusting a slide on the pendulum
against a scale the beat may be
varied typically between 40 and
210 beats per minute.

At the head of a sheet of music

may be seen, for example,

MMJ =100, which indicates that
the music should be played at the
rate of 100 crotchets per minute,
the MM standing for Maelzel's
Metronome. Not all music carries
such markings, particularly that
written before the 19th Century.
Instead the music may be marked
largo, andante or other indication

The circuit is constructed on a

piece of stripboard, 11 strips by 15

holes. A small piece is cut away

from one corner to clear the side of
the case when fitted.

WIRING DETAILS
The remaining wiring details are

shown alongside the stripboard

layout and is shown in Fig. 2. The
Everyday Electronics, January 1978

ICI VIEWED
FROM ABOVE

Fig. 2. Component layout and wiring
for the Metronome. The breaks in the

copper strips are shown on the left.

The completed wiring board.
Note that R6 is soldered
direct from the board to the
light emitting diode Dl.

...
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit

for

Visual Metronome

the

Audible

is shown

in;

Fig. 1.

he basis of the circuit is the

SI

integrated circuit timer
and operates as follows. Capacitor
NE555

ON/OFF
VRI

Cl charges up via the battery

252k

through VR1, Ri. R2 and R3 until
the voltage reaches two thirds of
the battery voltage, whereupon the

i.c. discharges capacitor Cl through::
R3 until the capacitor voltage falls.:
to one third of the battery voltage.

At this point Cl starts to charge

once again. This results in a series;;:

of short pulses at the output of
the i.c. (pin 3) whose duration is
determined by R2 and Cl and is
fixed at
seconds.

approximately 7

33

T

TR1

13

2N 1132

RS 5E303
R3

;kJ':

IC 1
NE 5.36

52

-

aS:
R6

270

These short pulses are separated

by a time determined by the Val u e s

of VR1, RI. R2, R3 and Cl. This
time is adjustable between 278

milliseconds and 1.5 seconds, corresponding to 210 to 40 beats per
minute. Resistor 112 controls the

'see text.
Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the Audible Visual Metronome. For values of R1. R2 see text.

breaks in the copper strips should

first be made, and Veropins in-

serted.
Next the wire link and resistors
and capacitors are then soldered in
place. Finally the i.c. is mounted,

preferably in a socket, and the
transistor is wired in place.
Once construction has been

completed the unit may be
calibrated.

41000A1V.
ek

4) se
ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

£3.75
excluding
case

202

The completed metronome with all the components mounted on the lid of the case.
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HOW IT WORKS...
+ve

maximum number of beats per
minute and is adjusted on test to
compensate for variations in the

value of Cl. The purpose of Rl in
parallel with VR1 is to reduce the
resistance of VR1 from 250D to
nominal 1858 to obtain the correct

a.11

range.

Since the time for the charging?:
and discharging of the capacitor IS7

determined by proportions of the

supply voltage,

the number of

beats per minute is unaffected by

the battery voltage.

Resistor R4 is included to prevent the timer latching in the dis-

charged state when first switched on.

The output of the timer circuit is

fed via a current limiting resistor
R5 to the base of a pnp transistor
TR1, which drives a light emitting
diode R6. This resistor limits the
peak current to - 27OmA. The
transistor also feeds a 35 ohm
loudspeaker via the switch Si in
order that the metronome may be
operated in a visual -only mode.

The circuit as shown is a simplified version of a multivibrator, the
operation of which is as follows. The capacitor C charges up to the -ye
supply potential via the resistor R. The purpose of the voltage sensor is to
detect a certain voltage level on the capacitor, when this potential is
reached, the sensor causes the electronic switch to apply the supply
voltage (+ve) to the loudspeaker and the I.e.d. This results in a click and
a brief flash from the I.e.d. At the same time the switch applies a certain
feedback to the voltage sensor which causes the capacitor to discharge
and repeat the entire process.
a rapid flashing from the I.e.d.

CALIBRATION
First set VR1

to minimum

resistance (maximum speed) and

COMPONENTS

%)0

III

Resistors
R1
680k0 nominal 390k0, 470k0 or 560k0 I. select on test
R2 33k0 nominal 27k0 or 33k0
(see text)
R3 1kil
R4 4.7k0

R5 6800

270
All resistors are carbon ± 5% 1W
R6

Potentiometers
VR1/S1

250k0 log. with single pole switch

Capacitors
C1

10pF 12V tantalum bead

Semiconductors
TR 1

IC1

01

2N 1132 npn silicon
NE555 timer i.c.
TIL209 red light emitting diode

select R2 by varying the resistance
from the nominal 33102 until 210
beats per minute is achieved. To
count the beats use a clock with a
seconds hand or a stop watch.

Next set VR1 to maximum

resistance and vary the value of R1
until 40 beats per minute is obtained. Having completed these initial

adjustments, the intermediate

markings on the scale may be filled
See

Shop
Tali(
Page 207

in. Once again a stop watch of
some sort can be used for this
purpose.

Once calibration is completed

the metronome may be finally
assembled. The metronome should

then give consistent and reliable
results.
0

Miscellaneous
S2
LS1
B1

sub -miniature s.p.s.t. toggle switch
35 ohm loudspeaker 55mm diameter
9V PP3 battery

Stripboard: 0 1 inch matrix 11 strips x 15 holes; small plastic case,
115mm x 75mm x 35mm; large pointer knob; 6BA fittings; material for
scale; connecting wire; battery connector; solder.
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FINGER TIP CONTROL...IT COULDN'T BE SIMPLER

01*

OFF

ElTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH
FOR LOW POWER D.C. CIRCUITS
INTRODUCTION
APURELY electronic switch

which has no moving

parts to wear out offers a very
high degree of reliability and
a virtually unlimited working
life. Where a low powered d.c.
circuit is to be controlled it is

an easy matter to produce a
suitable electronic switch of
the touch operated variety. A

simple and inexpensive
circuit of this type forms the
subject of this article.

This unit can be used to
provide on/off switching for
any 6 to 12 volt battery
operated equipment which
has a maximum current consumption of 100mA or less.

Many pieces of equipment fall

By R. A. Penf old

Only a single set of touch
contacts are employed, and

the state of the circuit

changes state each time these

contacts are touched. The

circuit is based on a couple of
CMOS logic i.c.s, and the unit

provides an excellent introduction to CMOS devices.

into this category, including
many projects described in

this magazine.

HOW IT WORKS...

START
HERE FOR
CONSTRUCTION

All the components are mounted

on a piece of 0.1 inch pitch
stripboard. Start by cutting out a
panel of the correct size (19 holes
by 16 strips) using a hacksaw, and
OUTPUT
TERMINALS
TO LOAD

Normally the output of the Schmitt trigger is high (at positive supply
level). Consider the load switched off. When the touch contacts are

bridged by a finger for example, the output of the Schmitt trigger rapidly
drops to a low state (zero volts). This rapid fall in level causes the output
of the divide -by -two circuit to change from low to high. This causes the
electronic switch to close and power is supplied to the load.
Removing the finger has no effect, for the output of the Schmitt trigger
returns to a high level but this has no effect on the divide -by -two circuit
as this only responds to falling changes. Touching the contacts again will
change the output of the divide -by -two element, causing it to be low and
turn off the electronic switch and hence power to the load.
Thus power can be applied to or removed from the load as often as
desired by successive operations of the touch contacts.

204

then drill out the two mounting

holes using a drill bit. Next make
the 15 breaks in the copper strips
at the positions detailed in Fig. 1 of
sufficient size to clear a 6BA or M3
bolt; 3.2mm was found suitable.
Next the components and the in-

evitable link wires should be
soldered in position. Approx-

imately 22 s.w.g. tinned copper

wire is ideal for the link wires, but

ordinary connecting wire can be
used. It is advisable to start with

the link wires followed by the
resistors and transistor, leaving the
i.c.s until last.
Everyday Electronics, January 1978
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ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

£2

COMPONENTS
See

Resistors
R1
10M0
R2 120k0
R3 560k0
R4 2.7k0
All e or 4 watt carbon ± 10%

Sho
Tali(
Page 207

Semiconductors
IC1

IC2
TR 1

CD4011AE cmos quad 2 -input NAND gates
CD4013AE cmos dual flip-flop
BC109 npn silicon

Miscellaneous
9 volts type PP3 or other voltage as required.

B1

Stripboard: 0.1 inch matrix size 16 strips x 19 holes; 22 s.w.g. tinned
copper wire; battery clip to suit B1; additional battery clip to suit equipment;
M3 pan head bolt, nut and solder tag for touch contacts (2 off); connecting
wire, solder,

5
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0000000000000000

Fig. 1. Component layout and wiring of the touch switch circuit board. The breaks required on the copperside of the
stripboard are shown on the right.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

ICS

0

PINS 1,2,14

TOUCH

560k[2

CONTACTS

LOAD

0
r:

rZ

27k^

B1

9V
mot

Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram of the Electronic Touch Switch.
MIC04011AE

IC2 004013A_

SAY

5

SUPPLY

CI- El El El m s

"iii

1:1

=lc ft -sr

C

SET

12

I

FLIP P -OP 2

FLIP PLOP

II

El M 3 ME

0

13 CI El El El
CLOCK RESET

0

SET

SUPPLY

Fig. 3. The leadout details for the 4011 and 4013 integrated circuits.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The complete circuit diagram of
the unit is shown in Fig. 2 and the
lead -out diagrams for the two i.c.s

used are shown in Fig. 3. The

Schmitt trigger circuit is based on
three of the four NAND gates which

are contained in CMOS logic i.c.
type CD4011. These gates have
their inputs connected in parallel

so that they act as simple in-

verters: when its inputs are high
the output of an inverter is low,
and when its inputs are low the
output of an inverter is high.

Gate -Gla forming the first inverter has its input normally held

low by R1, but when the touch contacts are operated a resistance will

be present across them (the skin
resistance of the operators finger).

This will take the input high and
the output will begin to go low.

Gates Gib and Gic are con-

nected in series so that the input

and output of this arrangement are

in the same logic state, which is
normally high. However, as the
output of Gia swings low it will

take the input of Gib low, as these
two points are connected via R2.
206

This causes the output of Gic to

start to go low, and as it does so it
will take the input of Gib further

negative as these two points are
connected by way of R3.
This regenerative action will

rapidly result in both Gib input
and Gic output assuming a low
state.

When the operator's finger is

removed from the touch contacts

most importantly, they have an extremely low static power consump-

tion, this only being about 0.01
microwatts for the two devices
utilised here! They thus consume

no significant power when the
switch is in the off condition. A
current of about 2.5mA is consum-

ed when the circuit is in the on
state, and this is the base current
which is needed in order to keep

the trigger circuit will very quickly

TR1 turned on.
The second important feature is

applied to G1b and Glc, but in the
opposite direction this time.

of around 1 million megohms. This

resume its original state with a
regenerative action again being

The output of Gic is fed to the
input of one of the two flip-flops
contained in

IC2. The out ut

of this i.c. is used to operate TRl
as a common emitter switch, and
coupling between the two is provided by current limiting resistor
R4.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

Now CMOS integrated circuits
have two properties which make

them ideal for use in this
particular application. Firstly, and

their ultra -high input impedance

means that the sensitivity of the

circuit is only limited by the value

given to R1; 10 megohms is the

highest value which is readily
available, and this gives a sen-

sitivity which is more than adequate.

It is worth noting that unused
inputs must be tied to one of the
supply rails, as otherwise they
might be operated by mains hum
or other stray pick up. The i.c.s
would then consume a significant

current as they would be con-

tinuously operating, and would not
be in a truly static condition.
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OTHER EQUIPMENT

As previously stated this piece of

equipment is suitable for any
battery operated device required
less than 100 milliamps. If the
device requires a voltage level
other than 9 volts, then B1 should
be changed to suit within the range
6 to 12 volts.

The two wires intended for con-

11 It

4.0
es*
i$ Vo4.444010

494

elf V %V 6 OiOilnip

iildiNioWiiits

v

The completed circuit board. Extreme care should be taken when soldering the i.c.s to
the board and it may be wise to unplug the soldering iron when doing so.

nection to the other equipment
could be terminated in a battery

clip for connection to the battery
clip perhaps already wired into the

other equipment. One important

point to remember when doing this
is to swap over the wires on this ex-

tra set of battery connections to

ensure correct polarity to the load.
Any existing on/off switch in the
equipment must be left in the on

Finally, wire up the component
board to the battery connector, the

short M3 panhead screws mounted

close together on an insulative

position or the switch removed and
the resulting two wires connected
together.

equipment.
There are several ways of arrang-

effective touch contacts. The connections to these screws are made

Code Scrambler project and could,

touch contacts, and the main

front panel made neat and

ing suitable touch contacts, and
the author found that a couple of

by way of solder tags.

Aga= mariimmaTim sigg11111001

accompany orders from mail order firms.
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CTRON IC SUPPLIES

We arrive at the estimated cost by
searching through well known catalogues
and derive, where necessary, an "average
price" per item. Prices of components from
retailer to retailer vary considerably as was
brought to light when compiling the list of
suppliers and costs for the Teach -In 78 kit
published in Shop Talk, October issue.
For example, an inexpensive item such as
a single -pole on/off toggle switch: prices ex-

cluding V.A.T. from three leading firms are
22p, 33p, 40p. We would use a figure of 33p.
The highest price in the trio is 21 per cent up

supplies tend to be also. Add to this the

V.A.T. and you have a new amount some 24

per cent up. It should be remembered
though, that a supplier may major in one
area, and although his prices may generally
be higher, his major line, digital i.c.s or tran-

sistors for example, may be amongst the
lowest prices available.

New products and components
buying for constructional projects.

OUR

ESTIMATED
cost
box
that
appears with every constructional

project has recently become a subject of
comment from readers. Some critcise its
worth or accuracy as they say that they have
had to pay more than the quoted cost for their
set of components, even as much as double

in one case. On the other hand we have
received praise for its inclusion and even
reports that the components have been
bought for less.

It must be emphasised that the estimated
cost is only intended to be a guide. It does
not include V.A.T. nor does it include postage and packing charges that usually
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if desired, be incorporated in the

other' two constructional projects.0

on the average. Generally speaking, if one
item from a particular supplier is on the high
side, then the rest of the components he

By Brian Terrell

The prototype Touch Switch
was successfully tried with the

If you are, or plan to be a regular constructor of projects, it is advisable to obtain
several catalogues and use these to select
the "best buy". We are not suggesting that
you place n different orders to n different
suppliers because they are the cheapest for
one particular component required, because
you will then incur n separate post and packing charges which defeats the object. You
could probably use two suppliers for each

project (possibly one), depending on the
particular requirements of the project, to
keep your outgoings to a minimum.
If you are buying your components from a

local retailer, you could find that his prices
are even higher. The reason for this is that his

turnover is less than the mail order firms so
he doesn't stock such vast quantities of com-

ponents. Consequently he cannot take full
advantage of the quantity discounts enjoyed
by the larger concerns, so when he adds on

his percentage (profit) the retail price is that
much more.
The one advantage with going to a local
shop for your parts is instant delivery. Per-

sonal contact with your supplier can often

provide suitable alternatives that he may have

in stock if he does not carry the particular
type number you ask for.

Constructional Projects This
Month
No buying problems are envisaged for any

of the constructional projects featured this
month as all the components are available
from a number of sources.

Both the Rapid Diode Check and the
Electronic Touch Switch use cmos integrated
circuits. You will notice that the devices have

different suffixes. The A and B refer to the
maximum operating voltage, A - 15V, B 18V. In these applications either can be
used. The E tells us that the encapsulation is
plastic with d.i.l. pins.
The only component requiring a mention in

the Code Scrambler is the seven -segment

display. Although the component list
specifies a DL704, almost any common cathode type display can be used, but then
of course the wiring to the display will need to

be altered to suit the pinning arrangement.
The DL704 is available from Marshall's who
advertise every month in E.E. and costs
£2.00.

In the Audible/Visual Metronome, a 250
potentiometer with a single -pole
switch is specified. The most common type
of pot switch assembly is fitted with a double kilohm

pole switch in which case one half of the

switch should be ignored as in the prototype.
Miniature toggle switches tend to be on the
expensive side and there is no reason why a
standard toggle could not be used instead if
you wish to keep expenditure to a minimum.

There is just enough room in the case to
accommodate this size switch.
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TEA

70

BY
GEORGE

HYLTON

I= IA

ONE of the first things we shall use our VOLTAGE
INDICATOR for is to examine in more detail the
current amplification of a transistor. In order to do so

we need to know a bit more about voltage, current,
and resistance.

E

iv

Fig. 4.1. Basic circuit to illustrate
Ohm's Law.
R=1;1

OHM'S LAW
In the following circuits we will use d.c. voltages in
the range 0 to 10V. The VOLTAGE INDICATOR cannot

CURRENT AMPLIFICATION

purposes Nye will be dealing with 1 to 10V. The

is made by connecting two resistors to the NPN

detect anything less than about 0-5V, so for practical

currents will be comparitively small, from a few tens
of milliamps down to less than one micro -amp.
The major units, the ampere, the volt and the ohm
are defined by a simple circuit Fig. 4.1. Here 1V drives
1A through 1 ohm. The usual symbols for voltage and
current, E and I, are a little puzzling. Why not V and

The circuit to measure current gain (amplification)

module Fig. 4.2. The experiment is to find how the
output current /c responds to changes in the input
current Is. Since we can only measure voltage with
our VOLTAGE INDICATOR we have to deduce the
current from the voltages across RB and Rc.

C? E is from "electromotive"; the voltage inside a

source of energy such as a battery is called its
electromotive force, I is from "instantaneous" and

refers to the fact that currrent means "flowing".
It is the current flowing at one particular time. In
the case of d.c. the same current may go on flowing for
a very long time, of course. If you know any two of the
three quantities I, E, and R in a circuit then the third
one can be worked out. The value is fixed by the other
two. The three ways of expressing this fact are:
Voltage=current x resistance
Current=voltage÷resistance
Resistance=voltage÷current
These are called Ohm's Law relationships, and are
the most useful bit of theory in electronics.
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VI

Ic
10
101(11

1

IMI1
C

b NPN
e

Fig. 4.2. Using the modules as shown, the current gain of
the NPN module may be measured.
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The voltage across RB is determined by the input
voltage V. So by Ohm's Law /B=14 /RB. The voltage
across Rc reveals Ic. k=V2 IRc again by Ohm's Law.
Make a table showing the voltages.

Re 33014.11

b PNP

TABLE 4.1
Vi

0

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

V2

0

0

2

4

6

7

8

9

9

9

9

re= VI/Re

3

/c= V2/f7c

400

V

V

"ItRc

pA

pA

900

Table 4.1. Draw a table similar to that shown, and recordthe voltages and currents obtained from the experiment in
Fig. 4.2.

Now transform these into their corresponding
currents, some values are already given. For Is, each
increase of 1V adds 1,uA. For Ic, each change of 1V
adds 100uA. Plot the currents as a graph Fig. 4.3. The
straight portion gives the current gain; in our example
a change in Is of 6.5µA produced a change in Ic of

850µA, the current amplification is then given by
k//s=850µA/6-5µA=130. The flat part of the curve

happens when all the 9V supply is dropped in Rc leaving nothing to operate the transistor. If your curve is
too steep, like curve X, increase RB to 3.3MQ, which
gives 0.3fitA per volt of V . If too shallow, like curve Y,
reduce Rs to 3301a giving 3,uA per volt. The current
amplification of a BC108 can be 100 to 800 in this type
of circuit.

To measure the current amplification of the

10kla

T

VI

41(

Fig. 4.4. The circuit here is to measure the current gain of
the PNP module.

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE
Now look at Fig.4.5. What voltage is Vy ? In circuits

like this the two currents L and /2 are quite independent of one another. This is because each vertical pair
of resistances (7k52+3k52) and (10k52+10k52) is con-

nected directly to the battery. Taking either pair
away leaves the other connected exactly as before.
r,

/2

PNP

module, turn the RESISTOR CHAIN upside down and
connect as shown in Fig. 4.4. The gain is likely to be

less than the NPN's, so use a value of 33012 for Rs
(3pA/V). Note that for a pnp device to work it has to

be "turned upside down". This has the effect of
reversing the voltages.

Fig.

4.5. A traditional circuit to illustrate Potential

Difference.

If I1 goes through the resistor chain, the upper seven
11.(2 resistors (which makes the 71(52) each drop 1V,
making 7V total while the lower three drop 3V total.

So, taking the negative supply line as zero, point X

must be at +3V. In the other pair, since the

resistances are equal each must drop half the supply
voltage, which leaves point Y at +5V. The voltage
between X and Y (i.e. Vxy ) is the difference between
the two voltages and is therefore 2 volts.
In electronics, this kind of voltage is usually called

a potential difference. A potential is the voltage at a
point such as X or Y when no current is taken from
that point. As soon as current is taken, by connecting
something, the voltage at X or Y changes because this
extra current flows through one of the resistances (e.g.

the 7k52) and this uses up more voltage. The
difference in the voltages at each end of a resistance
through which a current flows is often called a
potential difference too (p.d. for short).
Quantities such as p.d. and e.m.f. are measured in

volts and in this series we shall just call them all
voltages, without specifying what kind they are.

An important variation on your experimental

6

4

8

1.5 (pA)

Fig. 4.3. Graph of collector currant versus base current.

The current gain is given by ic÷le.
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circuit is one where the potentials at the junctions of
the resistance pairs are equal, 1/29 is then zero. It
follows that if X and Y are now connected together no

current will flow through the connection because
there is no voltage to drive it. The circuit is then called a balanced bridge circuit.
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SERIES CONNECTIONS
Before discussing the balanced bridge circuit in
more detail, do a few further experiments. Connect
the RESISTOR CHAIN across the battery. If the battery
delivers 10y, each 1k4 resistor drops 1V.

confirm that the 2V is there. So long as no current is
drawn, however, each capacitor on its own still retains
its original voltage. If you disconnect the capacitors

and apply each one individually to the VOLTAGE

INDICATOR you will find that the 4V and 6V are still
there. These two different series connections (adding

and subtracting) are usually known as series aiding
and series opposing.

CI

1000pF

dV

PARALLEL CONNECTIONS
You can use this series -aiding arrangement to extend the calibration of your VOLTAGE INDICATOR to

C2

1000pF

sv

T

(a)

voltages greater than the battery voltage. If a 1000,0
is first charged to the battery voltage then connected
to the resistor chain Fig. 4.7, the net voltage V can be
set to points between V. and 2 V.. By charging two
1000µF and connecting them in series the calibration

(61

1
b000pF

Fig. 4.6a. Connect the modules as shown to
the RESISTOR CHAIN. Leave them charging for

about 20 seconds. Now disconnect them
and apply them to the VOLTAGE INDICATOR as

CI

vc.c

in Fig. 4.6b. The voltage should be 10V.

CHARGED
TO VCC

V= VCC

Now disconnect C1 and connect it up
2v

C2

ASS

upside down as in Fig. 4.6c. What is the
voltage across the two capacitors now?

ass

T
0

1000}f

V

Fig. 4.7. By charging a capacitor to Vcc the net voltage V
may be doubled. Twenty volts from 10V not a bad trick!

(c)

Using this method the VOLTAGE INDICATOR may be calibrated
in steps of 10V.

Now connect your two 1000µF modules as shown in
Fig. 4.6a. The voltages to which they charge are: Cl,
4V; C2, 6V. If they are disconnected from the resistor
chain but still connected together as shown in Fig.
4.6b; i.e., in series, the voltage across the pair is still
10V. Voltages across capacitors in series add up. You

can be extended to 3 V. In practice it is not worth
trying to mark 1V steps, but if V. is 10V it is worth

INDICATOR to 10 and 0 and setting it so that the l.e.d.

capacitor has the same voltage. If it hasn't, one will
discharge into the other, with dire effects in the case
of cells and a temporary rush of current in the case of
capacitors. But parallel -aiding connections (Fig.
4.8b) are forbidden because enormous currents flow.
If you think about it you will see that the parallel -

can check this by first connecting the VOLTAGE

just glows then removing it and connecting it to the
charged pair of capacitors. The l.e.d. still just glows.
Having confirmed this, reconnect Cl and C2 as before

and after allowing 30 seconds for charging remove

them. Now disconnect Cl and connect it in series with
C2 but "upside down". Fig. 4.6c.
If the capacitor voltages are like battery voltages Cl
is now pushing the opposite way to C2. But since C2

has 2V more than Cl, it must win. Four volts of the
available six volts in C2 is used up in overcoming the
4V on C1, leaving 2V, Fig. 4.6c. If the VOLTAGE
INDICATOR is connected as shown you will be able to

marking 15, 20, 25, 30V.

Some connections are forbidden. We do not mean

that there is a law against them, only that it is in-

advisable to make them. Parallel opposing connection

Fig.4.8a are permissible so long as each cell or

aiding connections are what you get if you start with a
series -aiding pair then short-circuit it. Fig. 4.8c.

The dotted line is the short circuit. Short circuits
are dangerous because all the energy of the battery is

spent (dissipated) inside itself, in the form of a
ful to a capacitor to short it when it is charged. A
sudden burst of heat. It may in some cases be harm-

fL LT
2

-F

Ti

T
(b)

(C)

Fig. 4.8a. Parallel opposing connections as shown here are permissible only if the two voltages are the same. Fig. 4.8b & c. Parallel
aiding connections as these are forbidden because you are effectively short circuiting the two components.
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great deal of energy can be packed into some

capacitors. If suddenly released in a short-circuit the
dielectric may be damaged. For applications such as
"electronic flash" for photography special capacitors
are used which are designed for fast discharge.
Now let us have a look at what a capacitor seems
like to an energy source such as a battery, when it is
charged and discharged steadily Fig. 4.9. When the
switch S is put in position 1, C charges through Rl.
Fig. 4.9. Steadily charging
and discharging a capacitor,

some idea of the raft of
charge is obtained.
R2

While it is charging, the battery must supply energy.
Given time it becomes fully charged. If S is now put in
position 2, C discharges, the energy now being used

energy. It stores it. Only the resistors in our present
circuit dissipate energy. If R1 is short circuited so that
current can flow unimpeded into C no energy is used
up when C charges. The energy is merely transferred

from one place (the battery) to another (the

capacitor). It will then stay put until something
happens which lets it out, such as discharging
through R2.

The "resistance" of circuit elements which store

energy is called reactance. The energy -storing circuit
elements in electronics are capacitance and in-

ductance. Inductance stores energy in a different

form, a magnetic field. We will look at it later.
There is also a general term for the current -resisting
properties of any circuit elements. This is impedance.
Resistors, capacitors, inductors and any combination

of them offer impedance to the flow of current. You
can see from our present circuit that the impedance of
a capacitor depends on the frequency with which it is
charged and discharged.
The higher the frequency the more current flows in

a given time, so the lower the impedance.

up in driving current through R2. If C is large, the
voltage in it changes slowly as shown by the graph in
Fig. 10a. As soon as it is charged fully it is then discharged.
If now we substitute a much smaller C, but go on

CHARGE

DISCHARGE

CHARGE

....,1

V

(a)

operating the switch at the same rate as before, the

voltage on this small C varies as the lower curve Fig.
10b. That is, C charges much more quickly, and stays
fully charged for relatively longer. Now, current flows

V

from the battery only during the actual charging
period, that is during the upward moving curved bits
of the graph. Evidently the total amount of current
removed from the battery by the smaller C is much
less than the current removed by the larger C. Now, if
a battery has to provide more current to one circuit

than to another, that circuit must have a lower

resistance.
In our circuit, R1 is the same for both capacitors. So
the lower resistance "seen" by V when C is large must

be entirely due to C itself. From this it is clear that,
unlike large resistances which reduce current, large

capacitances increase it.
The "resistance" of a capacitance is small when the
capacitance is large.

This of course is in agreement with the idea of a
capacitance as a container into which charge can be

(b)

TIME

Fig. 4.10. Typical graphs obtained by varying the value of
capacitors in Fig. 4.9.

TIMING CIRCUITS
So far the fact that it takes time to charge a

capacitor has just been a nuisance. But it can be put
to use. Timing is an operation which frequently has to

be carried out.

Circuits in which capacitors are charged or discharged through resistances are used a great deal in
electronics, as timing circuits. In printing photo-

poured.
It is still possible to make the small C take as much

graphs, for example, you might arrange for the lamp
which projects the image on the printing paper to stay

this all you need to do is waggle the switch faster, discharging the small C more frequently. The greater the
frequency of the charge/discharge cycles the faster the

different combinations of resistance and capacitance,

current in a given time as the large one. To achieve

current is removed from the battery. So the

"resistance" of a capacitor does not only depend on its
capacitance, it depends on the frequency of charge discharge cycles as well.

REACTANCE AND IMPEDANCE
"Resistance" is not quite the right name, however.
Once the capacitor is fully charged no current flows,

and its resistance is then infinite. In addition, the
term "resistance" is reserved, for circuit elements
which use up energy. The capacitor itself uses up no
Everyday Electronics, January 1978

on only when a capacitor is charging. By using
the printing/exposure time can be set to whatever
suits the particular photograph and paper. Once the
timer has been set, the photographer can make as
many enlargements as he likes, getting the same exposure every time.

By the water -vessel analogy (Fig. 1.4) the time it
takes to charge a capacitor depends on the driving
voltage V, the circuit resistance R and the capacitance C. As the water analogy shows, the rate at
which the capacitance fills is fast at first but slows

down all the time because of the back pressure of the
charge already accumulated. In theory the capacitor
never quite fully charges, though if you are prepared
to wait long enough it charges as nearly completely as
you wish. To avoid the embarrassment of this situation, in which all capacitors take for ever to charge

211

r
fully, the charging time is usually talked about in
terms of the time taken to charge to about of the full

charge. We say about 3 because the actual amount
used is 63-2%. The reason for choosing 63.2% is that it
keeps the arithmetic easy.

The time to reach 63.2% of full charge is just:

Resistance x Capacitance.
If R is in megohms and C in microfarads the answer
comes out in seconds. Thus if R=1MQ and C=10,0 it
takes 10 seconds to reach 63.2% of full charge. This
means that if the battery voltage is 100V the capacitor
charges to 63.2V in 10 seconds. If the battery voltage
is only 10V, then it takes 10 seconds for the capacitor
to accumulate 6.32V, and so on. You can see from this
that the time to reach 63.2% charge does not depend

on the battery voltage, the amount of charge does;
10uF charged to 63.2V has ten times the charge if

1012F is charged to 6.32V. But the charging time is the

same. This 63.2% charging time is called the time
constant of the circuit.

The scarcity of electrons at the positive plate constitutes a positive charge, equal but opposite to the
negative charge. If the capacitor is now removed from

the battery and discharged the electrons travel back
:to their original plate.

R/C timing circuits such as these can be con-

veniently used for timing relatively short periods. By
"conveniently" we simply mean that the values of R
or C needed for long periods (over about a minute)
become inconveniently large. Of course, you can, in
theory, time periods of any length but for very long

periods it is necessary either to use electrolytic
capacitors (which are not very precise or stable) or
very large (and therefore expensive) paper or plastic film capacitors, or especially high -value resistors.
If you try to use R/C timing circuits for extremely

short periods, you find that the component values
become inconveniently small. But between "too
large" and "too small' lies a wide and very useful
range of timing periods, from a few seconds to a few
nano -seconds.

Most practical applications call for periods from a
few milliseconds to a few microseconds. In a 625 -line

European -style TV receiver, for example, there are
timing circuits for the "frame" period of about 20mS
and the "line" period of about 70,uS.

OSCILLATION
Fig.4.11. The value of time constants may be demonstrated

easily by using the voltage indicator and few additional
components.

You can experiment with the time -constants using
the VOLTAGE INDICATOR Fig. 4.11. Remember,
however, that the VOLTAGE INDICATOR itself has an

For practical work, assemble the oscillator shown in
Fig. 4.12. In this circuit, the transistors act as switches

which operate in such a way that Cl is continually
charged, discharged, charged, discharged . . . etc.

input resistance which cannot exceed 100k.ci (the
resistance of the input pot). Adding an extra R as
shown reduces the charging time by providing an extra path for charging current. When C is connected,

the VOLTAGE INDICATOR lights for a time, then goes
out. Now, to light the VOLTAGE INDICATOR, its live

LED

input terminal must be driven positive. This means
that the voltage difference between the ends of R
must also have the polarity shown. This implies that

RI
33k11
R2

Ikil

charging current must flow through R in the direction
shown by the solid arrow. So as current flows from the
positive terminal of the battery into the positive plate
of the capacitor, current must also be flowing out of

b :NFt

the negative plate, through R, into the negative

CI
10pF

terminal of the battery. This is quite the normal state
of affairs as far as the battery is concerned, and it is
also exactly what would happen if C were shorted and
only R were in circuit. But we know that C is an in-

R3
33011

sulator. So the fact that the current seems to flow
through C must be an illusion.

The situation becomes clear if you forget about
water pipes and think about electrons instead. The
positive terminal of the battery attracts electrons
from the positive plate of C. The negative terminal
repels electrons, driving them to the negative plate.

Al

Par

moi C2

0.1pF

VR1

So electrons flow in the direction of the dotted arrows.

Each electron carries a negative charge. When the

charge of all the accumulated electrons at the
negative plate is equal to the battery voltage no
further movement of electrons can take place and the
capacitor is fully charged.
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Fig. 4.12. Using the modules as shown construct this simple
oscillator. By using the VOLTAGE INDICATOR, the impedance of

C2 can be checked.
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TO TERMINALS

Fig. 4.13. The switch for the RESISTOR BOX is wired according

to the method as shown.

Fig. 4.14. Covercard, shown full size required for the
RESISTOR BOX.

To TERMINALS

Fig. 4.15. The wiring for the CAPACITOR BOX. Observe the
polarity of the electrolytic capacitors.

Fig. 4.16. Covercard required. This is also shown full size
and may be traced.

Every time it happens, the LED flashes and a click
is heard in the loudspeaker. With the values of VR1
and Cl shown the result is a ticking sound. If you experiment with other capacitors you happen to have
you should find that increasing CI slows down the
rate of ticking (increases the period) while reducing
CI speeds up the rate. At very slow rates you should
see the LED go on and off, and at high ones the sound
will be a buzz, whine or whistle. At extremely high
rates you will hear nothing, because the pitch of the
sound is too high. It is ultrasonic, that is, "beyond
sound".
In this case, how can you tell that the circuit is still
oscillating? Bring a transistor radio close to it and
you should be able to pick up interference noises
(whistles, etc.). If the noise disappears when you
switch off the oscillator, this proves that it is coming

of converting the ultrasonic frequency to a sonic one.
By using this oscillator as a source of voltage which
changes at different frequencies you can check, by us-

from the oscillator. You are using the radio as a means
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ing the

VOLTAGE INDICATOR

as shown, that the

impedance of C2 is reduced (letting more voltage get
to R4) as the frequency is increased (i.e. the pitch of
the sound rises).

R AND C SUBSTITUTION BOXES
By now you will have come to see the need for some
handy way of making rapid changes of R or C for ex-

perimental work. This can be arranged very easily
with the help of rotary switches. A rotary switch is a

multi -position rotary switch which is made very thin
by using sheets of insulation (plastic, resin -bonded
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paper, or ceramic) to carry the contacts. The usual

types have twelve fixed contacts, connected to solder
tags round the edge. The number of movable contacts
(tags in the middle) can be 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6. If there is
only one, then turning the shaft connects it in turn to
each of the 12 fixed contacts. It is called a 1 pole, 12
way switch.

A round tobacco tin is an excellent choice. Remove
the lid and mark the shape of the speaker on the in-

side surface. Drill or punch a lot of small holes

through from the inside surface, where the inner part

of the diaphragm will fall. Not too near the edge
though.

SPEAKER

CONSTRUCTION
We shall first make the resistor substitution box.

As you can see we are using a one pole 12 way rotary

LEADOUT WIRES
305mm LONG

HOLES

switch which enables us to select up to twelve different resistors. Construction can commence with the
box. This has four sides and a top, the bottom being
omitted. Dimensions for this is shown in Fig. 4.17.

Shown in Fig. 4.14 is the cover card to be stuck to
the top. The switch is wired up according to Fig. 4.13,

and then mounted inside the box. The protruding

spindle is then cut off and a small pointer knob fitted.
Two pins/nails are then located on top of the box to

act as terminals which will connect to any external
circuits you might use.

CAPACITOR BOX
The same sequence of events is followed for the con-

struction of the capacitor box, only capacitors are
used instead of resistors. The wiring of the switch is
shown in Fig. 4.15. The size of the box is exactly the

same as for the resistor box, only a different cover
card is used. This is shown in Fig. 4.16. This is also
drawn full size. By spraying the two boxes with different colours they may be identified easily.

TOBACCO TIN

LID

Fig.

4.18. Our simple cabinet. This is made from a

discarded round tobacco tin.

Make sure there are no pieces sticking up which
might penetrate the diaphragm. Glue the speaker in
place with Copydex or similar glue applying it to the
rim, keeping it well away from the diaphragm. Make
two holes in the tin for the leadout wires, about 12 inches (305mm) long would be sufficient. The result will
not be hi-fi but it will serve our purpose.
Next month we shall embark on a new subject - amplifiers.

QUESTIONS
1. The current pased by a resistor of 1kr2 is:
a. 1mA per volt
b. 10mA per volt
c. 0.001mA per volt
2. One 10pF capacitor is charged to 8V and another
to 3V. They are then connected "series opposing".
The net voltage is:
a. 5V
b. 11V
c. 24V
3. A sine wave of 1V and a frequency of 100Hz is

applied across a capacitor, a current of 3mA
flows. If the frequency is increased to 300Hz, what
is the current now flowing?
a. 900mA

Fig. 4.17. Dimensions of the two boxes. Plywood can be
used to construct them.

LOUDSPEAKER CABINET
In one of our previous experiments (Fig. 4.12, the
oscillator) a loudspeaker was called for. No doubt you
just wired the circuit direct to the loudspeaker with

b. 9000pA
c. 9mA
4. A circuit contains a resistor of 10Mr2 and a
capacitor of 100gF. The time constant is:
a. 10 seconds
b. 1 second
c. 1000 seconds
5. Television in the USA has a frame frequency of 60

frames per second. Each frame lasts for about:
a. 17 milliseconds
b. 60 milliseconds
c. 20 milliseconds

insulated wire, this is of course perfectly correct.

However, since the paper diaphragm is rather delicate

and easily damaged, continual soldering and

desoldering and general rough handling may damage
the diaphragm beyond repair. To overcome this problem we shall mount it in a simple cabinet (Fig. 4.18).
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ANSWERS To Part thre
4. 4 amps.
1. 2 ohms.
5. 500 milliamps.
2. 10 ohms.
3. 50 volts.
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-1 -HE hi

I held

fi and home entertainment shows
in

London last autumn were

something of a disappointment, largely due
to the policy adopted by their organisers of
deliberately holding two similar shows within
a mile of each other at the same time. Some
potential exhibitors were so confused over
which show to back that they compromised,
and backed neither.
Others supported one but not the other;

whilst some went the whole hog and exhibited at both shows, thereby tying up

otherwise ordinary audio cassette recorder,
the VHS can record two hours of video on a
single cassette, also similar in appearance
but somewhat larger than an audio cassette.
Future modifications of the machine will
provide for four hours of recording on a single

cassette - if anybody can be found who
actually wants four hours of continuous video
recording! The VHS machines will come onto
the UK market during 1978, and will without

doubt cause a sensation. Apart from how

specialist photo exhibition three or four years

ago. Be that as it may, the Olympia talking
head was impressive and I suspect we shall
be seeing many more, similarly eyecatching
displays at future exhibitions.

In the meantime, owners of the increasingly popular Super 8 sound film

cameras can now play around with the idea

for themselves, for instance by shooting a
film of dad talking and projecting it on mum's
skull -like polystyrene wig stand.

they look and what they offer, the machines

Telephone Tones
Continuing briefly on last month's subject
of spies, how many times have you seen
Secret Agent Number One, phone Secret
Agent Number Two using the time-honoured

identification code, "I'll let the number ring
twice, then hang up, then ring again so that
you know it's me"? Well if in real life spies
worked like this they would very soon come

unstuck. Why? Because when you dial a
number on the telephone, the ringing tone
you hear at your ear does more often than
not, bears no relation to the way the phone
rings at the other end. Here's why. The bell of
a telephone is driven by pulses of 50 volt a.c.
current. These current pulses are produced
by a generator at the telephone exchange
local to the number being called. This
generator is switch in to the called line by low
level pulses initiated from the calling number.

In other words, when a Birmingham sub-

scriber dials a London number, he

is

switching a London generator into circuit with
the London number, to ring its bell.
All this, of course, makes sense, because it
would be an inelegant solution to send heavy

By ADRIAN HOPE

current ringing pulses down the line all the
way from Birmingham to London. The ringing tone the Birmingham caller hears in his
earpiece is simply a locally generated lowlevel signal which, as likely as not, is totally
out of sync with the ringing pulses in London.
So two rings from Birmingham may well be

massively expensive quotas of staff. If one
thing in this world is certain it is surely that
there won't be two simultaneous shows next
autumn. For the press, the shows were surprisingly dull, there being very little on.show
in London that hadn't already been shown at

and tape will probably be cheaper than for
the two hour cassette system now available
from Philips. A two hour system from Sony,
the Betamex, will be launched here soon
after the VHS machines and the Sony tape

Harrogate. In fact for me there were only

may prove cheaper of all, around £6 an hour.
But more of all this when the machines and

three points of interest at Olympia.

tape are actually available.

TV Games
Firstly, buried in a corner, one exhibitor
was giving us a foretaste of video games for
the future. The Fairchild game system uses

plug-in solid state memory boards in the

manner of a computer, to programme it for
different games. So far around a score of
games can be programmed, and more will
follow. The Fairchild system will be launched
on the UK market as soon as supply in the
USA has satisfied demand, and as soon as
the British public has become tired of TV
ping-pong and is looking for something more
exotic.

Video Recording
Behind the scenes at the JVC stand, not on
view to the public, was a prototype version of

the new VHS videocassette recorder,
developed by JVC and Matsushita in Japan.
Similar in size and appearance to a large but
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one or three rings in London. Incidentally,
this also explains why sometimes a number
you are calling can appear to pick up the
phone before it has even rung.
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Film Loops

11

Owing to great demand the

Finally, on the Wireless World stand there
was to be found a lifelike wax model of John
Logie Baird talking about television. This talking head system, which originates from the
USA, relies on a waxwork dummy sculpted to
look like the subject. A sound film of a human

5

head physically resembling and sounding
like the subject is then shot and formed into a
continuous loop.
A special film projector then "screens" the
talking head film on the head of the waxwork,
to make it look as if the waxwork has mobile

features and is talking. As proved by the
Olympia demonstration, which ran continuously all week, the result can be very impressive. The first experiments in this .area
date back to Walt Disney Studios before the
War, and the particular film loop system used
was invented by Conkling Chedister of New
Jersey twenty-five years ago.
It was suggested that use of the system at
Olympia was "a UK first", but distinctly
I

remember seeing a talking head at a

11%
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11
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11
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have completely sold out. To

help those readers who wish to 5
follow the Teach -In 78 series 11

but have missed parts 1 and 2
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5
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35p each, inclusive of postage.
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5 quired) with remittances 5
should be sent to: Post Sales
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IMPLANTAblf
MEDICAL

TQONIC6

By S. McClelland

T IS

A

tribute

to

electronic

engineering that some of the

'

most spectacular and exciting advances in modern medicine have
taken place because of it. We have

already looked at some of the

electronics available to help doctors diagnose illness in an earlier
article.

Electronics can also be used

directly in treatment, and possibly
the most exciting of these devices

today is the range of so-called

"spare parts" or prostheses which
can be implanted directly into the
patient.
HEART PACEMAKERS

The best known of these
electronic Prostheses is probably
the heart pacemaker which
enables the human heart to beat
normally even when critical parts

of it may be defective or diseased.

times per minute. Although some
of these units are mounted on the
body externally it is generally preferable to surgically implant com-

plete pacemakers (oscillator,
into the body. In fact it usually
battery and stimulating electrode)

takes the form of a package placed
in the right hand side of the chest
with the electrode leading across to
the heart (see Fig. 1).

The fact that the units are im-

planted does raise some extra con-

siderations on their design,
particularly as regards reliability.

for patients who have completely
lost their own natural pacemaker
activity, many patients have only
a partial loss of such activity and

only require intermittent
electronic pacing.
The demand pacemaker was

therefore developed to meet these
requirements.
DEMAND PACEMAKERS

'

The demand pacemaker design

can sense the wave of electrical ex-

citation sweeping across the heart

and regulate its own output

FIXED RATE

accordingly. When the heart

Earlier pacemaker designs used
pre-set oscillators that would

supply output all the time
regardless of actual heart condition. While these fixed rate
pacemakers are highly desirable

is

beating normally, it will shut down
its own output, only triggered into

action again when some beat
irregularity occurs.
The demand pacemaker is
usually designed to sense the ma-

jor, or QRS, component of the

The human heart, although it is

basically a mechanical pump is
electrically controlled by a small

EXTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN

region of specialized "natural
pacemaker" tissue which 70 or so

times a minute sends out signals

across the organ causing sequential

contraction of its individual

chambers.
However, it is when these signals

are incorrectly produced or
perhaps even blocked altogether

that doctors need to restore correct
heartbeat action by implanting an
electronic pacemaker which provides electrical signals similar to
those produced naturally.
In basic terms, this pacemaker is
an oscillator producing short-lived
pulses of 5V amplitude about 70
216

INDIFFERENT
ELECTRODE

ACTIVE ELECTRODE TIP
AT RIGHT VENTRICLE APEX

Fig. 1. Location of a heart pacemaker within the human body. (Courtesy of Devices Implants Ltd.)
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electrical heartbeat: the

cell,, which while being a good con-

major part of this article to one

cause the pacemaker to shut down
for the length of time between, two
normal heartbeats.
If the heart is beating normally,

sary to replace them.

of artificial vision for blind people.
Although this work is still in ex-

would like to use cells with similar
characteristics to the mercury cell,

certainly encourage the hope that
in the future blind people can be

years and preferably more so that a
lot of surgery time can be saved.
This has meant the development

transmitting suitable electrical

appearance of such a wave will

the QRS component of the next
beat will again shut the pacemaker
down, and so on.

If however the heart is beating
irregularly for example, more

slowly than it should, the QRS

component will be late in arriving.
The pacemaker will sense its

absence at the correct time and
automatically trigger the next

stant voltage source it has a short
lifetime, of between two and three
years in practice. When the cells
wear out, re -operations are neces-

So, ideally, medical engineers

perimental stages, the results

but with lifetimes of some ten

given satisfactory sight by
REQUIREMENTS

time of writing the full production

How is such a marvellous idea
possible in practice? Before dis-

powered ones, in fact, and at the

of pacemaker cells using the

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
So far we have looked at the two

electricity is produced by

plutonium isotope 238 is expected
shortly in this country. In this cell,

thermocouple conversion of the

heat from the radio active decay of

the plutonium. Naturally, the
sealing for a cell which contains

such poisonous agencies must be of

must perform reliably - producing

of the very highest quality so that
even under all the stresses a

the response to specified conditions throughout its lifetime.

counter in life, the cell will remain
intact.

design and its components must
behave in a very stable fashion
over a long period of time. It also

OTHER IMPLANTS
In clinical practice, the results of

completely sealed up. For example

successful, with many hundred

be made is that, the pacemaker
the specified electrical output in

signals directly into their brains.

of more exotic cells - nuclear

heartbeat itself.

main types of pacemaker but have
not said anything about the problems their designs raise.
The first, and probably most important consideration which must

project, carried out at the Medical
Research Council's Neurological
Prostheses Unit: the development

human being can possibly en-

This means that the circuit

cussing the Unit's work, it may be
helpful to review the general

background to designing such a
visual prosthesis.

We, as human beings, see with
our eyes but interpret vision with
our brains, specifically in a two lobed region of nervous tissue lying

at the base of the brain known as
the visual cortex.

When people who are sighted
and become blind, this tissue, for

the most part stays functional,

usable, but of course, unused.
If suitable electrical stimulation

is applied to the tissue, for exam-

ple through small implanted
electrodes placed on the cortical

means that the device must be

the heart pacemaker have been so

lobes, the patient experiences

in epoxy resin so that the body

thousand around the world now
implanted, that the development

phosphenes, and these remain

tissues cannot cause it to malfunc-

small bright dots of light, usually

one per electrode, called

fixed in the visual field. The posi-

ence must not adversely affect the
body tissues themselves.

of other such prostheses has been
encouraged. These include devices
to aid patients suffering from in-

THE BATTERY

electrically controlled limbs.

appearance, to the state of the

The pacemaker's power source
must be completely self-contained
and usually has been a mercury

developing this field is and how
much promise it holds for the

build an implant that will

tions. At the same time, its pres-

A typical demand pacemaker.

continence difficulties and

But to show how rapidly

future, we've chosen to devote the
(Courtesy: Devices Implants Ltd.)

tion of these phosphenes in the
visual field is related to the

electrode position, and their
nervous tissue at the time.

It is the aim of the project to

stimulate enough cells in the cor-

tex to build up a phosphene

picture, like the way ink dots build
up a newspaper photograph. To do
this, there must be a way of

transmitting the required signals
into the implant and some means
of receiving them and directing
them to the correct electrode.

VISUAL PROSTHESIS

Actually the Unit, with Mr. P.

E. K. Donaldson as project leader,

have been developing an implanted device physically consisting of three separate sections:

1. A main silicon -rubber cap
about the size of an outstretched

hand containing the radio

receivers and electronics of the
system, which is secured below the
patient's scalp but above his skull.
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2. Two smaller caps fitting side by -side over the two lobes of the
visual cortex, which contain the
stimulating electrodes connected
by cable to the main cap.
3. The transmitters for the system

UN)SELECTOR

(ELECTRONIC
SWITCH)

are mounted in a helmet arrange-

ment worn on the patient's head

and they are linked to the implanted receivers by a 10MHz

carrier waveform. A signal or com-

TO ELECTRODES

RECEIVERS

bination of sigdals from these

transmitters activates the

receivers in the implant beneath
them, which provide power for the

stimulating electrodes. Thus; unlike the heart pacemaker, no implanted battery is needed.
At present, most effort is devoted

(REPEAT 3 TIMES)

O

Fig. 3. Proposed future uniselector system for visual prosthesis implant (highly schematic).

to perfecting the implant half of

read at a normal speed, the patient

radio channel number?

increasing the number of
electrodes. So most of the

number.

genious type of system design.

the system and (as we shall see) to

transmitter inputs are used for experimental purposes, although in
the future they will probably come
from a closed-circuit TV camera.

Indeed, one patient has already
successfully "read" Braille from
signals fed to this implant from a
punched tape reader.

would require ten times that
All this means that the better
the picture required, the greater
the number of electrodes that are
needed to produce it.
The first prosthesis implanted in
1967 was an 80 electrode system. It

was a "linear" design, i.e. one
transmitted radio channel used

one receiver to produce one
phosphene.

RADIO CHANNELS

We shall now go on to discuss
some of the details of the system,
particularly the number of radio
channels that are needed to make
a useful prosthesis.

Estimating the prosthetic
person to read, Prof. G. S.
facilities required to enable a blind

Brindley, F.R.S., Director of the

Unit, decided that to recognize one

printed letter at a time needs 60
operational prosphenes,

and to

It became clear that a design of
this type could just not be used if

anything like a 600 electrode

The answer lay in a new in-

SYSTEM DESIGN

The main limitations of the

above "linear" design can largely
be overcome if an "array" system
of radio receivers is used instead to
address each electrode. Fig. 2.
symbolizes a small portion of such
an implanted array.

If column radio receiver P and

row receiver C both receive a signal

containing 600 radio receivers

then only electrode P/C and no
other electrode has the power to

channels would be so crowded

are activated instead only

system was wanted. A prosthesis
would be just too bulky to implant
and, of equal importance, the radio

together that cross -talk between
them would inevitably result and
spuriously stimulate electrodes.

How could the prosthesis be
made to have a high electrode

number but at the same time a low

produce a phosphene. On the other
hand if receiver P and receiver A

electrode P/A will produce a

phosphene. The intersection units
at each row/column crossover
point are AND logic gates which
ensure that electrode P/A (say) is
stimulated only when receivers P
and A output.
For simplicity only a small array
has been shown, but the important

point to note is that with this

system a given number of

O

INTERSECTION UNIT
AND ELECTRODE

'ROW' RECEIVER

'COLUMN' RECEIVER

electrodes need a smaller number
of radio channels to operate them
and with a large electrode number,
this reduction is correspondingly

great.
This ingenious design was used
in the second implant made by the
unit in 1972 which had 75
stimulating electrodes but because
of this array system needed only 20

radio receivers (arranged in a 15
column x 5 row array).

At present the Unit are working

on an implant having 304
stimulating electrodes but again

only needs 35 radio receivers
Fig. 2. An implanted "array" system used for present prostheses.
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(arranged in a 19 column x 16 row
array)
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UNISELECTOR

biggest engineering problems of

The above system is capable of
operating quite large numbers of
phosphenes ,but in the future

that these sealing problems were
solved once and for all with the

where a very high phosphene

capacity is demanded, an

electronic uniselector system will
probably be used instead, Fig. 3.
This will basically consist of an
implanted solid-state (not electromechanical) uniselector or switch,

which will be fed by a few radio
receivers and which will in turn
feed all the electrodes in the implant. Under the control of these
receivers it can switch con-

tinuously between all these

electrodes and supply them with
suitable stimulating signals. In
practice, three of these switches

At first sight, it might appear

successful development of the

heart pacemaker.
In fact, the conditions in which
a visual prothesis and a pacemaker

have to work are considerably

TESTING

All the developments described
above could not have been made
without prolonged testing to discover just how each modification
would affect the body tissue and
how indeed the body tissue would
affect each modification.

Many perfectly suitable

different, but even so epoxy resin

materials exhibit altered, or in-

makers provided a starting point
from which to conduct the search
for a suitable sealant. The bulky

inside the body. Consequently
each implant component is submerged in saline test baths at
blood temperatures for many

similar to that used in pace-

ceramic packages also reminiscent
of pacemakers were used for sealing the second implant circuits but
have now been dispensed with in

the third implant in favour of a

deed totally different, behaviour,

months on end to simulate a
physiological environment. Each is

electrically loaded and connected

to an alarm indicator so that if,
and when, it fails, the time and

parallel for greater reliability.

flexible sealant which would make
better use of the space available in
the implant.

MICROELECTRONICS

silicon rubber adhesive. This keeps
out liquid water (this would cause

these materials might produce
over a prolonged period in the

damage) and unlike most of the

planting them into rabbit and baboon living tissue, and these trials
suggested that it was safe to pro-

will be connected together in

Some form of integrated

electronics is necessarily called for

in a project like this where site of
implant is a prime consideration.
In fact the implant does not use

monolithic silicon i.c.s. the type

that are familiar to most of us, but
thick film hybrid circuits instead.
This is far cheaper for the

relatively small quantities of
circuits the project requires, and
more importantly, these circuits

are easier to design, and once
designed are easier to change
should that become necessary.

The best sealant appears to be

short circuit and electrolytic

other potential sealants, also deals
effectively with the water vapour
that will always permeate in from
the outside.

This material is remarkably
adhesive so that with special
techniques, it can be made to
literally "stick like glue" when

applied to circuitry. No gaps are
left in the circuits, and in spite of
water vapour being present in the
sealant after the prothesis is implanted, it cannot condense and

manner of its failure can be
determined.
The effects (toxic or otherwise)

body, could only be assessed by im-

ceed with a human prosthesis.

Nor did the experiment end

when the prosthesis was finally im-

planted into the patient, for more

trials were needed to "map" the
phosphenes, that is to determine
the position of each phosphene in
the patient's visual field and com-

pare it with the position of the
electrode that produced it.

harm the circuits underneath.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

circuits can be made by depositing

VACUUM CENTRIFUGE

been implanted, the most ad-

(like resistors) onto a substrate us-

Indeed these techniques called
for the development by the unit

Basically thick film hybridization is a technique whereby

wiring and passive components

ing special conducting links and
ceramic materials, and then made
permanent by firing. Other components e.g. transistors and diodes

are soldered on to the circuit

afterwards.
Two of the three main electronic

"building blocks" used in the implant, the column and intersection
I

the whole project.

units, are made in this way.
The third package, the row coils,

are merely free standing tuned
circuits pre-set to the
operating frequencies.

implant

SEALING

The sealing of all these circuits
from the warm, watery environment into which they would be im-

planted probably presented the
Everyday Electronics, January 1978

from scratch of a vacuum
centrifuge, for only the
simultaneous application of a

vacuum and a great "g" force during the sealing operations will free
air bubbles that will otherwise be
trapped in the sealant and become
such gaps.

Even with the discovery of the

usefulness of the sealant problems
have by no means ended. Stresses

In all, three prostheses have

vanced to date having 304 electrodes.

Judging by the success of this

very exciting project so far, it can

surely only be a matter of time
before blind people, even those
with irreparably damaged eyes or
optic nerves, can be given satisfac-

tory sight by this method.
Indeed there seems to be nothing

in principle against replacing any

defective organ in this way. Such is

the very exciting future for this

still seem to be set up in the

subject.

from the circuitry in the presence
of electric fields. The novel solution to this seems to be to mount
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WIRING ON MATRIX BOARD

IN A previous SQUARE ONE we

described how to build circuits on
stripboard, showing in particular the

oO
o
o
o
o

similarity between a photograph of the

0
0
o

drawn on the physical layout. Strip -

0
0

actual board and the components
board is of course very widely used in
projects. A
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second type of board often used is

0
0
0
o

plain stripboard, or sometimes called
matrix board. It consists of a sheet of

o

s.r.b.p. less the copper strips, but is
punched with a matrix of holes on

0
0

either 0.1 or 0.15 inch spacing.

0
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
Refer to Fig. I. This shows the first

stage of a complex amplifier. The

Fig. 2. The physical layout of the circuit
in Fig. 1. Shown here is the top with the
locations of the components. Note the
correct orientation of the polarized
components.
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Fig. 3. Underside view of the board. The
wire links are shown by the solid lines,
the position where the component leads
pass through the board as solid dots.

drawing is of course in accordance with
normal practice and style.

The first thing to do when using
matrix board is first to cut it to size.

The size is normally given as so many

miS

''' ****

holes by so many holes, not, as with
stripboard which is given as so many
strips by so many holes. Alternatively
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This photograph shows how the comFig. 1. Circuit diagram of the first stage
in a complex amplifier.
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ponents of Fig. 2 actually appear on the
board.

The underside view of the board is

shown in this photograph. Note particularly how the leads of the components
form the links.
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the actual size in millimetres may be
given.

Now look at Fig. 2. This is the

...For Your Referesee

physical layout of the board showing
the components, on the top side. At
this point it might be worth mentioning that although the layout is similar

to the circuit diagram this is not
always the case.

Underneath this layout is a corresponding photograph showing how the
components really look in practice.
Refer now to Fig. 3. this is the under-

ABBREVIATIONS

side of the board and shows the required links to be made between the

Listed here are the more common terms used
widely in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS. Although the

various components on the board. The
corresponding photograph details how
the wire links will look on the board.

list is comprehensive it is by no means exhaustive. A few terms may therefore have been
omitted.

TR1 UNDERSIDE
VIEW

In all constructional projects the under-

side view of the semiconductors are
given as shown here.

WIRING
Perhaps the first thing you will have
noticed about the photograph is that
the leads of the components actually

form the links. This is perfectly in

a.c.
a.f.
a.f.c.

a.g.c.
a.m.

order and is normal practice for this

type of board. Where the links are
spaced a fair distance away then or-

BA

dinary tinned copper wire is used.

When mounting the components on
the board the lead -out wires are pulled

tightly to anchor the component in
place, after which the soldered joint
provides the necessary mechanical
anchorage.

One advantage of this type of board
is that mistakes or any rearrangement
of the wiring is easily carried out,
whereas with stripboard if a break has
been made in the wrong place then a

wire link must be used to effect a
repair. This is nearly always rather

messy looking and spoils the

appearance of the board.

LAYOUT
That then is how to wire a circuit on
matrix board. You may have noticed
that the layout has been "spread out",
this has been done deliberately to show
clearly the soldered joints, and the use

which has been made of the compo-

nent leads. In practice of course

circuits such as these are normally
built as close together as possible in

order to save space on a crowded complex board. Incidentally if the circuit is
constructed a very valuable preamplifier will be the result.
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alternating current
audio frequency
automatic frequency
control
automatic gain
control
amplitude modulation
British Association
(nut and bolt
sizes)

centimetre
direct current
d.p.d.t. double -pole
double -throw
elect. electrolytic
e.h.t.
extra high tension
e.m.f. electromotive force
f.e.t.
field effect transistor
f.s.d.
full scale deflection
f.m.
frequency modulation
gram
g.
h.t.
high tension
i.c.
integrated circuit
I.e.d.
light emitting diode
I.d.r.
light dependent
resistor
lin.
linear
log.
logarithmic
m
metre
(measurement of
length)
mm
millimetre
m.w.
medium wave
npn
transistor structure
cm
d.c.

pnp

transistor structure
ounces
(avoirdupois)
p.i.v.
peak inverse voltage
p.v.c. polyvinyl chloride
r.f.
radio frequency
r.m.s. root mean square
s.p.s.t. single -pole single throw (switch)
s.r.b.p. synthetic resin
bonded paper
s.w.g. standard wire gauge
t.r.f.
tuned radio
frequency
u.h.f.
ultra high frequency
u.j.t.
unijunction
transistor
v.h.f.
very high frequency
per cent
X
reactance
Z
impedance
A
ampere (amp)
dB
decibel
F
farad
H
henry
Hz
hertz (cycles per
second)
ohm
V
volt
W
watt
oz

Pico (

1,000,000,000,000)
m
k
M

micro (+1,000,000)
milli (+1,000)
kilo (x 1,000)
Mega (x 1,000,000)
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Fig.

1. Basic circuit for a simple organ

which may be used with voicing circuits.

transformer. Winding coils

is

not recom-

mended at this stage, although you can if you
like to throw a few hundred turns of fine wire
round a small nail!

Organ voicing circuits fall into three main
types; RC; CR; and LC. The latter get to be
very complicated and can be further subdivided into band-pass, band -stop and resonant circuits, so for the time being let's confine ourselves to the simple ones-.

By DERRICK DAINES
Fig. 2.

Suitable breadboarding system

using an S -Dec.

Organ Voicing

a piece of stripboard or, if you prefer, tap a

AS ANY organ builder will tell you, the
most fascinating part of building an.
electric organ is the voicing -- that is, devising

solder your components to that. An

circuits to produce different tones. To the
novice, a glance at any electronic organ may
produce feelings of bewilderment and awe.

necessary.
For the rest of this article I will assume that
the reader has a Stylophone with a small ex-

How do they manage to produce so many
tones? The answer is basically very easy.
What is the difficult part is to produce tones

applicable to any other simple organ design.
The Stylophone output is a sinewave with a

that blend well and are pleasant

few brass pins into a lump of wood and

in

themselves; as someone once said, that do

not sound like Uncle 'Arry playing a
marforgun under the tablecloff!

There is no need to go to the trouble and
expense of building a whole organ in order to

sample some of the great fun to be had in
voicing; a very simple little circuit will suffice,
while if you have a Stylophone or something
similar, why, it's luxury itself! Suitable designs

frequently appear in the pages of this and
similar magazines and Fig. 1, shows a design
that is quickly and easily made. Make it up on

additional refinement will be a stage or two of

amplification, but it's not absolutely

ternal amplifier and speaker, but

it is all

spiky component, while other designs
usually have a square -wave, as does the

circuit of Fig. 1. Take the output to an S -Dec
or other breadboarding system, as per Fig. 2,

and then to the final amplifier or speaker.
Now you are all set to fiddle about and enjoy
yourself.

Voicing circuits
You will need a few capacitors, several
resistors and if you can manage it, a small in-

ductance such as a tiny transistor output

The diagram of Fig. 3 shows the basic RC
circuit, which produces smooth fluty tones.
Just one component of each is sufficient to

significantly alter the tone, although

in

practice there are typically three resistors and
three capacitors. There is sufficient room for

experimentation to keep anyone happy for
years. Start with the values shown and listen.

If you have an oscilloscope, so much the

better. Change one value, then another.
Keep changing the values and note the
difference in tone. Note how the waveform
will not only become smoother as you increase the value of C, but will decrease in

volume after a while and eventually disappear. If you increase C but decrease the R,
what happens? What limits are there on this
process?
Referring to Fig. 4 this shows the reverse --

a CR circuit, which produces thin, stringy
tones. Again, typically such a circuit will have
three or more pairs of components, although

even one is enough to affect significant
chAnges.

The bigger the C, the "fatter" will be the
tone, while a small C will make a very thin,

Four examples of voicing circuits. From left to right; Fig. 3. A simple RC filter; Fig. 4. A CR filter; A band-pass filter is
shown in Fig. 5 and uses an inductor; Lastly, the filter of Fig. 6 is a band -elimination filter.
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violin sound. Some can set your teeth on
edge! Alter and experiment as much as you

47kl1

47;c0

efmn

like, starting with the values given.

When you have produced a couple of
circuits that you like, one fluty, one stringy,

breadboard both circuits and try them

0.033pF "h.

together and separately. Neither should pre-

0,25H

dominate over the other and you will then

r

need to experiment to find the right value R to

put in series with the louder one. What is

more likely, you will find that one or the other
is

-

not so good as you had first thought,

0.01pr

47k12

throwing you back into another series of experiments.

o

0.SH

Band-pass filter
The band-pass filter involves an induct-

0

08F

ance, as shown in Fig 5, which is a very basic
configuration. have not shown a value for

0

1.

I

the C since this will depend upon the inductance, but for experimentation a value of

0 OlpF is a good place to start. At the right
value resonance will be observed and the
tone will take on the qualities of an oboe or
trumpet. All values are subject to experiment.
The band -elimination filter is the reverse of
the above, and is shown in Fig. 6, it surprisingly has a very similar effect on the ear.
Finally, as an example of a commercially produced tone filter, a Baldwin Vox Humana
filter is shown in Fig. 7. This shows how complicated a double -tuned band-pass filter can
be. It will also be seen that it includes a small

Fig. 7. An example of a commercially made filter; The Baldwin Vox Humana.

piccolo cannot get so far down as a

RC element, which shows how the basic configurations can be combined to produce the
desired effect.

trombone. This poses an interesting question; on an organ keyboard there are a finite
number of keys, so what happens to the viola
voice when the organist keys above that instrument's range? In an ideal world, the viola
voice should cut out, but that would make the
organ even more complicated to build than it

Voice Range
One factor in voicing an organ that has
never been satisfactorily resolved in any
organ (to my knowledge) is the question of
voice range. A viola for example does not

is.

Perhaps there is room here for a micro-

have the upper range that a violin has, while a
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himself. He was probably the best of the Russian Ambassadors we ever had and very pro British.
About this time there was one firm, whose
skill in radio engineering I had always greatly
admired, Messrs. Philips, and so I applied for

a job as a technical assistant, and was
accepted. I worked for them for three years,
until I was finally lured away by the prospect
of big money at Radio Rentals.
One way I used to augment my income
was repairing radios for a Mr. Mack, who had
a Radio Shop in Garrett Lane, Tooting. He
knew nothing at all about radio, and used to
save all his repairs up for me to do on

Saturdays, at half a crown a time! (That's
about twelve and a half pence in today's

REALLY look forward to writing the
can
"Christmas number" because
indulge in reminiscences. And what is every
I

writers favourite subject? Why, himself of
course! I will talk about my electronics career

from the time I started (about 1931) until the
outbreak of World War II. It reads rather like
Stephen Leacock's story The History of John
Smith. John Smith started as an errand boy
in a haberdashery store and over the years
worked his way up to be chief buyer and then
as he grew old and senile, came down the

ladder again, and was finally replaced by
another errand boy who did twice the work
for half the money! But as they say in some of
the lurid paperbacks, we are anticipating.

Let it suffice to say I started with the old
Marconi Company in Dagenham and after a
few months' training I was considered trustworthy enough to blow up a few customers'
sets. It was about that time, that the Marconi -

phone Company joined forces with HMV
and we were all shunted across to Hayes,
Middlesex. There was such a glorious muddle during this move, that we became very

much behind with customers' repairs, and
consequently were put on a long stint of overtime. I have no intention of making this article

a social comment on the thirties, but I feel
should just remind you good young people,
of the conditions we worked under then.
I was regarded as a skilled technician and
was the only one considered skilled enough
I

to repair the new ten -valve superhets. For this

I was paid the princely sum of seven and a
halfpenny an hour. Work started at 7.30a.m.
and if you were a total of three minutes late
during the week you were hauled up before

the supervisor and ticked off in no uncertain
manner. You did not complain, after all there
were twenty other people who would have
given their eye teeth for your job.
Having said all that, I must in all fairness,

say that we were no less happy than our

counterparts today, and probably more contented with our lot on the whole. And we had
no television!
I

left HMV finally, because having put in

for a penny an hour rise, it was turned down
and even the supervisor was flabbergasted.
Unofficially he suggested look elsewhere.
Fortunately I obtained a job with Ultra Electric
in much the same capacity. This was a fairly
uneventful period in my career and I finally
left them after eighteen months in the hope of
obtaining more wages.
I went to a firm called Sunbeam Radio, and
it is true my salary reached the dizzy heights
of three pounds per week, but unfortunately
I

they folded up after six months. My next
employment was with Alexandra Black the
Wireless Doctor, but my hair-raising
adventures of how I pretended I could drive a
car, in order to get the job and the nail biting
time I had going round with a repertory com-

pany providing their sound effects, have
already been told in an earlier Christmas
number.
I believe the Wireless Doctor fired me, I am

not quite sure on that point, but I next found
myself in a Radio Shop in Edgware Road.
Only one event occurred here, which I like to
boast about, I repaired a radio at a house in
Kensington Palace Gardens, the residence of
Mr. Ivan Maisky, the Soviet Ambassador and

was actually introduced to the great man

money). I worked for about a year with Radio
Rentals and working conditions were still very
harsh. We worked six days a week, starting at
9.00a.m. and finishing around midnight, and
if you were five minutes late you were fined a
shilling (five new pence).
After leaving Radio Rentals I had several

jobs of fairly short duration, finally finishing
up back with the EMI Group (which included the combined firms of Marconiphone and
HMV). We were now within a year of the
start of World War II and I was badly bitten by

the flying bug, having been given a trip in a
Leopard Moth by one of my Radio Rentals
friends, and so I applied to join the Royal Air
Force Volunteer Reserve. This was the only
way I could see of getting free flying.

always remember on the entrance form
you had to list all the firms you had worked
for, stating why you had left. duly wrote
them all down and in each case the reason I
gave for leaving was to better my position.
I

I

finally
finished up with the same firm I started with. I
solved this by naming the first one "The Mar-

This posed a problem, because

I

coniphone Company" and the last one "His
Master's Voice Company". No one knew it
was one and the same.
I

think you can see there

is

a slight

similarity with the life of John Smith. In case

you wonder what finally became of John
Smith, at the age of sixty-five he became use-

less and his children had to look after him.

They did not want to, but they had to. At
seventy, he became ill and after being given

the proper treatment he died. They buried
him, and over his grave erected a marble
signpost pointing to the North West, but
doubt if he ever got there. He was too much
I

like you and me!

Happy Christmas

JACK PLUG & FAMILY...
JACK'S NOT VERY PLEASED ABOUT fBECAUSE WHEN I WANT
TO BORROW SOME CHANGE
HIS TREASURE LOCATOR.

HE CAN'T SAY HE'S GOT
NONE...
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NEXT

MONTH
CHASER LIGHT DISPLAY
A four channel sequential lighting display that will produce a

Light ;0 the Ise.

com

6
\111\1\1/

sensation of movement. The unit incorporates speed,
direction, and freeze effect controls and can handle up to 1
kilowatt per channel. The master unit contains an I.e.d. monitor
display to show the status of the cycle.

CAR SYSTEM ALARM
This easy to build unit gives a sound and visual warning if
the side or headlights, or any other chosen accessories
are left switched on when the ignition is turned off.

PLUS

STEREO/MONO LEAD TESTER
Designed primarily for the pop group to give

rapid check-out of jack -to -jack

connecting leads, but can be adapted to cope with any other plug types. It can detect
short, open and crossed leads.

A.C.METER CONVERTER
Extends the range of a standard a.c. voltmeter by converting the chosen scale to read
one -tenth or one-hundreth f.s.d. Ideal for measuring low level audio signals.

FEBRUARY
ISSUE ON SALE
FRIDAY, JANUARY 20
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an outline of the seven -segment
grid. There is also a "reset" contact.
A wander plug connected by a
flexible wire to the ground rail of
the circuit is touched against the

segments which are part of the
letter that is being scrambled (or
unscrambled). Grounding a con-

tact causes a bistable to change
state and this switches on one of
the segments of the display.

The connections between

keyboard and display are arranged
so as to scramble the segments. In
the diagram the wiring is shown as

in the prototype, in which the
permanent interchanges are a -c,

and d -h, and there is also a switch
which allows all three possible sets

of interchanges for the remaining
four segments. We can have b -g
and e -f, or b -f and e -g, or b -e and
f -g. This means that the scrambler

can produce three differently
scrambled versions of the same

letter. The three versions of letter t
are shown in Fig. 3. As long as the
correct setting of the switch is used

for unscrambling, the original
letter will be recovered.

The person receiving the

Why not build this novel code game in time for Christmas and
amuse your party friends?

INTRODUCTION
THE CODE SCRAMBLER turns

and

letters
ordinary
figures into code symbols (or,
more correctly, cipher sym-

bols, but "code" is a shorter,
more familiar word). If we

think of a letter as being

made up from segments arranged in the pattern of the
seven -segment displays used
in electronic calculators, we
can scramble the segments

write the scrambled
symbol with rounded -off

We

corners to conceal the fact
that it is derived from a
seven -segment display and,
since there is no ambiguity,
we can write the decimal
point wherever we like.
A person unscrambling this

symbol performs the same
operation of interchanging
segments, and recovers the

original letter 'C.
Strictly speaking you do not

according to some pre -arran-

need an electronic device to
scramble letters in this way

symbol which looks nothing

he was trying to work out a

message must know which setting
to use, and this can be decided
beforehand. To make things really

complicated, the setting can be

changed in sequence at the end of
each sentence, or the end of each

word - or even at each letter according to a prearranged plan.
This makes the scrambled cipher
extremely difficult to break.

CHARACTERS

With a little twisting and incan be used to display all the
genuity the seven -segment format

alphabet (lower-case letters), all
the figures and a few punctuation

marks, see Fig. 4. As we are dealing

with only one letter at a time, it

ged system, and produce a

but, as the author found when

does not matter that in some

like the original letter. For
example, in Fig. 1 the letter

system before he had built the
prototype, scrambling is a
tedious business and very
subject to error.

on others it comes half -way up.
Letter i has a dash above instead

`V can be made up from four

segments; segments d, e, f,
and g of the standard seven segment display. If we interchange the segments of the

display in pairs, we get a new
symbol. In this example, the
symbol includes the decimal
point (we shall refer to this as
segment h, for convenience).

OUTLINE OF THE CIRCUIT

The scrambler operates on one
letter or figure at a time, so only

one l.e.d. seven -segment display is

required, see Fig. 2. This is controlled by a keyboard, which is an
array of metal contacts set out on

letters the writing -line comes at
the bottom of the keyboard, while

of a dot; this letter can also be

written using the lower -right segment instead of the lower left segment, giving an entirely different
symbol when scrambled, but com-

ing back to i

again when un-

scrambled. The letter 1 can also be
written on right or left, and all this
helps make cipher -breaking more
difficult. Letters m and w have
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7 -SEGMENT
/EQUIVALENT

()LETTER

.r.p, SCRAMBLED

WRITTEN
VERSION

V..1 LETTER

a

a

frlb

-I

b

b

e
h

kE-a. g

f

d

h

d

Fig. 1. The principle of the Code Scrambler.
RESET LINE

O

7400

KEYBOARD

RESET

b

O
C

DISPLAY
D L704

0

d

r-enc
g

74118

WANDER
PLUG

e

ci7a

CROTARY

TO GROUND
RAIL

SWITCH

b,e.f,g

Fig. 2. The way the circuit operates.

BISTABLES

Fig. 3 (left). Three versions of the
letter "t".
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Fig. 4 (below). Characters for the Code
Scrambler.
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had to be turned sideways to make
them fit, but are still distinct from
any of the other letters.
Letter k is a bit awkward in
shape, but distinct from h. The
same pattern is used for x, but this

HOW IT WORKS...

3

7-7

, RESET

gives little problem on unscrambling for, if you write x, when it
ought to be k, the word as pronounced will usually sound very
much like it ought to be and the
correction can be made.

The numerals 1, 2, 3, and 9 are
the same pattern as letters 1, z, w,
and g, but we do not usually mix

letters and figures in the same

d0-1

group so this is not likely to cause
confusion

ELEC7RONIC

SW TCHES

When the probe touches any of the pads connected to the inputs of the

electronic latching switches, their output goes high and illuminates its
l.e.d. As shown the probe has touched a and d which has caused B and
C to light. Thus information represented by a and d has been
transformed into information at -B and C, i.e. it has been coded. If the
reset is operated, all I.e.d.s are extinguished. If now the equivalents of B
and C (b and c) are touched with the probe, the original information is
retrieved at A and D (a and d). By arranging eight I.e.d.s and switches, in
the form of seven -segment display (including decimal point) coding of
letters and numerals can be obtained.

COMPONENT BOARD

In Fig. 6 the components are

shown laid out on a small piece of
stripboard, 10 strips by 24 holes,
but a larger piece could be used if

CASE AND KEYBOARD

connection is also left between pin

It is a good idea to prepare the
keyboard as soon as the circuit

10 of 1C2 and pin 6 of the display.

Around the display the wiring

desired. Connections to the
to Veropins.
Note that the connections of IC1

been tested for correct operation, a

and 1C2 to the positive (6V) rail
and the connection of 1C2 to the

negative rail are made by short
lengths of tinned copper wire on
the topside of the board; Pins 3
and 12 and pins 6 and 9 of IC1 are

gt

connected by the copper strip

being left unbroken; a strip

should be kept close to the board.
Later, when all connections have

remainder of the circuit are made

-

board is completed; temporary

connections can then be made

been made, and the circuit has

between this and the circuit board
for testing. If all is in working

thin mask of black cardboard is

battery, the rotary switch and the
final connections to keyboard can

stuck by two small drops of glue on

the top surface of the display to
hide the adjacent wiring. This card

has an opening cut in it just big
enough to allow the digit to be

viewed.

Exterior view of the finished unit. Note the viewing window, probe and keyboard.

CODE SCRAMELER

order, the permanent supply to
then be made.

The prototype was fitted into a
plastic lunch -box which besides
being a cheap case suited to the

purpose of this project is of insulating material and makes the
construction of the keyboard much

more simple. Strips of plastic insulating tape in an attractive blue
colour were cut out and stuck to
the case to form the pattern of the
seven -segment display. Then
seven drawing -pins were pressed
into the centre of each segment to

form the contacts. An eighth drawing pin was pressed into the decimal

point, and at top left a square of
black tape and a drawing -pin were
used to make the reset contact (see
photograph).

Take care when pressing

drawing -pins

into plastic-some

kinds of plastic tend to crack, in

which event it is advisable to make
a preliminary hole with a needle or
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CODE SCRAMBLER
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Fig. 6. Component layout and wiring of the stripboard. The breaks in the copper strips are shown above and the wiring
for the switch S2 is given on the right.
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COMPONENTS
Resistor
R1
2700 -1 watt carbon ± 10%

11.

,76 "c*

t ;;r1,

-

Semiconductors
IC1

IC2
X1

SN7400 TTL Quad 2 -input NAND gate
SN74118 TTL Hex S -R latch
DL704 seven -segment I.e.d. display

Miscellaneous

Page 207
push -on push -off button switch
S2 4 -pole 3 -way rotary wave change switch
B1 6 volts HP7.1 5V (4 off)
Stripboard: 0
inch matrix size 10 strips x 24 holes; Veropins (11 off);
S1

1

battery holder for 4 x HP7's; battery connector to suit; knob; drawing pins
(9 off); plastic case; connecting wire; probe (wander plug, metal rod or
similar); 6BA fixings; Formica mounting plate 120 x 50mm; coloured tape;
solder.

ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS
£4.50
excluding
CaSe

The project described in this article is
the subject of a Provisional Patent.
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CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The circuit requires only 3 active
devices: the seven -segment display

(D1,704 or similar), and two TTL
integrated circuits which are used
for the bistables. Six bistables are
contained within the 74118 Hextu-

11

ple bistable latch, and the two

4

other bistables are wired up from
the four NAND gates of the 7400

5

s

ICI

quadruple 2 -input NAND gate i.c.
The circuit diagram is shown in
Fig. 5. The connections shown are

71. DO

those used in the prototype, but
the reader is free to vary the connections between keyboard con-

tacts and the rest of the circuit.
There are 210 different ways of
connecting the keyboard to the rest

of the circuit, and each of these

REST -7-

TO

116

KEMARD
CONTACTS

gives 3 different scrambling

patterns, so the reader can copy
the prototype circuit exactly or
vary the connections and have a

cipher that cannot be unscrambled

3

B

X1

S2a

2

13

it

D1.70<
113

od

7

except by his own machine or
another one wired exactly like it.

e

The outputs of the bistables are

connected directly to the input
pins of the display. In the reset

d

Sit,

condition the output of each

12
11

C

bistable is a low voltage, close to
zero, and very little current passes

to the display which remains
blank.

When the input to a bistable is
momentarily connected to ground
by the wander -plug being touched
against the appropriate contact on

3

the keyboard, the output of that
bistable immediately goes high
(almost 6 volts) and stays high. A

current then flows to the cor-

S2d

q

responding segment of the display.
and is returned to ground through

3

the common cathode pin (pin 12)
and the current -limiting resistor
Ri. By touching the required con-

tacts in turn, the corresponding
bistables are made to change state,
and the display pattern is built up.

After the pattern has been

copied on paper, the wander -plug

h

81

is touched against the reset con-

tact. The reset inputs of the
bistable are thus all grounded, and
any bistables that have been

triggered are now returned to their
original condition. All outputs are
low and the display is completely

blank, ready for scrambling the
next character,
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Fig. 5. Complete circuit diagram for the Code Scrambler.
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ordinary pin before inserting the
drawing -pin. The PVC box used
for the prototype caused no trouble

in this respect. Holes are also cut

in the front panel (actually the
.

bottom of the lunch -box) for the
power switch Si, the rotary switch
S2, the wander -plug lead, and the
viewing window.
The viewing window was design-

ed to present an attractive

appearance, and also to shade the
display from light to help visibility

(see photo.). The cap from an
aerosol fly -spray was painted matt
black inside and a rectangular

opening about 20 x 15mm cut in
the cap.

The completed circuit board showing the cardboard mask.

To keep out the dust (and

fingers) a piece of thin glass was

flip-flops and display. Connect the
battery; no segments should light.
Then with a free wire connected to

fixed over the rectangular opening
in the cap, using Sellotape.
The circuit board was bolted to a

mounting strip of Formica held
across the interior of the case on
brackets bolted to the side walls.
The strip was positioned so that
the display came central in the
hole, about 3mmfkfrom the glass.

The cardboard mask on the display was large enough to prevent

battery negative, touch pin

a-segment a should light-and
remain lit until the reset pin is
touched with the free wire. It

should then remain unlit. If this
does not happen, the operation of
the bistable (or possibly the display segment) is at fault and must

any of the interior "works" or wir-

be checked. Similarly, test the

window.
Power supply was from four pen-

segments.
If it has been decided to copy the
prototype wiring exactly, the wiring from contacts to the board and
S2 can then be added as shown in
Fig. 6.

other bistables and display

ing from being seen through the

light cells contained in a battery -

holder, which was retained in posi-

tion in the case by bolts passing
through the walls of the case. In
fact, the construction of the case
and the layout of the components
is not at all critical, and can be

suited to whatever case is available
cheaply, and modified according to
the ingenuity of the constructor.

Some care is needed when

soldering to the drawing -pins. For

one thing, excessive heat might
melt the plastic case. It is wise to
use a heat -sink of the kind used
when soldering transistors. Attach

this to each pin while it is being

soldered to. The other thing to note
is that drawing -pins are often corroded at the tips and do not accept

TESTING

Before making connections to

the board, test the operation of the

solder easily. It is best to scrape

the point and around the point

with a file to expose the uncorrod-

ed metal. Then tin the tip by

heating it with the iron and adding
a little solder. After this, no
difficulty should be experienced in

soldering a wire wrapped firmly
round near the point of the pin.

If it is decided to make a

scrambler with your own personal

scrambling system, make temporary connections between the

contact pins and the board and S2.
Choose any two pairs of contacts,
and run wires from these direct to
the board, interchanging the wires
on the way so that if, for example,
the pair are from contacts g and c

the wire from g goes to c on the

board and the wire from c goes to g
on the board. Then choose another

pair, and swap these in the same
way. The remaining four contacts

are wired to S2, and from the

switch four wires go to the vacant

four pins on the board. It's well
worth while connecting the wires

temporarily and then running

through the alphabet to see what
sort of patterns you get. We defy
you to work it out on paper first!

Some systems of wiring give

MESSAGE

7

AS ENTERED ON
KEYBOARD

/7

AS DISPLAYED IS2
IN 2nd POSITION

WRITTEN

SAYE MESSAGE AS
SCRAMBLED WHEN 52
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EACH LETTER.
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with the wiring until you hit on
something that gives reasonable

symbols in all three settings of the
rotary switch. Switch on at S1 and
you are ready to scramble (Fig. 7).

r-.
H r-)

171

0

c

I-IF H"

Fig. 7. Some messages in scrambled cipher. Note how the full stop at the end of the

sentence is combined with the "r" to make a single symbol.

symbols that consist of too many
disconnected segments, which are
not good for ranking a cipher that
is satisfactory to write. Play about

0 r\
-

r
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RAPID

DIODE
CHECK
By R. Dudley

this simple GO/NOGO diode checker and test
Build

those unmarked cheap surplus
devices.

INTRODUCTION
THIS very simple device is

capable of checking a

silicon or germanium diode
for polarity in half the time

required to test the same
diode with a multimeter set to
the ohms range. In addition to
ascertaining whether a diode

case should first be drilled to take
the two 1.e.d.s, the pushbutton and

the test leads. Care is necessary
here as the drill bit can easily slip

this device also identifies the

cathode lead of the component

and scratch the case. Ideally the
holes should be started by hand
with a sharp implement before

by illuminating a light
emitting diode adjacent to

drilling.
The layout of the components on

the topside of the stripboard is

is in working order or not,

this particular lead.

shown in Fig. 2; begin by making
the necessary breaks in the copper
strips on the underside. Solder in
place the two wire links followed

by the resistors and capacitors,

and the flying leads from the board

to reach the case mounted com-

ponents - Si, and DI and D2.
The two l.e.d.s are wired back to
back such that the long lead of one

is connected to the short lead of

The assembly of the components

in this project should present no

problems even to the inexperienced constructor. The unit is housed
in a small Vero "potting box" and

powered by a PP3 battery. The
232

the other. The TIL209 usually has
its cathode connected to the short
lead. Alternatively, a small flat is
made on the body adjacent to the
anode. The polarity is vital: connect one l.e.d. the wrong way
round and both could blow!
The integrated circuit should be
fitted with some care as it can be

damaged by the application of
high voltages due to static at its

pins. It should be kept in its protective foam or foil until needed
and then soldered without undue
heating having checked its orienta-

tion beforehand. Also it may be a
good idea to unplug the soldering
iron immediately prior to soldering
this component in place, to
eliminate the possibility of damage
from leakage currents through the
iron to the mains.
Fix Si, Dl and D2 in position on

the case and connect the flying

leads from the component board to

the components. Finally connect
the test leads to the unit and feed
these out via the two small holes
situated one on each side of Si. In

the prototype small insulated

crocodile clips were found to be
ideal terminals.
The test leads must be wired up
as shown or the checker may well
indicate the anode of the test diode
instead of the cathode. The layout

of the component board and
battery inside the case can be seen

in the photograph. So that the

component board will fit it should
be positioned in the case before the
battery as there is only just enough
room for both.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1

MAO

R2 220k0
Both + watt carbon ± 10%

Capacitors
C1

10nF ceramic

C2

10nFteramic

Semiconductors
IC1
D1

D2

CD4069BE cmos hex -inverter
TIL209 or similar light emitting diode
TIL209 or similar light emitting diode

Miscellaneous

Si
B1

push -to -make, release -to -break type switch
9 volt type PP3

Stripboard: 0 1 inch matrix 7 strips x 11 holes; crocodile clips (2 off);
battery clip to suit Bl; case, Verobox (potting case) or similar, size 70 x 50
X 25mm or larger; connecting wire, solder.

TEST LEAD

TEST LEAD

DIODE
CHECK

CATHODE 1+1

00
DI & D2 VIEWED
FROM UNDERSIDE

-_ TO BI

0

7 0 0-41 80
90

R2

04)

0
0

ci

Interior of tester showing positioning
of the board, battery and test switch S1.

BO 7,

1

0
o

0 0

Fig. 2. Component layout and interwiring details for the Rapid Diode Check.
The breaks to be made along the copper strips on the underside of the strip board are shown on the right.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the Rapid Diode Check.

The complete circuit diagram of
the Rapid Diode Check is shown in
Fig. 1. It can be seen that the

whole circuit is based on a single
integrated circuit ICI, a cmoS

microamps via C2. This is insufficient to damage the most
sensitive diodes. The remaining

two gates Gld and Gle are
available to drive the two l.e.d.s

logic device. This i.c. consists of six
inverters, each comprising two
complementary transistors con-

DI and D2.

inverter has an extremely high in-

forward and reverse biasing the
diode under test. When the diode

nected as a push-pull pair. Each

put impedance, of the order of
thousands of megohms, and a

relatively low output impedance of
around 500 ohms.

The i.e. can operate from a

supply voltage of between 3 and 15
volts and has very low power con-

sumption. Hence it is ideally
suited to battery operation. A
upply of 9 volts was chosen as this
gave good brightness to the 1.e.d.s

The polarity of the two test
per second thereby alternately

points terminals changes 300 times

is forward biased, the two
terminals will be at virtually the
same potential. Consider the state
when the diode is forward biased
with current flowing through the

diode from terminal A to terminal
B. This requires that the potential
at A is high. Therefore the input to
Glc must be low (action of an in-

verter) producing a high at Gle

used without the need for any ex-

output. At the same time terminal

ohms output impedance limits the
current available.

a silicon diode) and so the output

ternal series resistors as the 500

Gates Gla and Glb form a

standard CMOS oscillator with R1,
R2 and Cl that produces a square
wave output of approximately 150
hertz. Resistor R2 together with
capacitor CI controls the frequency of the oscillator whilst RI pro-

vides some degree of stability
against falling battery voltage.

The two out of phase outputs
from Gla and Gib (pins 2 and 4)
are buffered with two other gates
in the i.c., Glc and Gif to prevent
loading of the oscillator. The outputs of these two gates (pins 6 and

12) drive the diode to be tested
with an a.c. current of about 50
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+ VS
SUPPLY

B is high (only 0.6V less than A for

of Gid is low. This causes D2 to be

forward biased and hence to be

illuminated. Therefore the cathode
is connected to B as indicated by
D2 adjacent to B.
When the test diode is reversed
biased then the potentials at A and

4j
ict= LT,4069BE

-VE
SUPPLY

Pin configurations for the CD4069BE.

the intensity of the l.e.d. in this

way has the added advantage that

for the same brightness,

significantly less power is consumed than if it were powered by direct
current.

Now let's look and see what
happens when a faulty diode is

connected. If it is a complete short
then both l.e.d.s will light up since
this is the same as two diodes connected parallel opposing across the

terminals which will cause both
cathodes to be identified. The

B are opposite (one high and the
other low) which causes the out-

1.e.d.s will be flashing alternately,
but so fast that they will appear to
both be constantly lit.

high or both low. Therefore both

then the condition mentioned

puts of Gle and G1d to be both
l.e.d.s are not illuminated.

A good test device will

alternately become a closed then
open circuit with the a.c. applied
voltage and so one l.e.d. is pulsed
on and off. However, this occurs so
fast that the eye interprets it as be-

ing continuously lit. Modulating

If the diode is an open circuit

earlier for a reversed biased diode
will apply to both cycles of the os-

cillator and so neither l.e.d. will

light.
This unit gives us a go/no go in-

dication of a diodes condition as
well as lead indentification of a
good one.
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cCATHODE

0:

ANODE

e

CATHODE

ANODE

CATHODE

0
The prototype component board. It would be wise to purchase an integrated circuit
holder to save any possible damage to IC1 through soldering.

QUICK TEST
To check that the unit functions,

depress Si. The l.e.d.s should not
light, indicating an open circuit.

Now connect a good diode and see
that the l.e.d. adjacent to the
cathode is lit. Reverse the diode

give no clue to the gain of the

usually good value for money.
In selecting a good diode, one of
the l.e.d.s should be fully on whilst

two diodes in a single case, and it is

Should both glow, however dimly,

some small signal silicon

unmarked diodes, which if you
have the time to check them, are

the other does not glow at all.
the diode should be discarded.

IN USE

perform a rudimentary test on a

The prime use of the checker is

to speed up and simplify the

Similarly if neither glows, the
diode is an open circuit.
The checker can also be used to

SQUARE
WAVE

device.

Transistors can be thought of as

these diode junctions that should
be tested i.e. base/emitter and

base/collector, see Fig. 3. However

transistors have a low base/emitter
reverse voltage and so this junction
may show up as a short circuit if its
Zener voltage is appreciably less
than 9 volts.

0

transistor. This will show up excess

leakage and blown junctions but

The completed unit ready for use.

HOW IT WORKS...

OSCILLATOR

Fig.Fig.
3. Representation of transistors In
terms of diodes. (a) npn type of transistor
(b) pnp type.

checking of packs of untested and

and the other l.e.d. should light.
Both l.e.d.s should light when the
probes are shorted.

ANODE

TEST
CIODE

ANTI -PHASE
OUTPUTS

D.C. BLOCKING
CAPACITOR

The unit utilises the two anti -phase outputs from a square wave
oscillator. One output is directly coupled to one test point while the other
is via d.c. blocking capacitor C. Thus an a.c. current is available to pass

through the test diode. Two parallel opposed connected diodes are
connected at one end to one test point and at the other end via an

inverter to the other test point. -When the polarity of the oscillator is such
that the diode is forward biased, both test points will be at approximately
the same potential. The inverter action causes one of the I.e.d.s to be
forward biased and light. This I.e.d. is situated along -side the cathode
end.
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The Electronic Workshop has now

been in use in our office for the past six

weeks during which time we have

found it most valuable in checking out

the constructional projects published
in EVERYDAY -ELECTRONICS. In fact it

could be used as the working area
when conducting experiments from
the Teach In '78eries.
Perhaps the Most important part of
the unit is the pOwer supply. Consider-

ing the simple nature (compared with
i.c. types) the regulation is very good.
On tests we carried out we loaded the
output so that. a current of well over 1
amp was drawn. The voltage drop at
the full rated output of 20V was only
1.5V.

At lower currents the regulation was

even better, the voltage did not drop
at all when a current of 900mA was
drawn at a voltage of 20V.

The supply thus lives up well to the
specification.

One minor fault we did find was
that the carrying handle was on the
small size, but we are assured that a
larger cut-out will appear on future
ARRIVAL to our offices just

models.
All in all the Electronic Workshop is
a very good idea. It is surprising in fact

ANEW
recently was the Electronic Work-

SPECIFICATION

Mitcham.

Overall size: 70cm x 70cm x 18cm.

shop as sold by Home Radio of
Our

particular

model

arrived complete, that is the power
supply and necessary plugs were all

pre -wired. In fact all we had to do was
to wire a mains plug up and the Workshop was ready for use.

SPECIFICATION
As you can see from the general

specifications the unit is supplied with
its own internal power supply. This is

located in the right hand compartment on the rear panel and is the

black front panel seen in the

photograph above. Located in the left
hand compartment there is a 35 ohm
speaker with its own volume control.
Between these two compartments a

spacious tool box is available. One

very good feature of the tool box is that
it is lockable, a nice thought considering nowadays tools seem to sprout legs
and walk off on their own!

On the narrow strip in front of the
compartments there are a number of
small holes and terminals.

Two terminals are for the speaker,

the next three holes are for solder,

tinned copper wire, and stranded insulated wire or other wiring to your
choice. Moving along, the next two

terminals are for an external aerial
and earth; connection to earth and
aerial can be made via sockets on the
rear panel. The remaining three screw
terminals are the power supply output
terminals.

A rubber mat is provided for the

working area, this provides a non -slip
surface for constructing those projects

which slide all over the place on the
kitchen table.
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why someone has not thought of it
before. Now that Christmas is almost

upon us it would make an ideal gift

Power supply: variable from 0 to 20

for someone whose
electronics.

A generous size tool compartment is
located in the centre of the back sec-

Dept. EE, 240 London Road,

volts up to 1 amp.
Speaker: 35 ohm with volume control.

tion. Two flush 13 amp sockets are also
available on each side.
Two pieces of thick pine, 2.5cm high

form the outer edges; in addition the
upper face of these edges have slots
provided for use as tool racks. The
general arrangement can be seen from
the photograph.
Two flush 13 amp sockets are pro-

interest is in

Orders for the unit should be sent
to: Home Radio (Components) Ltd.,
Mitcham, Surrey. The cost is £39 for
the complete unit but requires wiring
up (full details supplied) or £46 complete and ready for immediate use.
An extra £2.06 must be added for
VAT, and £2.50 for carriage.

HANDY VICE
A valuable piece of equipment for

any workshop is a vice and a small one
is particularly useful in electronics for

vided for any additional equipment,

such jobs as soldering cable to a plug
or socket where a "third hand" is re-

to be found on the sides of the rear

Radio have made available a small

such as a soldering iron, and these are
section.

USING THE WORKSHOP
Perhaps the greatest advantage of

the Electronic Workshop is the
portability. For most people a

spacious and well equipped workshop
cum laboratory is only a dream. Most

quired. With this in mind, Home
multi -position vice that can easily be
fitted to the Workshop base by a single
fixing bolt through the base. This is

available at a special offer price of
£4.60 to E.E. readers (normally
£5.60). Add VAT at 8 per cent and
carriage at 85p.

constructors usually have to put up
with a small corner in the living room

or kitchen. This not only can cause

friction between other members of the

family when they are say, watching
the TV but is a nuisance if the room is

required for some other purpose and

you have to pack up and move
somewhere else.

The power supply is easy to use, a
rotary control provides the necessary
variation in the output voltage. The
use of the speaker will be quite obvious
to most people.
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and flow of world trade for the

goods and services the electronics

industry supplies. Here we find
another key word - "world".

Electronics is a world industry

with its main manufacturing

centres in North America, Europe

and Asia and its services

penetrating the remotest areas of
the globe.

MULTINATIONAL

Because electronics is a world

business, nearly all the major
organisations are international in

character. Even those with

manufacturing based in only the
home country have sales offices or
agents in overseas markets.
When a company or corporation
has manufacturing plants in more
than one country it becomes multinational. Don't let the word

multinational worry you. It is
fashionable to sneer at the multinationals these days because it is
said that the great multinational
organisations wield more power

than some nation states. But

without their enormous financial

strength the industry could not
support the level of research and

development needed to sustain

technological advances. Last year,

for example, Britain's GEC
(150,000 employees in the UK and
36,000 overseas) spent £150
million on R & D.

Without the multinational cor-

porations many third world

countries would have no
electronics industry at all. Philips,

electronics industry. From time to

relatively done so well in a period
frequently described as the worst

the Netherlands based multinational has 400,000 employees of
more than 70 different

what the electronics industry is all

emphasises its underlying strength

25 percent actually work in the

This. is the first of anew series of

articles on careers in the

time, Peter Verwig will explain

about and the career structures

which are open to young
enthusiasts. - Editor.

DURING the past three years,
since the first of our careers
articles appeared in EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS, the electronics in-

dustry taken as a whole has prospered while other industries have
stagnated or dropped behind. We

have only to look at steel or

shipbuilding to see how a recession

in world trade can affect employment and no young person today is

unaware that jobs are difficult to
find. The figures for unemployment among young people speak
for themselves.
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The fact that electronics has

trade recession of the century
as a growth industry. If it can do
well in bad times, it will do even
better when times are good. So I
have no reservations in
recommending electronics as a
career to any readers who are will-

ing to apply themselves to the
challenge.

The key words are "career" and
"challenge". To fashion a career
for yourself is far more satisfying

than just having a job. The
challenge is in the fast-moving

nature of the electronics industry
which is one of perpetual change.
You need a bright and flexible
mind and plenty of enthusiasm to

keep abreast of technological
change, not to mention the ebb

nationalities of whom only about

Netherlands, the rest being
elsewhere in Europe (including the
UK) or in other continents.

At the other end of the scale
there are hundreds of small and
medium sized companies, many of
them specialising in narrow sectors
of the industry. So there is plenty
of choice. Even if you work for a

giant corporation it doesn't mean

that you will cease to be an individual.
There are, for example, some 50

operating companies in the GEC

Group, each working in-

dependently as a profit centre in
its own business, but able to draw
on the financial and technological
strength of the Group as a whole.
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1949, Schockley's invention of the
junction transistor.

It was a few years before tech-

niques were perfected so that transistors and later developments such

as integrated circuits, large-scale
integration and today's microprocessors could be produced in com-

mercial quantities; and now the
thermionic valve, except for some
special applications generally in-

volving high power, has all but
been replaced
devices.

by

solid-state

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Another post-war development

was the printed circuit. This,

together with the monolithic inMarconi with his original apparatus soon after his arrival in England in 1996. He died in
1937 and as a mark of respect every radio station in the world closed down for two minutes.
(Courtesy: The Marconi Co. Ltd.)

FROM SMALL BEGINNINGS

The founder of the industry was

Guglielmo Marconi, a young
hobbyist, an amateur. He was only

applications came with the first

fumbling attempts at building

digital computers and the

ment production. Solid state

technology and the printed circuit
have together substantially reduced the labour content in assembly
of electronic equipment.
It is not necessary to employ

tion in industry.

armies of workers to wire up
separate components with cable
and soldering iron. Unskilled
assemblers "stuff" the naked

science of electronics and led to ex-

complete assembly can be soldered

beginnings of the application of
electronically controlled automa-

22 when he filed the world's first
patent for wireless telegraphy in
1896. Earlier experimenters and,
indeed, scientists of note like
Heinrich Hertz had observed and

plosive growth was the work of
Bardeen, Brattain and Schockley

that the possibility of being able to

the late 1940s in developing the
point contact transistor and, in

recorded the phenomenon but
Marconi was the first to realise

tegrated circuit has changed the
whole nature of electronic equip-

What transformed the whole

of Bell Telephone Laboratories in

boards with components and the

in one operation. And today a
single LSI package may include

hundreds, even thousands, of components on a single solid-state
chip.

communicate from one point to
another without the use of wires

was something more than a

scientific novelty - properly exploited and developed, wireless
communication could be of great
service to mankind and also, as it
turned out after years of struggle,
become a gold mine.

The term electronics didn't
come into general use until after
the second world war. In the period

from Marconi's early experiments

at the turn of the century right
through to the mid -30s all the

developments were in the area of
wireless communication, or radio
as it came to be called.
Broadcasting started in the 1920s
and high definition television
started in the late 1930s.

The 1939-45 war was a forcing

ground for technology, most
notably in microwave techniques
and radar, but it was only after the
war that the electronics industry

as we know it today started its
great growth. A broadening of
238

The printed circuit board revolutionised electronics assembly methods.

The professional sector includes

capital equipment such as longrange communications (including

satellites), radio and t.v. broadcast

transmitters - and studio equipment, mobile radio for marine,

police, fire service and commercial

use, computers (a whole industry
in itself), industrial automation,

medical electronics, radar and
other navigational aids, defence

electronics and a fast-growing sector of security electronics.
The manufacturers of electronic
equipment buy large quantities of

components from other
manufacturers so there is a large
component sector needed to
support the industry. Another
large sector is in instrument
manufacture, either for inclusion

in equipment or for testing and
servicing it.
High -definition surface movement radar at Rome Airport built by Decca Radar. An aircraft
can be clearly seen moving along the taxi -way.

SIZE OF THE INDUSTRY

The British electrical and
electronics industries today

employ over 800,000 people and
have a combined sales volume of
over £800,000 million of which
about one third is exported. Some
£500 million is spent annually on
R & D. I have grouped electrical

and electronics sectors together

because the electronics engineer is
just as common in a power station
today as in a broadcasting station.
In fact electronics has penetrated
into almost every human activity.

If we take the mainstream activity in electronics it subdivides

into two main sectors, professional
and consumer. The consumer sector designs and builds goods sold to

the general public such as

domestic radio and television, hi fi

In the UK about half of all
South East but the industry is
slowly becoming more
electronics production is in the

equipment, tape recorders, low -

geographically dispersed. The East
and West Midlands are prominent

watches and clocks, TV games etc.
Although relatively few workers

England while Scotland has quite
a concentration of manufacturers.

price calculators, electronic
are required to assemble modern
electronic equipment the need for
engineers and technicians in R &

D, testing, installation, com-

and so

is

the North West of

In activities such as radio and

t.v. servicing and field servicing of

professional equipment there are

missioning, and maintenance is as

opportunities in practically all
geographical areas.

ever-increasing complexity of the
equipment they need to be of high

THE FUTURE

great as ever and because of the
calibre.
Ideally, to become a professional
electronics engineer you should

merely glimpsed at the electronics

degree but there are other channels

young that thousands of people are

qualifications can be acquired.
These will be described and explained in future articles.

developing from its birth less than

aim at acquiring a university

through which equivalent

In this first article we have

industry, an industry which is so

around today who have seen it
80 years ago. No other industry

shows more vigour or more excitement.
The brief historical outline given

above shows that the biggest
growth in technology and in trade
has taken place in the past 40
years. Above all it is an industry of
change and progress. We are now

entering yet another phase of
development, the age of the

microprocessor with its almost unlimited possibilities.

This is just one of the great

challenges which lie ahead for the
engineer or technician just starting
out on his career in electronics.

Next time we shall be looking

A modern counter/timer instrument manufactured by Marconi Instruments Ltd. Note the
I.s.i. circuit (Large Scale Integrated circuit - centre) and the 14 i.c.s, as well as numerous
transistors.
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at the various sectors of the

electronics industry in a little more
detail.
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The Extra

ordinar
Experift.
ment5
of

Profess
Ernes
Evemure
by phony John 13a55ell
THE PROF. has been consulted

by a certain experimenter

But this has not discouraged him not a bit. He has become even more

lines of force or not, there are certain people who claim to be able to

has asked for my assistance."

means of a set of transducers

working on a magnetic line -of -force

fascinated by the problems, and

detect these and other fields, by

explaining to Bob some of the
problems this experimenter has

"What can you do, Prof.? If

which are the subject of a lot of
controversy and interest. One of
these people is due to visit the
laboratory at any moment now.

communicator. The Prof. is now
come up against.

LINES OF FORCE

"One is that his concept of lines
neatly in a

of force arranged

pattern around the poles of a

magnet has been considerably disturbed. They are not arranged in a
neat, stationary pattern but whip-

ping around frenziedly in highly

there are so many of these lines of
force whipping around at such high
speeds, how will it be possible to
distinguish the one which is supposed to link point A to point B,
from all the others? Wouldn't you
need a very special transducer at
each point?"

"Yes indeed, Bob. I have dis-

cussed this with him and he wants

me to label a bundle of lines of

complex ways, so that each line of
force in its frenzied motion scans

force which pass through the apparatus stationed at point A, in a
distinctive way so that these par-

space. This has severely upset his
original notion of linking point A

from any others which may be incident at and around point B."

through a particular volume of
to point B by means of a line of
force, as the observer at point B
would have to detect the line of
force, as it went sweeping by
rapidly, loaded with its complement of speeding magnetic quanta!

Of course, the greater the distance the greater the difficulty in
detecting a particular line of force

ticular lines may be pushed out

"How can you label a bundle of
lines of force, Prof.? If they are so
fine that mostly people aren't even
sure they really exist, and in addition they are continually whipping
around like frenzy? It sounds impossible to me. What kind of label
could you tie on?"

as it sweeps by. So my friend's

adoption of this particular line of

force theory does not appear to
have helped him in his battle
against the Inverse Square Law!
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NEW ARRIVALS
"Ah! Now regardless of whether

magnetic fields really consist of

She is Lilian Whiteley, a beautiful
young woman otherwise known as
`Lily the Queen of the Pendulum',
and she is coming along with her
friend, Dr. Angus R. Paterson
whom you have already met. Now

although they are the best of
friends, Lily and Angus have profound professional disagreements.
"Angus as a professionally quali-

fied doctor does not agree with
Lily's methods of detection of
fields, as they are not in accord-

ance with conventional scientific
theory. So do not be surprised if
there are some arguments when
they arrive, although I hope there

will be one or two interesting
practical experiments too."

Just at that very moment the
door opened and two visitors

appeared in the doorway. After the
customary greetings between one

another, Lilian presented to the
Prof. a small box with an input
socket, output socket and an on/off
switch.
Everyday Electronics, January 1978

STRANGE PREAMPLIFIER

"Here is my Radiaesthetic Preamplifier, Prof., I lent it to someone, and I think that whilst he was
investigating it, he looked inside it
and probably damaged it in some
way. Then when I tried to demon-

strate it to a group of people it

that the bob swung 3 or 4cm above

I
PERSPEX ROD 100mm x 30mm

few millimetres at a time, by

rotating the plastic rod. At a cer-

/FINE THREAD

would not work, so that now they
are highly sceptical."

"They're not the only ones!"

and forth.

"But Prof."' she continued,

Lilian kept the pendulum ad-

"you've been so helpful in the past
with my investigations, I wonder

system can detect fields, or not!"

The Prof. quickly opened the
small box and examined the preamplifier. He handed it to Bob,
who saw a small circuit board with

a few resistors, capacitors and
transistors.
"The soldering looks very rough,

Prof.", Bob remarked, "just here

on the leads of this transistor it
does not look like ordinary solder
at all!"

-PENDULUM

"I think you're right, Bob", the
Prof. agreed. "It looks like plastic
solder, which is a kind of glue with
metallic colouring. It does not con-

duct electricity. Maybe Lilian's
friend broke off the transistor in
his investigations, and did his best

to fix it again, not knowing that
this 'plastic solder' would be unsuitable".

"Yes," said Lilian, "I think he
wanted to see how it worked, and

cable of about 1 metre long, at the
Constructional details for
the pendulum. Perspex is used
Fig. 1.

throughout.

with a low volatility ester plasticiser! Many varieties of plastic
can be quickly identified by the
smell of the vapour produced by

touching the plastic with a hot

soldering iron! But this should be
done with care, as large quantities
of such vapour can be harmful to
health."
Using resin -cored solder, Bob
carefully replaced the transistor in
on and after checking a few of the

voltages in the circuit handed it
back to Lilian.

eagerly, "Then I'll be able to tell

my friends that I've just repaired a
Radiaesthetic Preamplifier, whatever that is!"

Using a craft knife Bob carefully scraped away the plastic
solder, and the transistor came

forth, still adjusting the length at
which gyrating had previously
occurred.

Now as she gradually brought
the swinging pendulum over the
second copper plate, it abruptly

began to gyrate again, swinging in
a horizontal circle, but much more

strongly than it had gyrated over
the input plate.
"Hooray, it's working again!
Oh!, thank you, Bob, Prof., I'm so
grateful!" Lilian explained with a
happy smile.

"Rubbish," growled Angus,

heap of white powder from a tiny
jar.

"You're deliberately swinging that

pendulum in a circle instead of

back and forth, and it's only

because you're such a charming

and beautiful young lady that
"Ah, Tut! Tut! and Tsk Tsk

breath he both passes the most
gorgeous compliments, and also
PENDULUM

Next she produced a small

pendulum consisting of a piece of
cylindrical Perspex about 3cm
diameter and about 3cm in
length, the lower end of which was
tapered to an obtuse point. Fig. 1.
The top end was attached to about
30cm of fine strong thread; at the
other end of the thread was tied a

"Just as I thought!" exclaimed
the Prof., as he caught a whiff of

thread onto the plastic rod until
the pendulum had an effective

charred plastic, "Cellulose acetate

began to swing it back and forth so
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wire. Once again she began to
swing the pendulum back and

Angus!" Lilian turned to Bob and
the Prof. "How do I deal with this
guy Angus?" she appealed "in one

centre terminal. Onto this tiny
copper plate she placed a small

knitting needle.

the pungent vapour from the

copper plate attached to the centre

you're able to get away with it."

away from the rest of the circuit.
He applied a soldering iron to the
plastic solder to see what would
happen, and instead of melting, it
charred!

end of which was another small

"This should be okay now," he
told her, "Would you like to try
it?"
Lilian plugged a jack plug into
the input socket, which carried a
small copper plate attached to the

possibly build one for himself. If he

still wants to build one I'll have to
tell him to do it properly and use
the correct type of solder."
"Can I fix it, Prof.?" Bob asked

justed at this length, and plugged
into the output socket of the pre-

amplifier a length of screened

the circuit. The Prof. switched it
PLASTIC SOLDER

tain length, the mode of oscillation
of the pendulum changed abruptly
and it began to gyrate, moving in a
horizontal circular path instead of

its previous straight swing back

growled Angus.

whether you could have a quick
look at this preamplifier now for
me, regardless of whether Angus
believes that the human nervous

.the powder on the copper plate.
The pendulum swung back and
forth in a straight line, and she
gradually unwound the thread, a

tells me that I'm a fake!"

"Maybe it's not entirely

deliberate my dear," Angus

remarked, "maybe it's a subconscious psychological reaction!"

"Well we've got to settle this!"
said Lilian decisively, "Prof., can I

borrow a black screen and a few
samples of various chemicals or
specimens of various substances?"

piece of plastic rod about 3mm
diameter and 10cm long made by

cutting a section from a plastic

Lilian carefully wound the

length of only about 8cm and

RADIAESTHETIC
PREAMPLIFIER
The Prof. gave some instructions

to the experimental Robot, and in
a few minutes it had rigged up an

opaque black screen to separate
one of the workbenches into two
241

areas each of which was hidden

from the other.
Lilian arranged her Radiaesthetic Preamplifier so that

the box and the input plate were
on one side of the screen, and the

output was on the other side,

liked by the wire which passed
underneath the screen, Fig. 2.

Meanwhile the Robot returned
with five jars each of which contained a different substance, and
placed a small heap of each substance on separate sheets of clean

paper on another workbench

within reach of the output plate,
but out of sight of the input plate.
It now delivered the five jars with
the remainder of their contents, to
the other side of the black screen,
adjacent to the input plate.
"Now, Bob," the Prof. explain-

ed, "as you can see, the jars are

marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and the papers

are also marked 1,

2, 3, 4, 5

according to the substance which
each carries. If you secretly tip a
little heap of the substance from
any of the five jars onto the copper
plate which is connected to the input of the preamplifier and do not

tell Lilian the number on that jar,
she will be able to tell you which

jar you have chosen, by referring to

Fig. 2. The various parts of the Radiaesthetic Amplifier are positioned on any
convenient surface, a workbench is ideal.

"Oh, Wow," exclaimed Bob,
"how could that be possible, I

the sample heaps on the numbered
sheets of paper, and swinging the
pendulum above the copper plate
which is connected to the output of
the preamplififer.

don't see how that could work at
all!"

To be continued

PLASTIC KNOB
When constructing any type of project on a limited
budget, it is essential to keep costs to a minimum. As

a consequence, I have made a very passable sub-

stitute for a control knob, two in fact, from a plastic
cotton reel.

Carefully cut the cotton reel in half and then file
the ends straight. Now glue an oversize piece of Formica or similar material to the cut ends and then file

flush with the edge of the reel. Next the "knob"

should be smoothed down and then given a couple of
coats of gloss paint.

FORMICA

Readers' Bright Ideas; any idea that is published will be
awarded payment according to its merit. The Ideas have
not been proved by us.

STORAGE BAGS

I recently tidied up my workbench and in the pro-

cess thought up an efficient yet simple and cheap
method of storing components.
Items are put in plastic bags (4 x 6 inches are a good

size), preferably of the press to seal variety, using a
marker pen to identify the contents. A hole is punch-

ed through the unused plastic above the seal, and
then a hook passed through this so that the bag may

be attached to a length of string across and above the

`4)
The knob can be attached to the control spindle by
means of glue and packing (since the hole is slightly
oversize for standard spindles). The more ambitious

dozens of bags, all readily removeable and indepen-

constructor may wish to install some type of grub
screw, so that the knob can be removed when re-

J. Fleming, London E7:

J. Healy, West Midlands.

workbench. One length of string can easily hold
dent of each other.
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quired.
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SEMICONDUCTORS -COMPONENTS
BABANI BOOK OFFER
Pak
No.
U50

60p
40p
40p
15p

U51

choose any 60p pak from this page FREE.
BP2
Handbook of Radio, TV & Industrial & Transmitting
Tube & Valve Equivalents
BPS
Handbook of Tested Transistor Circuits

Engineers and Machinists Reference Tables
Radio & Electronic Colour Codes and Data Chart
BP10 Modern Crystal and Transistor Set Circuits for
Beginners
8P14 Second Book of Transistor Equivalents
BP15 Constructors Manual of Electronic Circuits for the Home
BP16 Handbook of Electronic Circuits for the Amateur
Photographer
BP18 Boys and Beginners Book of Practical Radio 4. Electronics
8P22 79 Electronic Novelty Circuits
BP8
BP7

355
95p
50p
50p
50p
75p
75p
75p

8P23 First Book of Practical Electronic Projects
8P24 52 Projects Using IC741 (or equivalents)
BP26 Radio Antenna Handbook for Long Distance Reception
and Transmission
BP27 Giant Chart of Radio Electronic Semiconductor and
Logic Symbols
BP29 Major Solid State Audio HI-FI Construction Projects
BP32 How to Build Your Own Metal & Treasure Locators
BP34 Practical Repair & Renovation of Colour TVs
EPOS Handbook of IC Audio Preamplifier & Power Amplifier
Construction
apse 50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener Diodes
BP37 50 Projects Using Relays, SCR's and TRIACS
BP39 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects

85p
80p
35p
85p
85p

08p
50p
00p
15p
75p
600
85p
85p
65p
65p

85p
95p
95p

Price

10
20
30
30
100

THY800/10
THY600/20

£0.1S
£0-10

200
400

THY600!200
THY600/400

Volt
SO

100
200
400
600

803

£0.20
£0.22
£0.25
£0.38
£0-44

THY600130

THY500/50
THY8001100

Price

No.
THY1A150
THY1A1100

£0 - 26

THY1A1800

AO - 58

£0.25
£0,32
£0,38
£0.45

THY1A/200
THY1A/400
THY1A/600

50
100

200
400
000
800

Volts
50
100
200
400
800
800

Volts
400
600
800

No,

THV3A/50
THY3A1100
THY3A1200

THY3A/400
THY3A/5013

THY3A/800

Price
£0.28
£0.30
£0.33
£0.42
00.50
E0.85

5 AMP 7005 CASE

Price
£0.36
£0.48
£0.50
£0.57
£0.59

No.
THY5A150
THY540100
THY5A1200

THY5A/400
THYSA/500
THY5A/800

20.51

3 AMP T0220 CASE
No.

THY5A/400P
THY5A1600P
THY5A/800P

Price
£0.57
£0.69
£0.81

10
8

Pak
No.

Qty.

CI

POO

C2

150

C3

50

C4

80

C5
C5
C7

5

2

I

5

30

C13
C14

20

C15
C15
C17
C18
C19

5

£0.82
£0 78
£0 92

Nol

£0.57
E0 62
£0.71

10
3
15

1

20
15
4
2

020

1

100
200

400
800
800

THY16A/100

Price
£0.54
120 56

THY16,41/4/200

£0'82

THY16A/400
THY18A/600
THY16A/800

£3.90
£1.30

£077

30 AMP TO94 CASE
Price
Volts No.
100
200
400
800

THY30A/100
THY30A/200
THY30A/400
THY30A/600

No.
BT101/500R
57102/500R
B7106
BT107
BT108
ON3228

2N3525

BTX30/50L
BTX30/400L
C106/4

C22

15
50

C23

60

C24
C25

25
30

£0.99
£2.22

16 AMP T048 CASE
THYt6A/50

Price
E0,51

THY10A1100
THY10A;200
THY10A1400
THY10A/500
THY10.4/800

No,

16130
16131

18132
15133
15134
18135
16136
18137
16138
16109
16140
16141
18142
16143
18144
16145
16146
_

Diodes 7SmA 1N4148

Sli rect top hat 750mA
Si I rect stud type 3 amp
400mW zeners 007 case
NPN trans BC107/8 plastic
PNP trans BC177/178 plastic
NPN 7030 2N60712N1711 silicon
PNP 7059 2N2905 silicon

NPN 7018 2N706 silicon
NPN 8FY50/51

NPN plastic 2N3906 silicon
PNP plastic 2N3905 silicon
Germ 0071 PNP

Plastic power 2N3055 NPN
703 metal 2N3055 NPN

UnljunetIon trans TIS43

1

18148
14149

1 amp SCR 7039

No.

Ot

Price
£0.50
£0.80

classed as "out -of -spec" from the
maker's very rigid specifications, but are
are

Ideal for learning about ICs and experimental

ED.60

v.ork.

£0.80
£0 80

748, 710.588, etc.

£0.130

£0.60

E0.80
'100.60

£0 60
£0-50
40.60
£0.80

£O.60

U721-30 Assorted Linear Types 709, 741, 747,
ORDER No. 16227

UT6A AUDIO POWER OUTPUT
AMPLIFIERS
8 assorted types. SL403. 76013,
Data supplied with oak.,

41.20

£0 '60
Et -20

74 SERIES PAKS

include
Functional and part -Functional Units. These
are classed as "out -of -spec" from the
maker's very rigid specificetions, but are
Ideal for learning about ICs sna experimental

£0.110

£1.25
£0.03

'20.80

16165

10.060

15157.

'100 .60

ORDERING

VAT
OTHERS EXCEPTING THOSE MARKED t THESE ARE
ZERO RATED.

POSTAGE AND PACKING
Add 25p for postage and packing unless otherwise
shown. Add extra for airmail. Min. order it

ORDER No. 16226

£120

VEROBOARDS PAKS
Val-APprOS. 305o. In various sizes. All 0.1In
matrix.
ORDER No. 15109

60p

£0.00

V52-Approx. 30sq,In various sine, 0.1510

Assorted pots*2010

matrix.
ORDER No. 15200

60p

10168
16169
18170
1

*4: 660

5

16172

20-450°
.41)

18173171

Metal Jack sockets 3 x 3.5mm
2 x standard switch types
Paper condensers preferred
type. mixed values
Electrolytic* trans, types
Pak assorted hardwarenutslbolts, grOmete, etc.
Mains slide switches ass.
Assorted tag strios and panels
Assorted control knobs
Rotary wave change switches
Relays 6-24V operating
Pak. copper laminate approx

200 so. In
Assorted fuses 100mA-5 amp
Metres PVC sleeving assorted
size and colour
9 watt resistors mixed preferred
values
Presets assorted type and value
Metres stranded wire assorted
Colour.

18174

.20.50

ELECTROLYTIC PAKS

18175

"50.60

18176
16177

.10.60

A range of peke etch containing 18 first quality,
mixed value miniature electrolytes.
ECI-Values from 0.47mF to 10mF

16178
16179
15160
16161
16182
16183

*AO 60

18184
15185

£0,60
£0.00

£0 60
£0-80

ORDER No. 16202

Illp

ORDER No. 16203

'6Ors

EC3-Values from 100mF to 880mF

' ft/ --66 °O

C280 CAPACITOR PAK

'10O-680°

18188

'AO - 80

18186
16187

*Ea - 60

£0 80

72

Mullard

C280

capacitors

mixed

CARBON RESISTOR PAKS
paks contain a range of Carbon
Resistors, assorted Into the following groups

These

111-60 mixeo 9 W 100-820 ohms

SLIDER PAKS

R2-60 mixed i W 1-8 2k 0

Order

R3-80 mixed 9 W 10-82k0

No.

Slider potentiometers. all 10k 0 lie 16492
Slider potentiometers, all 221t n lin 16163
Slider potentiometers. all 47k Olin 18194
Slider potentiometers. all 47k n log 10195

Price

ORDER No. 16213

110p

ORDER No. 18214

400

ORDER No. 18215

.110p

ORDER No, 18216

'TO. 60

80p

ORDER No. 16217

'AO - 60

*AO 80

*E0.80

'60p

R6--40 mixed 9W 1-8.2k0
ORDER No. 18218

'60p

ORDER No. 16219

040p

ORDER No, 16220

60p

ORDER No. 15230

'80p

ORDER No. 18231

110p

R7-40 mixed 9 W 10-82k0

R8-40 mixed 9 W 100-820k0

CERAMIC PAK

R9-80 mixed 9 W I -10M

Containing a range of first quality miniature ceramic capacitors,
Unrepeatable value.

Order
Oty.

MCI

24

miniature ceramic capacitors
3 of each value -220F. 27pF

No.

Price

16160

'AO . 60

10141

E0-110

16102

'20.60

16163

£0. 60

33pF, 39pF, 47pF. 88pF and
82pF

MC2

24

miniature ceramic capecitors
3 of each value-100pF, 120pF

MC3

24

miniature ceramic capacitors,
3 of each value-470pF, 580pF.

150pF, 1800F, 120SF, 270pF.
330pF, and 390pF

MC4

21

miniature ceramic capacitors,

R10-40 mixed 9 W 1-10M0

WORLD SCOOP!
JUMBO
SEMICONDUCTOR
PAK
Germ and Silicon Rectifiers,
Diodes, Trine, Thyristors, ICs end Zones,

Transistots,

3 of each value-4,760oF. 6,800pF.
0.01uF, 0.015gF, 0.022gF
0.033/4F and 0.0460.

ALL NEW AND CODED.
Approx. 100 pieces. Offering the amateur a fan-

tastic bargain PAK and an enormous saving Identification and data sheet In every pak,
ORDER No. 18222

Just

a

values

ranging from 0.01uF to 2,2uF complete with
Identification sheet
ORDER No, 16204
'£1.20

R5-40 mixed 9 W 100-8200

Pak
No,

60p

ORDER No. 10201
EC2-Values from 10mF to 100mF

R4-60 mixed 9 W 100-8200

PRINTED. NOT FORGETTING TO INCLUDE OUR

ADD 12#% TO PRICES MARKED* ADD 8% OT

etc.

'AO - 60

SO

£120

ORDER No. 18225
£1.20
74M-30 MSI, Assorted Types. 7441-47-90-154.

'£0.80

PLEASE WORD YOUR ORDERS EXACTLY AS
PART NUMBER

ORDER No, 16224

710170500 cFtlelp-Floops assorted 7470-72-7544-76-

16190

46

£065

18185

etc.

Slider potentiometers. all 470 ohms 18191

tO - 98

£0.70
£0.77
£0.33

Price
*L0-60

G100 Gets. escorted 7400-01-04-10-50-60,

7w4or-k.

Slider potentiometers. mixed
values

S4
S5

'Al -00

Manufacturer's "Fall Outs" which

SO

83

etc.

76003,

ORDER No. 16228

£0. 60
£1-20

16184

No.

'£1-S0

U76210 FM STEREO DECODER

5 ICs 74110 equivalent to MC1310P-MA787.
Data supplied with pak.
ORDER No. 16229
21.50

S1

E1.63
E1.79

Price
£0,80

Resistor mixed value approx.
(count by weight)
Capacitors mixed value approx.
(count by weight)
Precision resistors, Mixed
values
9W reeletOre mixed preferred
values
Pieces assorted ferrite rods
Tuning gangs. MW/1W VHF
Pack wire 50 metres assorted
colours single strand
Reed switches
Micro switches

Pak

£1 .43

£3.50

Order

680pF, 820pF 1,000pF, 1 ,500pF,
2,200pF and 3,300pF
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Functional and part -Functional Units. These

COMPONENT PAKS

C12

I60 57

THY10A,50

50
100
200
400
800
800

Germ gold bonded 0A47 diode
Germ 0470;81 diode
Silicon diodes 200mA 0A200

Manufacturer's "Fall Outs" which Include

3 amp SCR 1066 case
16150
£1.20
Code Noe. mentioned above are given as a guide to thetype of device
In the pak. The devices themselvee are normally unmarked,

C11

£0.51

10 AMP TO48 CASE

SO

Volts

U82
U83
U64
U65
U88
U67
U68
U89
U70

C21

Volts

3 AMP T0116 CASE

U61

10p

LOU

THY7A.'50
THY7A:100
THY7A1200
THY7A,400
THY7A/600
THY7AI800

50

U52
U53
U54
U55
U38
U57
U58
U59
U60

1IPP

Price

No.

100
200
400
600
800

Volta

1 AMP TOO CASE

7 AMP TON CASE

Volts

100
150
100
150
50
20
50
30
30
25
25
30
25
30
30
30
15
10
20

C8
C9
C10

THYRISTORS
No

Qty.

215p

RCC Resistor Colour Coda Disc Calculator

Volts

Order
No.

121793055pp;

BP129 Universal Gram -motor Speed Indicator
BP180 Coll Design and Construction Manual
EIP161 Radio, TV and Electronics Data Book
BP198 AF-FIF Reactance -Frequency Chart for Constructors
BP202 Handbook of Integrated Circuits (ICs) Equivalents and
Substitutes
BP205 First Book of Hi -Fl Loudspeaker Enclosures
BP213 Electronic Circuits for Modal Railways
BP214 Audio Enthusiasts Handbook
BP210 Electronic Gadgets and Games
BP217 Solid Stet@ Power Supply Handbook
BP219 Solid State Novelty Projects
5P220 Build Your Own Solid State 111 -Fl And Audio
Accessories
BP222 Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners
8P223 50 Projects Verne IC CA3130
BP224 50 CMOS IC Projects
13P225 A Practical Introduction to Digital IC's
BP226 How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers

600mA 7018 CASE

LINEAR PAKS

SUPER UNTESTED PAKS

Purchase books to the value of £5-00 from the list below and

£2. 25

selection from our
huge stocks
SEE OUR

1977 CATALOGUE
pages packed with
valuable information

126

ORDER NOW
ONLY 59p
plus 15p p. & p.

Dept. E.E.1, P.O. Box 6, Ware, Herts
SHOP 18 BALDOCK ST., WARE, HERTS.
AT
OPEN 9 to 5.30 Mon/Sat.
243

We wish you a
`appy Christmas ri!

4.M

Case £2-26.

TRANSISTOR TESTER -Oct. £6-40.
Cone £2.98

*SHORT WAVE

E8.65. Case £1 45.

RECEIVER -Aug.

DICE -March. E4-24 inc. case.
METRONOME -May. £3.80 inc case.
SOIL MOISTURE -June. £2-75 inc
case & probe.
REPEATER PHONE;DOORBELL
July. £4.70 no case.
TOUCH SWITCH -July. £8.40 inc

and suggest that one of the best ways
to ensure it is to treat yourself to a
Home Radio Components Catalogue.
Only £1.40 including p.&p.
The best Christmas present you
could buy -for yourself or for
any of your electronics
friends or relations.

case.

FUZZTONE UNIT -July £5.75 exc
case.

AUDIO PEAK
Case extra 58p.

IND-Aug.

£200.

TION! Follow this educational series
and

learn

about

electronics.

Full

component kit with FREE COM-

PONENT IDENTIFICATION

CHART. Send £1395.

CATALOGUE
Its bigger & better than before. NEW

PRODUCTS -illustrations - data -

circuit Ideas. Inclusive prices right
next to the products make ordering

easy. No minimum order. Fast -

first class delivery. All products are

stock lines. Includes resistors, capacitors, transistors, ICs, cases, tools, test
equipment, hardware, cable, speakers,

connectors etc. SEND NOW FOR
YOUR COPY -2x 9p stamps.

COMPONENT PACKS

NEW THIS MONTH.
Prices inclusive. Articles extra 25p

RESISTORS-- W carbon film. IR-

Sept. £4.50 inc case.
each.

S -DEC. T -DEC. U -DEC.
Ideal experimenters' breadboard. No
soldering -use components again &
again. A real time and money saver.

DEC 8 E7.58.

DRILLS -12 VOLT

10M. (280)-64.20. C280 -mixed polyester capacitors -62-20. ELECTROLYTIC caps. popular values up to
100AF-£2-95. CAPACITORS mixed -

polystyrene, ceramic etc -£2-80.

TRANSISTORS -popular types BC183,
SFY51 etc -E3-50. DIODES -1N4148,

N4005, TIL 209 LEDS etc -E2.50.
WIRE -connecting. Mixed types &

colour - £1-50. HARDWARE -

switches, knobs, crocodile clips etc.
L2-50. SUNDRIES-veroboard, IC
sockets, battery clips etc. £250.
SCREWS, NUTS -plus washers and
solder tags. Li '40.

All prices inclusive -top quality

By Precision Petite. Ideal for con-

new components.

height. £5-51. Transformer £8.37.
Drills and accessories available.

ANTEX X25-25 Watt. £368. 5T3

structors -use in the hand or with a
stand. PI Drill -10,000 rpm. £10-05.
SI Stand -spring loaded, adjustable
rPlease write your Name and Address in block capitals

YOUR NEW YEAR'S RESOLU-

ADD ON CAPACITANCE UNIT -

5 -DEC. 62-20. T -DEC [3-98. U -

SOLDERING IRON
Stand £1 -55. Spare bit 54p.

MULTIMETER SPECIAL

NAME
I

TEACH -IN '78

E.E. PROJECTS
TREASURE LOCATOR -Oct. £7.87.

Specially selected for Everyday Electronics readers. Supplied with case etc.

ADDRESS

TYPE I-65.95

1,000

I

opv.

12

A.C.+D.C.

ranges.

20,000

TYPE 2-610-95
19 ranges. A.C.+D.C.

opv.

volts D.C. current. 2 resistance
volts. D.C. current.
inch.
ranges. 5 x 3i x
ranges. 2 x 3i x I inch
All prices are inclusive. Send 2 x 9p stamps for details.

6

resistance

.

I
I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD.

Dept. EE

234.240 London Road, Mitcham. Surrey CR4 3HD

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD. EPI2, 61 Newton Leys. Burton -on -

I
(Rev, No
London 9129456)]

Trent. Staffs. DEI5 ODW. 0283-65435.

Electronics.

Make a job of it....
Enrol in the BN A & E School and you'll have an entertaining
and facinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities
and the big money await you, if qualified, in every field of
Electronics today. We offer the finest home study training
for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the
CITY AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates); the
Grad. Brit. I.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE;
P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc.
Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers;
Servo -mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam successes. We are the only privately run
British home study College specialising in electronics
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
any obligation.

MN 1111111

III

Become a
Radio Amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in
contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.
MIN NMI
IMMO

Brochure without obligation to:

British
National Radio & Electronic School
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME
ADDRESS
MINIM MIMI
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EELI Block caps please

IMM1 Min

MEM

MIS EMS NM MOM
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You can work wonders with your free time.
There's immense satisfaction in making
HEATHKIT
your own equipment. And you'll get excellent
results with Heathkit.
Every kit is absolutely complete down to
the last nut and bolt. The quality is the best.
And each kit has an easy to follow instruction
manual that explains exactly what to do at
each step.
So you enjoy assembling your kit and you
finish with first-class equipment every time.
That's why Heathkit are so successful.
And that's why the range is the biggest in the
The new Heathkit catalogucOut now FRET]
world.
Gloucester.
It's all in the new edition of the free Heathkit To: Heath (Gloucester) Ltd.,Dept. .EE -18
GL2 6EE. Please send me my Heathkit catalogue.
catalogue. Everything from the simplest to the
I enclose an lip stamp for postage.
most sophisticated. Alarms, digital clocks,
testers, transceivers and lots more ... even the
Name
tools are there!
See for yourself. Send the coupon now.
IAddress
,

HEST,

NEW CATALOGUE
NEW TEST INSTRUMENTS
NEW DIGITAL BATHROOM SCALES
LP.:_ostcode
NEW AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
Showrooms at 233 Tottenham Court Road. London ( Phone 01-636 73491
NEW AUDIO SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS and Bristol Road, Gloucester (Phone Gloucester 29451).

CATALOOUVOFIDEI1

Mail Order Protection Scheme

500+ Top quality Transistors, I.C's, Resistors, Capacitors, Plugs/
Sockets, Veroboard/cases, Indicators, Knobs,
Switches, Wire and Books at prices you can afford.

The Publishers of Everyday Electronics are members of the Periodical
Publishers Association which has given an undertaking to the Director
General of Fair Trading to refund monies sent by readers in response to
mail order advertisements, placed by mail order traders, who fail to
supply goods or refund monies owing to liquidation or bankruptcy. This
arrangement does not apply to any failure to supply goods advertised in a
catalogue or in a direct mail solicitation.
In the unhappy event of the failure of a mail order trader readers are
advised to lodge a claim with Everyday Electronics within three months of
the date of the appearance of the Advertisement, providing proof of
payment. Claims lodged after this period will be considered at the Publisher's discretion. Since all refunds arc made by the magazine voluntarily
and at its own expense, this undertaking enables you to respond to our
mail order advertisers with the fullest confidence.
For the purpose of this scheme, mail order advertising is defined as:
response advertisements, display or postal bargains where cash

741
ONLY

555
ONLY

30P

TIL209 IN4001
ONLY

ONLY

50P

All prices include VAT.

P&P FREE over £2.

Name
AdclresS

had to be sent in advance of goods being delivered'. Classified and catalogue
mail order advertising are excluded.

ACE MAILTRONIX LTD

Oct an ACE up ',lour slecuel
For Semi -conductors
including

Small Signal Transistors
Power Semi -conductors
TTL. CMOS, I Cs

roam

SEND S A E

Deg EE rectal Street
Wakefield,W.Yorkshire WFI

For passive components

The Open Door to Quality

including

It's the Electrovalue Catalogue No. 8 (4th edition
black and white cover) with completely up -dated
prices. 144 pages. well illustrated and informative.
40p post free with 40p voucher usable on orders

Plastic Film Capacitors
Electrolytics

for £5 or more. Send for yours now and order
in confidence.

Linear I.Cs
Signal and Power Diodes
Zener Diodes
Magneto Resistors

Semi -precision capacitors
Transformers

GOODS SENT POST FREE IN U.K. FOR

Pot Cores

plus ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS and only

Magnetic Proximity Switches
Opto-electronic devices

R.M.Cores

TO MAKE THE BEST OF
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C.W.O. ORDERS. Keenly competitive

prices

best quality goods.

Ring Cores, etc.

da
ELECTRO

&JR

ELECTRINKM
THE PROJECTS YOU BUILD

ELECTRO

LTD

(Dept. EE.I I), 28 St. Jude's Rd., Englefield

Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB
Phone Egham 3603. Telex 264475

North -680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester.
Phone (061) 432 5945.
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SMALL ADS

Educational

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements
Is 16 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box
number 60p extra. Semi -display setting L400

OF CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

COURSES -RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINA-

1. Advertisements are accepted subject

examination and obtain your G3 licence,
with an FiRC home study course. For
details of this, and other courses (GCE,
professional examinations, etc.), write or
phone: THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept. JR1, Tuition House, London SW19
4DS. Tel: 01.947 7272 (Careers Advisory Service), or phone for a prospectus only, ring

TION. City and Guilds. Pass this important

to the conditions appearing on our
current advertisement rate card and on
the express understanding that the
Advertiser warrants that the advertise-

per single column centimetre, All cheques,
postal orders, etc., to be made payable to

ment does not contravene any Act of
Parliament nor Is It an infringement of
the British Cods of Advertising

Everyday Electronics and crossed "Lloyds Bank

Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent

Practice.

registered post. Advertisements, together with

01-946 1102 (24hr recording service).

remittance, should be sent to the Classified

2. The publishers reserve the right to
refuse or withdraw any advertisement.

Advertisement Manager, Everyday Electronics,

3. Although every care Is taken, the

Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's

Situations Vacant

Publishers shall not be liable for clerical
or printers' errors or their consequences.

Reach Tower, Stamford St,, London, SE1 9LS.
(Telephone 01-261 5918).

LOOKING FOR AN
INTERESTING JOB

Europe's leading monthly computer and digital
systems magazine requires a young addition to the

Receivers and Components

Miscellaneous

7Ib ASSORTED COMPONENTS £2.95. Small

TIMESWITCHES, cheap timeswitches. Sangamo 20 amp reconditioned, guaranteed for

Audio Amplifiers. 3 transistors equivalent
to AC128, 0072 with circuit 3 for £1. 300
small

components,

Transistors,

Diodes

£1.30. No Postage, list 15p refundable. Insurance add 15p. J.W.B. RADIO, 2 Barnfield
Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 INL,
COMPONENTS FOR E.E. PROJECTS.
Component lists with prices available for all E,E.
projects from October 1977 onwards, including
Teach -1n 78, Send S.A.E. stating project and

month of publication (maximum 4 projects per
S.A.E.). List sent by return together with ACE

one year. Only £3.70. Also Electric Eyes.
Write: J. DONOHOE, 1 Upper Norfolk
Street, North Shields, Tyne & Wear.

ELECTRONIC TIME DELAYS: Times hrs/
mins/secs, mains powered, 1kW output, use
for automatic lights, music etc. Kits,
modules, individual parts, SAE details: L. 0.

GREEN, 4 Gurney Road, Costessey, Norwich NR5 OHA.
$$$$$

FO

order form/catalogue,

TREASURE TRACER

ACE MAILTRONIX, Tootal Street, Wake.,
field, W. Yorks. WFI

Varicap tuning

MK III

Transmitter, Breathalyser, Radios,
Stethoscope, Lie detector, Touch time
switches, Burglar Alarms, etc. Circuits,
plans; all for £1.29 including FREE circuit
board. Mail only. RIDLEY Photo/electronics,
Box 62, 111 Rockspark Rd, Uckfleld, Sussex.
1.C.s., TTL.C/Moi, Linear, Capacitors, Resistors (E12)
SIL/Recti fiefs, Diodes, LED, Thyristors, Zenors, Voltage
Reg, OIL Sockets, Bridge Rectifiers, Potentiometers,

Presets, Trines, Disc. Plugs, Sockets, Cable, Vero.
Carefully selected range, excellent despatch service.
Same day turn round. S.A.E. List. Suppliers to A,E.R.E.,

U.K.A.E.A., Government Doyle, Schools, Universities,
Manufacturers. Accounts opened for trade and amateur.
Join the professionals. Phone by 4 p.m. Goods out let
Glees by 5p.m. Try us and prove Hi

ORCHARD
ELECTRONICS
Flint House, High Street, Wallingford, Oxon.
Telephone 04Si-35529.

To operate this miniature, solid-state
Transmitter -Receiver Kit, Only £9.75
plus 25p P&P.
'Brain -Freeze'

em with

a

MINI -

STROBE Kit, pocket -sized 'lightning
flashes', varl-speed, for discos and
parties. A mere £4.10 plus 20p P&P.
Experiment with a psychedelic
DREAM LAB, or pick up faint

speech/sounds with the BIG EAR
sound -catcher;
ready-made multifunction modules. £5.00 each plus
20p P&P.

LOTS MORE! Send 20p for lists.
Prices include VAT. (Mail order
U.K. only).

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 CanRife Road, Stoneleigh
Ewell, Surrey, (E.E.)
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Speaker and earphone operation
Knocks down to only 17in

Catalogue 25p and s.a.e. Hamilton Radio,

You only need soldering Iron
screwdriver, pliers end snips
Five transistor circuit
Send stamped add $
nvelope for leaflet

£20.95

Complole 215.95

Post £1 20 LI 31 VAT (8%) Post £1 20-LI 7/ VAT (0%)

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS
St, CLEVELAND ROAD.

LONDON. E111 2AN

(Marl order only)

LOW COST BOXES,

Instrument

cases,

fault-finding guide, from 50p and s.a.e.

47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex,

Tape Exchanges
SPEAK to the World without Licence!!

WORLDWIDE TAPETALK, 35 The Gardens,
Harrow; Britain's largest Tape -X -change

(cassette or reel).

For Sale
BACK COPIES from Nov. 71 to July 77
minus Dec. 75 and Oct. 76. Offers: 1 Albany

aluminium, self tapping screws, BA nuts
bolts and washers. Send a stamped self
addressed envelope for pamphlet to HAR

Avenue, Prescot, Merseyside (051 426 6767).

RISON BROS., PO Box 55, Westcliff-on-Sea

Books and Publications

Essex SSO 7LQ.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE

SIMPLIFIED TV REPAIRS. Full repair
instructions individual British sets £4.50,
request free circuit diagram. Stamp brings
details unique TV publications. Ausee, 76
Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

1

lb

8 oz

2.40
20
2.45
1.60
2.60
I.70
30-34
35-40
2.85
1.90
Inclusive of p&p and VAT.
1

20-29

4 oz
-69
.82
.89

I.04

2 oz
.50
.59

.64

75

SAE brings Catalogue of copper and resistance
wires in all coverings.

BOOKS AT BARGAIN PRICES:

Semiconductors, international dictionary in 7
languages, English-Fronch-German-Italian-Portu.
guese-Russian-Spanish. 2 volumes (pub. price £15)

PO Box 30, London E4 9BW

E3. Freeman, Worked examples in Alternating
Current for Engineering Students El. Frost -

Reg. office 22, Coningeby Gardens.

Smith, The Theory and Design of Magnetic Amplifiers (pub. price C2) El. POST FREE. From:

STYLI, CARTRIDGES & AUDIO LEADS

F. WEATHERHEAD & SON LTD., 58 Kingsbury, Aylesbury, Bucks. Tel: 0296 23153.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY

ETC. For the best at keenest prices send
SAE for free list to: FELSTEAD ELEC(EE), Longley Lane,
Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4EE,

TRONICS

Gatley,

150 RESISTORS 75p

OW 5% c/FILM 2.2f1 -2 -IM n (E12)
10 each of any value
Send stamped envelope for free sample
C80 CASSETTES 30p
All Cassette' In Plastic Case
e90 CASSETTES 46p
with
Index and
Screwed

WHAT'S THE SECRET OF MAKING

MONEY? The Knowledge, and ability, that
very few people possess, to undertake work
in a specialised field that is crammed with
opportunities. We are supplying a MANUAL

that will enable you, in your own home,

WITH NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE, to

repair VACUUM CLEANERS, DRILLS, and

Wanted

PORTABLE TOOLS, by showing in easy,
step by step stages, how to diagnose faults,
rewind ARMATURES and FIELDS and
make up test equipment. 13 chapters covering test procedures, apparatus required,
test charts, where to obtain materials and
where to find work. Packed with diagrams
and information. Get your copy now. Only

SURPLUS?? Turn it into cash. Phone: 0491

102 Parrswood Road, Withington, Manches-

Assembly.
All prices Include VAT. Add Postage 10e in 11
quantity Discounts
SALOP ELECTRONICS,
10 Units 5%
23 WYLE COP,
60 Units 7%
SHREWSBURY.
100 Units 10%

Staffs DE15 ODW.

Service Sheets
BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service
sheets of Radio, TV etc. 75p plus SAE.

SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, Television,
Tape Recorders, Stereo, etc. With free

As seen on 1313C1 and BBC2 TV

TRANSISTOR TESTER. Drilled and labelled

case, components, construction details and
transistor data. KIT -send £4.93. BUILT £5.95. Details 2 x 9p stamps. MAGENTA.
ED11 61 Newton Leys, Burton on Trent,

attractive salary will be provided, Interested, then
telephone Michael Brown on 01-771-3614.

Weighs only 22oz. Fitted with
Prebuilt search coil assembly
Thoroughly professional finish

ewg
14-19

NO LICENCE EXAMS NEEDED

metal

Faraday shield

less

business within his sales territory. Although based
in South East London, extensive travelling though -

out the UK is expected. A company car and

558855.

best selling
locator kit; 4,000 sold

projects including: Metal Detector, Wire-

and further his interest in electronics. The job
involves liaising with advertising agencies and
existing advertisers as well as generating new

Colour TV Service Manuals on request.
SAE with enquiries to BTS, 190 King's
Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423

nt,t.,11oe.dni

Britain's

DISCOVER ELECTRONICS. Build forty easy

advertisement sales team. The successful candidate
may be about to leave college or is already working
in industry but wishes to improve his job prospects

35529 (Oxon).

Triii.53206

£4 plus 30p P&P. CWO. COPPER SUPPLIES,

ter 20, Dept. EEL
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TV GAMES IN FULL COLOUR

111M a

AY -3-8500 1.6-30. AY -3-8550 E995.

Black and White TV games kits: Standard model Ell -95. Economy model
E695. Colour TV games kits: Standard £1945. Economy 6I4.45.
Colour Generator kit adds colour to most black and
white games £7 50. Rifle kit £4.95. Send sae for
giant data.

DENCO

A NEW SUPER DRILL

(CLACTON)
LIMITED

PRECISION

Dept. E.E.

NEW COMPONENT SERVICE

Resistors 5% carbon E12. I 0 to 10M kW lip. 1W 3p.

Preset pots subminiature O IW 100 0 to 4M7 9p.
Potentiometers *W 4K7 to 2142 log or lin. Single
30p. Dual 95p. Polystyrene capacitors Ell 63V 22pf
to 8200pf 3j.p. Ceramic capacitors 50V E6 22pf to
47000pf 3p. Polyester capacitors 250V E6 .01 to
.1rnf Sip. .15, .22, 33mf 7p. -47mf I Ip. Electrolytic 50V 47, I, 2mf Sp. 25V 5, lOrnf Sp. I6V 22, 33,

6-0-6V 100mA 94p. 9-0-9V 75mA 94p.
0/12115/2012430V IA L3-135. 12-0-12V 50mA 94p.
0,12115/20/24/30V 2A £5.15. 6.3V 14-A, £2 30.

6-0-6V 1,}A £2.75. 9-0-9V IA L239. I2 -0-12V IA
E2.69. 15-0-15V IA £289. 30-0-30V IA E3 .59.
lb FeCI El .05. Etch resist pens: Economy type 45p. Dalo type 83p. Small drill bit 20p.
Laminate cutter 75p. Etching dish 66p.

precision drill with high
capacity, and there's a new

by

need a small, low voltage,
all metal stand for greater
accuracy.

plus a final test and

I

S-DECS AND T-DECS
16 dil £1.91. 10T05 £1.91.

Our components are
chosen
authors

being inspected twice

PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIALS

IC carriers with sckets:-

An extra powerful precision
drill for Electronic Design and
Development Engineers who

technical
and
constructors throughout
the world for their
performance and reliability,
every
coil

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

S-DeC 4223. T-DeC £3.98.
u-DeCA E397. u-DeCB £6.67,

PETITE

357-8-9 OLD ROAD
CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX C015 3RH

47mF 6p. 100mf 7p. 220, 330mf 9p. 470mf II p. 1000mf
18p. Zener diodes 400mW E24 3V3 to 33V 8J -p.

50 sq ins pcb 40p.

from

1/

I
.

. "...' .

114.--CPW2,07.
111111"
iiiies ri,

SINCLAIR CALCULATORS AND DVM

Cambridge scientific programmable iI395. Pros.
library £4.95. Cambridge scientific E8-45. Oxford

scientific £1060. Mains Adaptors £3.20. PDM 35
digital multimeter £26-95. Adaptor f3.20.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS
TV GAMES POWER UNIT
Stabilised 8iV 100-rnA £3.20

3 -WAY MODELS
With switched output and 4 -way multijack.
Type I: 3/446V at 100mA E2-60. Type 2: 6.7/19V

near spot-on alignment.
General Catalogue showing full
product range 34p. Overseas Customers 70p, Air -Mail Post Paid.

P2 DRILL
£16- 50

p & p 86p

U.K. & OVERSEAS MANUFACTURERS/STOCKISTS
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

-

Australian Readers Please Note
Our Complete Range of Coils are
available from Watkin Wynne Pty.
Ltd., 32, Falcon Street, CROWS
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O.
Box 392.

S2 STAND
£18-50
p & p 106p

300mA £3-30.

IOOMA RADIO MODELS
With press -stud connectors. 9V £3-45. 6V 13.45.
9V+9V £5 -IS. 6V+6V £5-15. 4iV+4*V t5-13.
CASSETTE MAINS UNIT
7J -V with 5 pin din plug 150mA £3-65.

PLEASE

FULLY STABILIZED MODEL t6-40

Switched output of 3:6.7* -)9V 400mA stabilized.

and he popular P1 DRILL

CAR CONVERTERS I2V INPUT

Output 9V 300mA £1.80. Output 7+V 300mA £1.80.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS

MENTION

Send sue for free leaflet on range.
I0OrnA radio types with press stud battery terminals.

4+V L210. 6V ce-10. 9V E2 10. 4}V +4-V a- SO.
6V+6V E2.50. 9V+9V £2503.
Cassette type 74V 10OrnA with din plug £2-10.

Transistor stabilised 8 -way type for low hum.
3/4+,6.7+/9/12/15:18V. 100mA £3-20.

I
Amp £.640.
Heavy duty 13 -way types 4f/6,7;8+/11/13;14'17i211
I Amp, £4.85.2 Amp E795.

2.5(28/34j42V.

Car converter kit Input I2V DC. Output 6/7+;9V
DC IA transistor stabilized £195.
Stabilized Power Kits 3-I8V 100mA L3-60. 3-30V
IA L9.95. 3-60V IA £10-95. 3.60Y 2A 413.95.

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS

131-PAK AUDIO MODULES

S450 tuner L21-95. ALSO £4.86. PAI00 £14-93.
MK60 audio kit 636.45. Stereo 30 C17 .95. SPM80 £3 75.

BMT80 15-95 Send sae for fret data.
1C17., JC2-0, JC40 AMPLIFIERS

ICI2 6W IC audio
amp with free data
and printed
circuit 41-95

WHEN

Accessories include drills, stones. burrs, saw
blades etc. Send 9"
4" S.A.E. for full details

Also new 1040 20W
model with pub £3-95.

Sensational new 1020, IOW integrated circuit amp
with pcb E2.95.
Send sac for free leaflet on all 3 models and associated

power supply and preamp kits.

and order form.

REPLYING
LTD

FERRANTI ZN414
IC radio chip El 44. Extra parts and pcb for radio E3 -85.
Case El. Send sac for free data.

TO

DEPT. EE, PO BOX 68, 32 GOLDSEL ROAD,
SWAN LEY, KENT
Prices include VAT. Official orders welcome. Overseas customers deduct 7% on items
marked and 11% en others.
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Sole UK DistrthutorN

PRECISION
PETITE LTD

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Post 30p.

P1 Drill £9.67 p & p 38p
S1 Stand £5 13 p & p 38o

ADVERTISEMENT

119a HIGH STREET

TEDDINGTON MIDDLESEX TW11 8HG

TEL 01-977 0878
247

GREENWELD
443 Millbrook Road Southampton

LOW PRICE, TOP

501 OHX

QUALITY LIQUID

Tel:C(3703) 772501

TEACH-IN'78

CRYSTAL WATCHES

Complete kit of parts for the
New Series started last
month. Everything for L13-50

from M. D. MARKETING

including

Post

and

VAT.

Order Early!!

finish metal expanded bracelet. Hours, min push for month date push
again seconds. Also can be set to change from date to time to date
etc, automatically. 12 months G'tee ONLY £1499.

* Model BC11 : SIX DIGIT DISPLAY Inc. STOPWATCH Hours, min,
sec permanently displayed push for month date and day. push for stopwatch 1;10 & 1/100th second lap time memory stop start facility. 4mm

thick lightweight auto adjust strap night light AM/PM indicator 12
month G'tee. £24.99.

Buy a complete range of components in
one go and save time and moneyll

All packs contain full spec brand new
marked devices, sent by return of post. All
prices include VAT, iust add 25p post for
any quantity.
K001 50V ceramic plate capacitors, 5%. 10
of each value 22pF to 10414MF. Total 210,
£3.35.

1977/78

* Model SDI: FOUR DIGIT TYPE, ROUNDFACE Gold or silver

DEVELOPMENT
PACKS

14002 Extended range, 22pF to 0- iirF. 330

CATALOGUE
Big new illustrated catalogue
with 50p discount vouchers!
Complete range of resistors,
capacitors, semiconductors,
knobs and boxes, etc., all at
discount prices!! Only 30p
1.5p post.

values £490.

K003 Polyester capacitors, 10 each of these

values: 0.01, 0.015. 0022, 0.033, 0.047,
0068, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.471aF. 110
altogether for 1.475.
K004 Mylar capacitors, min 1001/ type. 10
each all values from 1000pF to 10,000pF.
Total 130 for £4.45.

K006 Tantalum bead capacitors. 10 each
of the following: 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47.
0.68. 1, 2.2. 3.3, 4.7, 6.8, all 35V; 10125

15/16 22:16 33110 47/6 100/3. Total 170 tants

for £14-20.

* Model TC22: As above but SOLAR CELLS power it. Never needs
batteries months between seeing light, 12 month G'tee. Only £3999.

PC ETCHING KIT MK III

Now contains 200 sq. ins. copper clad
board, 11b. Ferric Chloride, DALO etch resist pen, abrasive cleaner, two miniature

drill bits, etching dish and Instructions.
£4.15 inc. post and VAT.

Total 70 for £3.50.

1(021 Miniature carbon film 5`ile resistors.
CR25 or similar. 10 of each value from lOR
£6.00.

VERO OFFCUTS

Pack A, All 0.1"
Pack B, All 0.15"

K022 Extended range, total 850 resistors
from 1R to 10M E030.

Pack C, Mixed

Pack ID, All 0.1" plain
Each pack contains 7 or 8 pieces with a

total area of 100 sq. ins. Each pack is E1.45

Inc. post and VAT.

P.O. BOX 4, HINCKLEY, LEICESTERSHIRE.

Popular values: 1, 2-2,4.7, 10, 22,47, 100pF.

to 1M, E12 series. Total 610 resistors,

All watches carry 10 day money back offer & free post.
Recorded delivery & 1st class post 50p extra per watch.

Send today, limited quantity to-: M. D. MARKETING,

1(007 Electrolytic capacitors 25V working,
small physical size. 10 each of these

1(041 Zener diodes, 400mW 5%. BZY88 etc.

10 of each value from 27V to 36V, E24
Series. Total 280 for £1530.

This 5 volume set contains over 500 pages.
Bound in stiff linen. Cover size 81iin x 5in.
Price £7.50 per set (we pay the postage).

Book 1. Introducing Electronics Book 4. Meters/Voltage-dividers
Book 5. Transistor Project Circuitry
Book 2. Resistors/Capacitors
Book 3. Inductors/Diodes
The manuals are unquestionaby the finest and most up-to-date available
and represent exceptional value.

This series has been written in a fascinating, absorbing and exciting
way, providing an approach to acquiring knowledge that is a very
enjoyable experience. Suitable for industrial trainees, City and Guilds

Become/

students, DIY enthusiasts and readers of electronic journals.
Each part explains electronics in an easy -to -follow way, and contains
numerous diagrams and half tone blocks with construction details and

a radio
amateur.

circuit diagrams for making the following transistor projects: Lamp
Flasher, Metronome, Wailer, Photographic/Monostable Timer, Metal
Locator, Geiger Counter, Radio Receiver, Intercom., Intruder Alarm,
Electronic Organ, Battery Eliminator, Anemometer, Sound Switch,

Light and Water -operated Switches, Pressure -operated Switches, Light
meter, Radio Thermometer, Ice Alarm,

Learn how to become a radio -

amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

Sound effects oscillator. Variable time -delay switch.

Order now:
Selray Book Company
60 Hayes Hill
Bromley
BR2 7HP

WAA

=isI

Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

EEK

;

1

I

I

OUR
100% GUARANTEE
Should you decide to return the set after 10 days examination, your money will be refunded by return of POST.

41hAtka

I
I
I

I Amount enclosed:

! Name:

NAME

I

I Address:
ADDRESS

ET2

,
(Block ceps Pleatej

I

IV
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A. MARSHALL (LONDON) LTD. DEPT. E.E.
LONDON -40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, NW2 3ET
Tel. 01-452 0161

Telex 21492

LONDON -6325 Edgware Road W2. Telt 01-723 4242 3
GLASGOW -65 West Regent Street. G2 2QD
Tel. 041-332 4133

BRISTOL -1 Straits Parade. Fishponds Rd. BS16 2LX
Tel. 0272 654201

leMairshall's

NEW CATALOGUE 77
2ND EDITION FOR AUTUMN
OVER 8,000 LINE ITEMS

Plenty of New Products and Ideas
35p POST PAID (25p to callers)

TOP 400 SEMICONDUCTORS FROM THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE U.K.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

EXPRESS M.O. SERVICE BY RETURN POST -all
orders received despatched same day on stock items
.15 2N6126
-15 40361
.15 40362
.55 2N3706
-15 40363
-28 2N3707
-18 40406
-28'.2143708
.13 40407
2812 N 3729
-15 40408
-50i2143710
.15 40409
2143711
-16 40410
-51112613712 1-20 40411
-801,2143713 2-30 40594
-3512N3714 2.45 40595
.3612143715 2-55 40673
.35 2143703
-30 2143704
.82 2143705

214696
214697
214698
214699
214-706

2N706A
2N708
2N709
214718

2N718A
2N720A
214914

2N916

2N1711
2141893
2142102
2142218

-33 2N3819
2N2218A .37 2143620
.2142219

2N2219A
2142220

2N2221

-35 2143823
36 2143904
-35 2143906
-25 2144036

2N2221A -26 2144037
2512144058
2N2222A 25 2144059
-25 2144060
2N2368
2 N 2222

2142369

-25 2144001

2142648

-75 2144126

2N2369A -25 2144052
1-40 2N4289
36 2144919
2N2904A -37 2144920
2N1647

2142904
2142905

-37 2614521

2N2905A -33 2N4922
2142906

-28 2N4923

2N2906A -35 2N5190
-25 2N5191
2142907A -25 2145192
-15 2145195
2142924
2142925
-17 2N5245
2/43019
-55 2145294

2N3391

.22
-20
.30
.45
-30
-20
-20
:19

15 BC135

20 2145449

2N3391A -20 2N5449

-19 BC136
-32 BC137
-33 BC140
-29 BC141
-34 BC142
-38 BC143
-60 BC147
-45 BC148
-42 BC149
-50 BC153
-38 BC154
-41 BC157
-43 BC158

2145459

59 2N5484
-64 2145486
-81 2146027
1-35 21461131

-16 2N6107
2N3638A -16 2146109
2 N3639
2 N3641
2143702

20
.20
.19
-20

-34 BC117
-40 BC118
-40 BC119
-40 BC121
-40 BC132
-15 BC134

-26 2N5447

.15 2145458

-90
-75
-45
.45
-45
-40
-50
-55
-55
-50
-65
-60
-60

-90 BCII6A

-70 2145298

.16 2N5457

-SO

.75 BC116

2N5295

2143393
2143394
2 N3434
2143440
2 N3441
2 N3442
2143638

2.15

.70 80115

-511 2145296

2N3392

.60
.52
-75
-75
-75

-60 BC113

2142907

2143053
2143054
2143055
2143390

.55

1.30

3-00 AC126
1-45 AC127
2.00 AC128
2.90 AC151V
2-90 AC152V
3.10 AC153
3-10 AC153K
3-50 AC176
-20 AC176K
-36 AC187K
-38 AC188K
.80 AD161 1.00
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55
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-65
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159
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130131
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ci7o
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BD137

-311

DE3140

-40
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-45
-45 BSX20
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80230
130240

C183L
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C1841.
C207

'14 00529
-16 60530

C182L
C183

6E123

C213L
C214
C214L
C237
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C239
0251
C253

6340
25 MJ
MJE370

113E159

.3: MJE520

18 6E177
24 BF178
43°

1;4564

17

C315
C327

.1,

/3E194

-134

BB;119695

-15 TIP29A

-13 TIP30A
-35 TIP30C
-25 TIP31A
-35 TIP31C
'40 TIP32A
-75 TIP32C
-24 TIP334

19 13E1913

0328
C337

-19 BF200

C3.36

-21

C547

.12 BF244
.12 5E245
-13 6E246
50 80254

C54.8

C549
1

BF225J

60
-25

-25
-25
.26
-24
.50

LM308C 1-82' 8A5570 2.50 TBA540 2-21
LM308N -55-S042
1.25 TBA5400
LM309K 1.85 76001N 1-30
2-30
LM317K 3.00 76003N 2-20 TBA550 3.13
LM318N 2-26.76008K 1-50 TBA550Q

LM360N 2.751, 76023N

LM382N 1.25 76544N
LM384N 1-45 7654514
LM386N -80 76546N
LM367N 1.05 7655014
LM 386N -90 76552N
LM389N 1-00 76575N

'24 TIP33C 1.10
-37 TIP34A
90 LM702C

ig'g

-45 TIP34C

1.00 13E258
1 00 6E259
2-00 13E459

20

1

LM709C

-49 TIP35A 2 50 1_14709N
-50 TIP36A 2.80 .LM710C
28 TIP41A .70 LM710N
BFR39
BES21A 2.60 T1P41C -90 LM723C
6E528
BE561
13E598

BEX29
BFX30

1

38 T1P42A .80 LM723N
.30 TIP42C 1 -00 LM741C
.30 TIP2955 -65 LM741 N
-35 TIP3055 .55 ,LM741.8
-35 T1S43

-43

LM747N

-75 7862014
-65 7665014

-40 76660N
.00 76666N

1-20 TBA750Q
1-44

1.65 TBA920Q

2-99

-90

1-10 TBA940 1.62
-60 TCA160C
-22

1,85

1.00

TCA16013
1.61

-60 TAA320A
-85

2-07

1-85 TBA800 1.25

1-44 T134810 1 25
-35 115A820 1-25
-52 TBA920 2-90

.75 TA350A 2-48 TCA270 2-25
-85 TA A5211.00 TCA280A
-40 TA A5221 90
1-30
-40 TAA550 .60 TCA290A
90 TAA5601.75
3-13

7401

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411

0-16
0-18
0:16
0-16
0.26
0-26
0.74
0-74
0.29
0-22
0.21
0-29

7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7423
7425
7427
7430
7432
7437

0.55

0.39

7438
7440
7441
7442
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453

55

17454

0-21

0,21
0.51

1.00
0 61
0.61
0 21

0.39
0 39
0 39
0 21
0

CMOS
LOW POWER
SCHOTTKY
...rowtekt

0.21

1-03
0.76
1-35
1-23
1-17
1.17
6.20
6-21

121

CD40000.24
CD40010.24
CD40020.24
CD40061 34
CO40070.24
CD40081-10
CD40090 64
C040100' 64

CD4011024

CD40120-24
C040130.60
CD40141.15
C040151.15
CD40160 64
CD40171 -15

VEROBOARD
.1 MATRIX COPPER BACKED BOARD
2.5" x 5"
50p
3-75" x5"
55p
2-5" x 3-75" 42p
3-75" x 3-75" SOP
2.5" x 17"
1.54
3-75" x17"
1-93
Spot Face Cutters 74p pkt. 36 olns 360
Full range incl. ind. board in catalogue

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
Antex Irons Mod "C" 15 watt

Stand £1 .40 Mod x 25 25 watt

Spare tips .1 elements available
Multicore solder dispenser

E3.40

43.40
38p

7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481

7482
7483
7484

0-21

046
038

0-43
0.43
0-58
0.51
0-45
1-10
0-67
1-33
0.85

0 040161 -15

C040190.70
C040201.27
CD40211-15
CD40221.10
C040230.24
CD40240.94
C040250.24
C040270-64
CD40281-02
CD4029130
CD40300-134

CD40312-53
C040351-34
CD40371.10

7485
7486
7490
7491

7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
74100
74107

1.85
0-41
0-61
0-94
0-61
0.61

0.74
0-79
1.03
4.60
1.15
0-43

74118
74119
74121

74122
74123
74141
74145
74151
74153
74154
74155
74157

0,90

74160

1-80
0-49
0 45
0.58
1-03
1.06

74161

7416.4

111

0-22

74181

CD4059545
CD4042026 I CD40601 27
CD40431-15 10040631.25
CD40410-96
CD40441.05
CD40451. 59
CD40461-52
C040471-15
CD40490-64
coansoo -84
C040511 -06
CD40521.06
CD40531-06
CD40541.32
C040551-50
C040561.50

74162
74163
74165
74167
74174
74175
74176
74180

1-11
1.11
1-85

CD40660-30
C0413874.25

CD40680.25
CD40690-25
CD40700-65
CD4071 0-25

C040720.25
C040730.25
CD40750-28
C040761.17

13

1.52
1 35
1

23

1-77
3.70

CD40810.25

0040820.25

C040850 31
CO4066041
C040891-77
C040930 91
C040942 13
CD40951-19
C040961.19
0045102-00
C045112-30
CD45162-0O
CD45182-00

.

74182
74184
74185
74188
74189
74190
74191

74LS32 0.25

74L5421.01
74LS74 0-43
74LS75 0.60
74L$76 0.40
74LS135 1-45

74L586 0-4$
74LS90 1-00
74LS92 0-90
74LS107 -44

Ceramic 63 volt 1pf

switches always in stock.

WE ALSO STOCK MOST
COMPONENTS FOR E.E.
*PROJECTS*

1.91
1-91

74L5130-65

CAPACITORS

Full range of rocker, slide and rotary

1.08
2.46
2.46
2.60
3-09

74LS02 0.24
74L504 0.27
74LS08 0.24
74LS10 0-24

SPOT 60p

As above but micro
SPOT 50p SPOT 55p DPDT 609

DIGITAL

74192
74193
74196
74197
74188
74199

1.62
1.62

117
117

2 93
2.93

74LS1381 27
74LS1511 13
74LS1571 17
74LS1601 -40
74LS1611 SO
74L51621.50
74LS1621 SO
74LS1631 50
74LS1641 52
74LS1732.35
74LS1741 20
74LS1751 20

7415

to 01 MFD Op

Polyester C280 250v

121 --1 5p. -15-22 OP
.83, -47, 10p taf lip
Full range of mica Polystyrene, Tantalum, Polycarbonate, and electrolytics
always in stock.

RESISTORS

10R-10Meg .25w 2p each, 5w 3p each
also 1w 2-a 2-5w 5w lOw + rnetoxide in
stock. See catalogue for full details.

£10.90
Z10-90
£14-50
E14-50

CAR CLOCK MODULE

.C1=0134661111fr1433833RNMP

DIODES
AA116 0.12
AA118 0-12
AA119 0-14
AA129

0-09

BA100
BA102
6A144
BA145
BA154
SA155
BA156
BA157

0.18
0-18
0-12
0.18
0-10

AAZ17 0-13

0-12
0-15
0-29

BA158
BA159
BA202
BAX13

0-38

88103

0-30
0.40
0 30
0.29
0.30
1.50
0.20
0-22

0-51

0.09
0 07

BAX16 0.15
BB104
BY126
BY127
BY182
BY206
BY207

0.27

BYX10

013

0A47
0A90

0 08
0 03
0 10

0A91

0A95

0A200 010
0A202

0.14
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.07
5 08
0 09

N914
N916
N4001
N4002
N4003
144004

N4005
N4006
N4007
N4148
N4150
N5400
N5401
N5402
IN5404
IN5400
IN5407
1N5408
IS44

0-10
0-11

0-12

0-07
0.19
0-14
-155
.175
-185
-225

0-27
0-40
0-07

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Full range of Opto devices

In our New Catalogue
LEDS
Ti 20919p 100 + pcs 120
3mm Red lop, Green 25p, Yellow 25p
5mm Red 210, Green 26p, Yellow 25p

MANY MORE TYPES LISTED IN
OUR NEW CATALOGUE -SOLAR
CELLS. LIGHT SWITCHES, etc.
DISPLAYS 7 segment
Single Double Display
DL704

3.00
3 00
3 40
3.40

2-00

0L707

2.00

DL747
DL750

2-50
2.50

74CO2

SWITCHES
SPOT 66p
DPDT 709
DPDT CR/if 809

RCA, SGS

CLOCK MODULES

MA1002E 12 hr 5in display
MA1002H 24hr 5in display
MA10106 12hr 841n display
MAIOIOG 24hr 84in display

74C00
1-41
1 41
1 41
1.41
1-23
1.23
3 70

0045202 00
CD4078025 I 74LS00 024
C040770 -S8

S1GNETICS

NATIONWIDE SERVICE

-3" Red
-3" Red
5" Red
-5" Red

LOW PROFILE

74C MOS

TTL FROM NATIONAL, ITT, TEXAS, SIGNETICS, ETC.
7400

MOTOROLA

MA1003 St.iiit Tested 12V supply and
four -digit module. Crystal controlled
17-00. Data Sheet 5p + SAE.

LM3.81N 1-00 71353314

80

SIEMENS

LM304 2.451 NE567
1 -BO 1 TBA5300 LM307N -65 iSAS560 2.501
2.07

CA3088 1-70 MC1352 1-10 TBA5100
CA3089 2-52 MC1458 1.91
2-30
CA3090 4-00 NE555
-45 T8A520 2-21
CA3130
-98 NE556 1.10 TSA5200
LM301A .67 NE565 1-30
2-30
LM3OIN -401 NE566
1.65 ,TBA530 1-98

50
66

-55
-75

TEXAS
MULLA RD

Built and tested -requires only switches
and transformer to complete. 12 or 24hr
alarm modules.

-65

-45

17 TIP29C

NATIONAL

1-86 MC1350 -96
230
CA3086 -60 MC1351 1-20, TBA510 2-21

60
.49

15 MPSU56 -80

-20 51E197

TBA120 -75
TBA400 2-00
TBA500 2 21
TBA500Q

1.45 .TBA570 1-29
LM37ON 2-50 76023ND 1.26; TBA570Q
LM371N 1-70 76033N 2-201
1-38
LM372N 1-70:7611014 11CTBA64113
LM373N 2-80,7611514 1-51 I
2.70
LM374N 3.10'76116N 1.651 TBA651 2.20
LM377N 1-75 76131 N 1-20' TBA700 1-52
LM378N 2-25:7622614 1.56 TE3A7000
LM379S 3.95'7622714 1.20
1.61
LM380-6 -90 76228N 1.41 TBA720Q
LM380N -98 76530N
-75
2-30
LM3.81A 2.45 76532N 1.40 T5A750 1.98

35 MPSUO6 -56
MPSU55 -55

FROM

TOOLS
SPRAYS
PRESETS
NEONS
HEAT SINKS
INDICATORS

TAD1001 28

1.50
3-22
-45 LM339N 1.40,76013140 1.30 TBA560Q
.30 LM348N I -50176018K 1.50
3.22

.33 PAPSUO5 -50

METERS

1-39

-40 LM323K 6.46:7601314

MP8112
MP8113

MPSA05 .25
MPSA06 -25
-35 MPSA12 -40
MPSA55 -25
MPSA56 -25

13E181

-50 6E183

0307

CY33
CY34
CY38
CY42
CY58
CY59
CY70
CY71
CY72
0115

25

6E182

C308
C309C

60
-45

"!?, MPF102

-24 6E179

C300
0301
C303

58

MJE371

BF167

CMG

--1200

.60 MJE521
-65
40 MJE29551-50
MJE3055 -95
35 MP8111
35

17 BF173

02928

MmeE4040212

"!: :6E153

02595

E;:11

e45

13E166

C261 A

1-201 CA3045 1.40 LM3909
63
1.30
501CA3046 -119 MC1035 1.75 TA A930B

-33 CA3048 2.23 MC1303 1.03
.32 CA3049 1.80 MC1304 1-40
.60 60105 1.40 CA3050 2.42 MC1305 1-40
.0 130205 2.20 CA3052 1-62 MC1310 191
.65 ME0402 .20 CA3080 -75 MC1327 1-54
.66 ME0404 -15 CA3080A
mciaw 1-00

"g5 lEIF160

C257A
C258A

25 CA3030 1.35 LM3401
-70
1 50
LM3900
-30 CA3030A
-75 TAA700 3.91
341
2.00 LM3905 1.50 TAA930A

.513

2E115

', 5E121

1.08 LM3302N1.40 TAA66113

-25

13E152

-!..!

C213

1

17 8E154

-16 BDY20

C212

-55 TA A61113

2-29 LM1800 1.76i
1-85
30 CA30286
LM1808 1-92 TAA621 2.15
30
29 LM1826 1.75 TAA661A
LM3301N -ss
1251CA3023A
1 50
35

1.00 ME4104 -10
.3$ MJ481 155
55 MJ490 1.35
.55 MJ491 1.85
MJ2955 1.25

0208
C212L

40

LM748N

35 C A3020 A

BEX87
BFX88
BFX89
BEY50
BEY51
BEY52
BEY53
BFY90
BRY39

00138
60139

60241
-11 BD242
-14 BD243
-11 B0244
-14 130245
-12 130246

CY30

-54
-37
-37
-33

-13 :130135
.12
-18
-16
-14
-20
.20
-23

CA3320 2-00 LM748-8 .55ITAA570 2-30

1-20 BFX84
-51 BFX85

WE STOCK MORE
CRYSTALS
VALVES
CHOKES
KNOBS
CABLES
it CASES
FUSES

0-26 74C85
0-26 74C86

1.90
0 68

0.26 74C151
0.26 74C157
0.26 74C150
0-26 74C161
0-92 74C162
2 30 74C163
0-58 74C164
0.69 74C173
0-58 74C174

2.62
2.35

74C04
74C08
74C10
74C20

0 26 74090 0 91
0.26 740107 130

74030

1-13
1.13
1-18
1-18

74C32
74C42

74048
74C73
74C74
74C76

104
0.95
0-95

SKT

8 pin
14 pin
16 pin

18 pin
22 pin

'

0-15 24 pin
0.16 28 pin
0.18 40 pin

5-27

0.30
0.35
0-45

055

TRIACS plastic pack 400V
6 Amp
8 Amp
12 Amp

0.70
0.75
0-35

16 Am
20 Amp
25 Am

1-10

1.70
2.00

THYRISTORS Plast c C106 118
4A 100V 0-35 SA 100V 0.43 1 A 100V -57
4A 200V 0.40 SA 200V 0.49 1 A 200V -65
4A 400V 0-99 8A 400V 0-62 1 A 400V -81

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

500mA T0202 Positive 5,12, 5, 24v 1-10
500mA 70202 Negative 5,12, 5, 24v 1 -OS
1 Amp TO220 Positive 5,12, 5, 24v 1-55
1 Amp TO220 Negative 5, 12, 15, 24v 2.50

PLUGS- SOCKETS- COUPLERS
PL. SK. Line
7p 100
15p 12p 15p

DIN 2 pin loudspeaker 10p
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 pin

COAX Standard T.V.

10p 1015 30p

PHONO. Red, 131., Wh.,
10p
Gr. Tel

7p 10p
JACK 0" mono plastic 16p 20p 20p

4" mono screened
0" stereo plastic
4" stereo screened
3.5m standard
2-55m standard

25p - 30o
25p 25p 25p
35p - 45p

10p 12p 10p

10p 10o -

MAINS USA 2 pin flat 15p 15p 15p

P-=1-

in a modern world of electronics
100W RMS
STEREO DISCO
A genuine 100W RMS per channel
(Both channels driven) stereo disco
with auto fade on microphone, VU meters.
full monitoring and cueing facilities and a
very high quality light show. Complete
construction booklet MES41 price 25p.
Cabinet comes complete with lid and
carrying handles.

T.V. GAME
A fascinating TV game kit that plays
football, tennis, squash and practice
for only 1.21.59. Reprint of
construction details 35p.
Add-on rifle kit
only £1060.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN
The only organ you can build in
stages and tailor to your
requirements as you go along-and at
each stage you'll have a fully working
instrument! We haven't got the gimmicks
yet-(they're coming soon) but we have got
the most beautiful sounds-you won't find
them on any organ less than twice our
price. So get our MES50 series leaflets
now! 65p buys the three available so far.

WIDE RANGE
OF COILS & CHOKES
Component section in our
catalogue includes a wide range
of coils, pot cores, ready -wound coils
and chokes from microHenries to
Henries, plus ranges of Denco
coils arid i.f. tiansformers etc.

1511.1111.111.11L
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10 CHANNEL
STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALISER
A new design with no difficult coils
to wind, but a specification that puts

it in the top-flight hi-fi class. All this for
less than £70 including fully punched and
printed metalwork and woodwork. Send
for our component schedule now.
Full construction details price 40p.

1"!191111111\1111,-,i

Who says the Maplin
Catalogue's worth having?
"in our 'musts' for readers -to -collect list"-P.E.
"contains ... just about everything the DIY
electronics enthusiast requires"-P.W.
"probably the most comprehensive catalogue we have
ever come across"-E.E.
"has been carefully prepared and is very well
presented..-R.E.C.

Our bi-monthly
newsletter keeps
you up to date with

"make the job of ordering coamsTiomneef,itv.uasy, accurate
and enjoyable

latest guaranteed pricesour latest special offersdetails of new projects and

"Only one word describes the publication-superbr
E.T.I.

new lines. Send 30p for the
next six issues (5p
discount voucher
with each copy).

OVER 60,000 COPIES SOLD DON'T MISS OUT!
SEND 60p NOW

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
P.O. Bon 3, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 8LR
Telephone: Southend (0702) 715155
Shop: 280 London Road,
Westelnli-on-Sea. Essex.
(Closed on Monday)
Telephone: Southend
(0702) 715157
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POST THIS COUPON NOW Nill'&
.FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR
11
CATALOGUE PRICE 60p

Please rush me a copy of your 216 page
catalogue. I enclose 60p; but understand
that if I am not completely satisfied I may
return the catalogue to you within 14 days and
have my 60p refunded immediately.

%

